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ABSTRACT

The level of vehicle comfort and quality perceived by the driver and passengers
can be severely diminished due to unwanted noise, vibrations, and harshness arising
external sources such as road surface irregularities and wind pressure distribution around
the vehicle due to aerodynamics, or internally propagated from the engine/powertrain, the
suspension, and the tire/wheel assembly. The periodic force variations produced by a
nonuniform tire/wheel assembly are known root causes of excessive torsional steering
wheel vibrations known as “steering nibble”. Though several studies have sought to
investigate this issue through modeling or experimentation involving the entire vehicle or
specific subsystems involved, there has yet to be established a direct link between
objectively measured tire force variations and the severity of the vibration levels
perceived by the occupants. Thus, the primary objectives of this research are to develop,
as part of a toolkit for the characterization of the first-order transmission of steering
nibble vibrations, an analytical model consisting of the integrated subsystems involved,
validate the model results through experimentation, identify the key parameters
influencing vibration transmissibility, and establish a correlation between the subsystem
properties and the subjective steering nibble rating.
Following a literature survey, analytical models of a nonuniform tire, doublewishbone suspension system, and rack and pinion steering system are reviewed and
refined such that an integrated subsystem-level model can be formulated and
implemented. Each subsystem is validated against experimental results sourced from a

iii
database formed as part of a collaborative effort with this project to insure proper inputoutput relationships of the subsystem modules and complete integrated model. It is
observed, consistent with expectations, that the nonuniform tire model provides an
oscillatory force input to the wheel spindle, the magnitude of which is affected by the
relative motions of the suspension assembly, tire tread band, and road interface. The tire
force input, namely the tangential force variations, serves to excite a significant rotational
response of the knuckle about the kingpin axis, providing an oscillatory force input to the
steering system via the tie rods. From the experimental testing, it is revealed that the
steering system response is characterized by a nonlinear compliant friction which causes
the resonant frequencies of the system to shift with tie rod force amplitude.
In the particular case of the vehicle chosen for analysis, the 2004 Ford F-150 4x4
SuperCrew, a new production pickup truck known for customer complaints regarding
nibble vibrations, it is determined that at 13.8 Hz, a frequency corresponding to the
tire/wheel rotational rate at a vehicle speed of 75 mph, the tie rod forces generated for a
range of tire nonuniformities serve to excite an equivalent resonant mode of the steering
system at approximately the same frequency. A parameter sensitivity study is performed
and it is shown that through proper tuning of the inertial and frictional properties of the
steering system and suspension parameters, the vibration transmission could be
substantially decreased. Further analysis may establish a relationship between tire design
parameters and force/vibration transmissibility. The subjectively-correlated threshold for
the angular vibration of the steering wheel is established at about 400 deg/s2, a response
which, around the critical speed of 75 mph, is achievable even with modest tire
nonuniformity due to the nonlinear resonance present in the steering system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Background
The challenges faced by automotive manufacturers to engineer a smooth-riding,
pleasant-sounding vehicle are becoming increasingly difficult as customers’ assessments
of vehicle quality and comfort are greatly influenced by their expectations and
perceptions of the vehicle’s performance in the areas of noise, vibration, and harshness
(NVH).

Practically speaking, engineering an extremely well-performing vehicle

regarding NVH may entail sacrificing performance in other regimes and/or insisting upon
unrealistically high manufacturing tolerances. In order to mitigate this concern, one of
the challenges the NVH design teams have to confront involves setting admissible levels
of quality so that manufacturers can meet customer’s expectations without incurring
excessive costs. The research presented herein addresses the level of perceived vehicle
ride quality in relation to the type and amount of nonuniformity present within the tires.
One of the most important factors in the perception of ride quality is the level of
vibration felt by its occupants, and thus, a critical aspect in designing a vehicle is to make
it insensitive to induced vibrations since satisfaction with vehicle quality can be
dramatically lowered due to unwanted tactile vibration transmission. These vibrations
are usually generated from external sources such as road surface irregularities and wind
pressure distribution around the vehicle due to aerodynamics, or internally propagated
from the engine/powertrain, the suspension, and the tire/wheel assembly. Since the tire is
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the only element of the vehicle which maintains contact with the road, it is a key factor
regarding force and vibration generation and transmission. The vibrations induced by the
inherent nonuniformities in the tire are similar to the vibrations encountered in rotating
machinery; the rotational dynamics of the tire create periodic force and torque variations
that act at the wheel hub and transmit vibrations via the tie rods, suspension, and chassis.
These force and torque variations, which are applied at the rotational frequency and
harmonics of the wheel, can have a detrimental effect on the vehicle performance,
particularly if they excite resonances within the vehicle’s subsystems.
Tire nonuniformity originates from several potential manufacturing anomalies
including the deformation of raw material during storage, misplacement of the tire
carcass on the building machines or inside the curing mold, and the unavoidable overlap
of the belt material. Thus the process of tire fabrication often results in a tire with
disproportionate mass distribution, asymmetrical roundness, or uneven density and
stiffness leading to the manifestation of a combination of at least three categories of
nonuniformity: mass imbalance, radial and lateral run-out, and nonuniform stiffness.
Since it would be impossible to completely correct or eliminate the variances inherent to
tire production, tolerances are set to establish the admissible quality levels of the tire and
experimental characterization is performed during vehicle design phases such that
resonances can be avoided or shifted away from attainable rotational wheel frequencies.
In order to expedite design processes, increase customer satisfaction, and facilitate
problem resolution, a better understanding of the issues at hand was desired. Thus, the
ultimate goal of the project was aimed at the development of a toolkit for modeling,
analysis, and characterization of nonuniformity-induced vibration on vehicle ride and
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comfort, as well as the utilization of the developed toolkit to understand the first-order
mechanisms associated with nonuniformity-induced vibrations.

Motivation
Automotive and tire manufacturers both strive to ensure customer satisfaction,
and thus each have designed methods of establishing and assessing appropriate levels of
quality. In some cases, however, when quality standards are being met or exceeded,
customer complaints may still arise, thus the collaborative problem resolution can
become a lengthy process. This research presents a toolkit for the characterization of
steering nibble vibrations to assist in bridging the gap between objective measurements
pertaining to component quality and customer perception of overall vehicle quality.
Tire nonuniformity is most often quantified using High Speed Uniformity (HSU)
machines that measure force variations as applied to a rotating hub. The HSU machines
use a larger drum in loaded contact with the tire to simulate the road surface. While the
establishment of standards for the limitations of these force variations is straightforward,
there exists an insubstantial connection between these measured force variations and the
vibrations perceived by the vehicle’s occupants. It is therefore desirable to be able to
predict the levels and frequencies of vibration transmitted to the occupant interfaces and
compare with a subjective correlation of perceived vehicle comfort.
The goals of this research were to integrate representative models of the vehicle’s
main subsystems pertaining to steering nibble vibration transmission, validate the model
with experimental data, identify and adjust key vehicle parameters which affect the
vibration transmissibility, and obtain a correlation between objective measurements and
subjective customer perception. Though previous studies have established many methods
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for characterization of subsystems and vehicle models alike, as separate entities they did
not provide a direct connection between type and degree of tire nonuniformity and
perceived vibration levels for a given vehicle configuration.

The particular vehicle

chosen for the focus of this research, a 2004 Ford F-150 4x4 SuperCrew, was a new
production pickup truck known for customer complaints regarding nibble vibrations. The
principal sponsor of the project, Michelin Americas Research and Development Center
(MARC), was interested in evaluating the respective contribution of tire nonuniformity in
comparison to suspension and steering design as a source of steering nibble in hopes to
more rapidly identify modifications in tire design that could alleviate the transmission of
vibrations.

Research Objectives
The research work in this document has been completed to achieve the following
objectives:
1. Research and develop subsystem-level models of a nonuniform tire, doublewishbone suspension, and hydraulic power rack and pinion steering system to
model the physical system as configured on a 2004 Ford F-150 4x4 SuperCrew.
2. Successfully integrate the subsystem models to create an efficient and accurate
representative vehicle model to be used for the characterization and study of firstorder force propagation leading to steering wheel nibble vibration.
3. Validate the analytical model output through comparison with experimentallyobtained results. The available data is also used to tune the subsystem parameters
such that the respective inputs and outputs compare favorably with what is
measured on the physical system.
4. Perform a parameter sensitivity study which identifies the key subsystems and
parameters contributing to nibble vibration transmission and investigate how
proper parameter specification may be used to limit unwanted vibrations below an
acceptable threshold.
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Problem Statement
The purpose of this research is to develop a sufficiently representative vehicle
model capable of simulating the low frequency torsional vibration response of the
steering wheel due to the effects of tire nonuniformity. Using the developed model, the
root causes of steering nibble vibrations can be determined and the system parameters
can be tuned to desensitize the vehicle to nonuniformity-induced vibrations.
Mathematical modeling of the test vehicle configuration and simulations are performed in
parallel with experimental testing in order to assess the validity of the results and
conclusions.

Thesis Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the successful integration of a detailed
nonuniform tire model capable of reproducing force variation results as obtained on an
HSU machine with an accurate representation of a vehicle suspension and steering
system. The combined model, validated using experimental data, is not only used to
investigate how various types of tire nonuniformity contribute to steering nibble
vibration, but also used to pinpoint the elements which have the most substantial effects
regarding vibration transmission and simulate how altering the various parameters either
in the design phase or through additional components may be used to achieve more
desirable performance. The model developed can also be used in an extended analysis to
investigate how altering tire parameters can be used to counteract the undesirable NVH
effects. Furthermore, the modeling exercises presented in this thesis serve to outline a
systematic procedure for integrated model development which can be used for any
vehicle configuration of interest.
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Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the steering, suspension, and nonuniform
tire modeling and research which were related to or contributed to this project. These
models and the mathematical methods used to successfully implement them formed the
basis for the formulation of the integrated subsystem model presented in this research.
Chapter 3 presents the detailed derivation of a comprehensive nonuniform tire
model. After beginning with a relatively simple model, an iterative approach is assumed
where the previous model is systematically increased in complexity in order to evaluate
the relative effects of the additional considerations. The chapter concludes with insight
as to how a nonuniform planar tire model may be appropriately incorporated with a threedimensional suspension model.
Chapter 4 presents the detailed derivation and mathematical formulation of a
double-wishbone suspension model. Issues relating to the implementation of the model
are discussed followed by a description of how an accurate numerical solution and
dynamic simulation were achieved.
Chapter 5 presents the derivation of a hydraulic power-assisted rack and pinion
steering system.

During the derivation, emphasis was placed on representing the

nonlinear friction characteristic characterized through experimental measurements of the
steering system response. Also presented are the various methods used to estimate some
of the system parameters.
Chapter 6 presents the method used for integration of the subsystems into a
representative vehicle model. The issues related to the implementation are discussed.
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Chapter 7 presents the analytical model validation as well as the parameter
sensitivity study used to identify the key system parameters which affect the nibble
vibration transmission on the modeled vehicle. For validation, the simulation output was
compared to experimental results, thus, the experimental setup and procedure are
presented. Following the validation and sensitivity study, conclusions are reached as to
how the transmissibility of forces relating to nibble vibration may be effectively reduced.
Chapter 8 provides the final conclusions of the research project and
recommendations for future analysis. The concluding remarks pertain to the identified
root causes of steering nibble and the explanation regarding the resonance phenomenon
intrinsic to the particular test vehicle. The conclusions are followed by a suggestion of
possible solutions that could help to minimize the effects of tire nonuniformity on nibble
vibrations reached through parameter variation. Recommendations are made regarding
the future work directions; in particular, suggestions are given for the improvement of the
simulation model and characterization of the steering system.
Appendix A includes the computer codes used for derivation and simulation of
each nonuniform tire model. Appendix B includes the lengthy equations of motion for
the fourth and fifth nonuniform tire models derived. The Maple code used for the
generation of the equations of motion for the double-wishbone suspension model is given
in Appendix C. Appendix D outlines the experimental setup and procedure used by
Ayglon [6] to obtain subjective and objective data. Finally, a complete listing of the
references used for this research project and thesis is given.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The research work presented in this document is aimed at improving, extending
and providing insight to concepts found in a large basis of previous investigations. The
following concisely summarizes the works which most directly contributed to the
research presented herein.

Nonuniform Tire Modeling
Many efforts have been made to satisfactorily model the behavior of pneumatic
tires. Regarding vehicle dynamics, understanding tire behavior is of utmost importance
as these elements alone provide the vehicle with contact with the road surface and are
therefore the source of many excitations perceived by the driver. Since tires are very
complex physical systems—they are nonlinear, nonuniform, continuous mechanisms—
simplified modeling often significantly limits the range validity of the results obtained.
Thus the following explains some of the existing tire models evaluated as well as the
conclusions reached by the researchers regarding the physical properties, modal behavior,
and force transmission of modern pneumatic tires.
Olatunbosun and Dunn [63] investigated the low frequency dynamic behavior of
tires up to 25 Hz. A radial coordinate equation was used to characterize a lumpedparameter nonlinear tire model which included frequency-dependent stiffness and
damping, tire preload, inflation pressure, and rolling velocity in order to obtain an
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expression which explains how the tire stiffness and damping properties relate to the
three aforementioned parameters. It was found that both stiffness and damping increase
with frequency and inflation pressure and decrease with rolling velocity. Following
experimentation, the authors developed functions to represent radial tire stiffness and
damping behavior using first-order polynomial approximations dependent on frequency,
pressure, and rolling velocity.
Zegelaar et al. [90] developed two tire models to study in-plane tire dynamics.
The first modeled the tire as a flexible ring and was used to observe the vibration
transmission due to standing waves generated in the tread band and the contact patch.
The tire tread band was represented by the flexible ring and the wheel was modeled as a
rotating cylinder having only mass and inertial properties. The sidewalls, which connect
the tread band to the wheel, were represented by distributed springs in the radial and
tangential directions. The results showed the first two vibration modes to correspond to
the rigid body modes of the tread band. The higher modes did not involve any motion of
the wheel; the wheel became a node point of the system. The frequency response
functions of the free, static tire/wheel assembly revealed the presence of several high
resonant frequencies in the tread band which were not transmitted to the wheel. The
frequency analysis implied that the high resonant frequencies correspond to the
tire/contact patch interface behavior and the low frequencies relate to the rigid body
modes of the tire assembly. Based on these conclusions, the second model depicted by
Zegelaar et al. modeled the tire as a rigid ring with mass and rotational inertia. The ring
was supported by a purely elastic foundation represented by radial and tangential springs.
The contact patch deformation was represented using residual stiffnesses and the contact
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patch slip was represented using a first-order approximation of a “brush” model. The
rigid ring model was shown to represent the zeroth- and first-order tire modes and to
accurately predict the dynamic response of the tire system up to the mid frequency range.
Mancosu et al. [53] presented a planar tire model for the purpose relating to
vehicle ride comfort. The rigid ring model involved not only measurable parameters, but
also others which were identified using a parameter estimation scheme applied to
experimental data. The results obtained from the model were validated via comparison to
a finite element model and by performing an eigenvalue analysis. The results indicated
tire behavior to be composed of essentially rigid body modes in the frequency range of 0
to 130 Hz. The model was also able to match the experimental results in the frequency
domain.
Stutts et al. [79] developed a simple tire model that included a concentrated radial
stiffness nonuniformity. A rigid tread ring supported by a viscoelastic foundation is used
to model the tire which is connected to a wheel. The radial stiffness nonuniformity was
found to influence tire response by affecting namely the fore-aft force variation in the tire
at twice the rotational frequency of the wheel, thus contributing to second harmonic force
variations. Furthermore, the parametric resonance of maximum amplitude was shown to
occur at a vehicle speed corresponding to half of the tire natural frequency.
Stutts et al. [78] developed a simple, planar tire model to characterize the effects
of several types of tire nonuniformity, namely, mass imbalance, balancing, and radial
run-out. The model consisted of a rigid tread ring attached to a stationary rotating wheel
via distributed radial and torsional springs and dampers. The tread ring maintains contact
with the road surface via additional radial springs and dampers representing the contact
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patch, and the tire is subject only to pure rolling—no longitudinal slip is considered. The
system is simplified and evaluated through an eigenvalue analysis and also simulated to
obtain results in the time domain. It was shown that the magnitude of the force variation
at the wheel spindle in the tangential direction was always greater than that in the vertical
due to the vertical motion suppression by the damping in the contact region. Also, radial
run-out, which contributes to the vertical force variation, can cause bearing forces at low
speeds where the effects of mass imbalance and counterbalance are negligible. Finally,
an important note is that the tire-wheel assembly could not be perfectly dynamically
balanced due to the damping present in the tire materials.
Drawing from many of the sources above and others, Dillinger [24] further
extended the scope of tire analysis through development of a modern planar nonuniform
tire model which included the effects of tire stiffness nonuniformity, mass imbalance and
counterbalancing, radial run-out, longitudinal slip, and sidewall hysteresis. The model
presented began as a simple viscoelastic system, but was gradually updated and increased
in complexity such that the relative contributions of the aforementioned considerations
could be evaluated. Using a combination of measured and estimated (through Genetic
Algorithm Optimization methods) parameters, the simulated tangential and radial force
variation output compared favorably with experimental results as measured on a high
speed uniformity (HSU) machine. Dillinger’s work supported the conclusions reached in
previous works regarding mass imbalance, run-out, and stiffness nonuniformities, and
served to provide a model and method for accurately predicting sidewall force variations.
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Suspension Modeling
Modeling of a double-wishbone suspension system, given appropriate
simplifications, can be relatively straightforward since it resembles a four-bar
mechanism. In reality, however, many additional considerations and degrees of freedom
are included, each of which are aimed at characterizing aspects of the complex behavior
of the physical system. The following works describe some of the preexisting models
evaluated before arriving at the mathematical model used for this research project.
Dohrmann [25] developed a method for the dynamic analysis of tire-wheelsuspension assembly.

The suspension is modeled using linear spring and damper

elements connected to a rigid wheel rotating with a constant angular velocity. The tire,
represented by a two-dimensional inextensible ring which rests on a distributed
viscoelastic foundation, is only considered to have planar deformations. The advantage of
this model’s formulation is that the tire deformations were expressed as functions of the
fixed reference frame, which yields a set of linear equations with time-invariant
coefficients. As a result, the stability of the system could be determined without resorting
to Floquet theory, which requires numerical integration, by simply using an eigenvalue
analysis. Consequently, the method for determining the natural frequencies, mode shapes
and damping ratios of the entire assembly is much more straightforward. The analysis
indicated that the natural frequencies of the first three modes are not influenced by a
change in rolling velocity; however, the remaining seven modal frequencies are
significantly affected.
McGuire and Guenther [56] outlined the procedure for modeling a McPherson
suspension quarter car model using ADAMS® to study the effects of increased
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longitudinal compliance. Using linear bushings, it was shown that compliance link
suspensions can improve vehicle ride as increased compliance results in stiffer lateral
compliance with moderate vehicle body vertical displacement. One drawback found is
that it increases the amplitude of the compliance steer angle. Thus, the inclusion of
bushing compliance in modeling is important in accurately predicting vehicle
performance.
Morman [59] modeled of the dynamics of a double-wishbone suspension with
inclusion of bushing compliance. The suspension model includes the rotational motion
of the lower control arm, steer motion of the spindle, and longitudinal compliance of the
control arm bushing. The upper control arm bushings and the radial and conical
properties of the bushings were neglected. The simulation results showed the vertical
suspension and shock loads to be well predicted, however, the fore-aft and tie rod loads
were not.
Chen and Lin [14] analyzed the behavior of a McPherson independent front
suspension using multibody system dynamics.

Planar and spatial models were

constructed with both rigid and flexible members. In the planar model, a typical multibody dynamics model with a flexible member, the equations of motion of the suspensionwheel assembly under the excitation of a periodic force applied at the center of the wheel
were derived. Analysis of the system led to the determination of a range of damping
ratios for stability. Subsequent to the planar analysis, a more representative spatial model
was constructed of the lower control arm, steering sub-axle, damper axle, tie rod, steering
rack, and wheel. A three-dimensional kinematics analysis led to an equation involving
all pertinent spatial geometric suspension parameters used for the static analysis of the
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suspension with a high level of accuracy. Using this method, the factors contributing to
suspension stiffness were identified and their respective contributions quantified.
Attia [2] outlined a dynamic model of a double wishbone front suspension. A
rigid body model using simple revolute and spherical joints to connect the members and
neglecting bushing compliance was used to represent the idealized three-dimensional
dynamics of the double wishbone suspension. By eliminating the bushing compliance,
however, the model did not address the full system dynamics; the kinetic energy stored in
the control arms due to bushing compliance was not considered, and thus the results are
only applicable to quasi-static analysis.
Drawing from the information and insight contained within previous works,
Cherian [16] developed an improved double-wishbone suspension model including the
considerations of bushing compliance in both control arms. The goal of the improved
model was to characterize the transmission of tire nonuniformity to the suspension,
chassis, and consequently the steering system on a vehicle where longitudinal bushing
compliance significantly influences suspension behavior.

Cherian’s model was

kinematically validated but did extend to a dynamic analysis.

Steering System Modeling
There exist many models which attempt to accurately describe steering system
dynamic behavior and vibration transmission. Although the physically-based models are
often similar, key differences lie in their representation or investigation of the elements
which give the otherwise linear system its nonlinear characteristics, e.g. friction,
hydraulic dynamics, and external factors such as the influence of suspension and chassis
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behavior. The following describes some of the previous works evaluated to gain insight
into current modeling and analysis of steering system dynamic response.
Based on previous research work, Neureder [61] developed a more complete
model of a rack and pinion steering system which included the contributions from
components such as ram and valve seals, yoke mechanism, gear mesh, steering column,
and hydraulic power steering.

This detailed representation facilitated a parameter

sensitivity study where the stiffness of valve seals, frictional force, radial clearance,
column inertia, power boost rate, and hydraulic damping were varied. Although most
publications had incorporated coulomb friction, this newer model represented the
frictional characteristics present in the system using compliant friction in order to more
accurately simulate the steering nibble phenomenon.

Following analysis of the

previously-developed detailed computer aided engineering model, Neureder [62] reduced
the complexity of the model making it more computationally efficient and investigated
the effects of wheel imbalance as related to steering nibble. The model considered the
tire to act as a simple spring-damper element and the steering system to have three
degrees of freedom represented by lumped spring-damper elements with parameters
obtained from individual component testing data. The pinion gear was represented by an
ideal mesh and the friction force was modeled as compliant with a spring in series with a
stick-slip element, which allows motion of the steering wheel even before relative motion
between the rack and housing is achieved. Finally, the hydraulic power steering was
assumed to act as a linear boost rate based on the wind-up in the torsion bar. Comparison
with experimental results showed the model to be reasonably accurate up to
approximately 30 Hz. The simulation revealed that the rack mass in conjunction with the
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compliant friction equivalent stiffness directly relate to the steering nibble vibration.
Furthermore, through a parameter sensitivity study it was found that reducing the steering
wheel inertia, increasing the gear friction or adjusting geometric hard points, e.g. the
lateral position of the strut assembly and lower ball joint, would contribute to the
reduction of steering nibble vibrations. It was also found that the offset of the wheel/strut
assembly’s center of gravity from the kingpin axis contributed to the suspension yaw
motion which could superimpose with the suspension fore-aft mode and have a profound
effect on vibration transmission.
Bosworth [8] conducted a DOE study on a vehicle equipped with rack and pinion
steering system and McPherson strut front suspension which sought to optimize eight
parameters found to be most influential on steering nibble. Initial brainstorming yielded
250 candidate parameters which were reduced to 8 using control criteria and
classification. A finite element model was developed using NASTRAN® to simulate
steering wheel response to mass imbalance and was validated with experimental data.
From the analysis, four major parameters were found to have a significant effect on
steering nibble: the steering rack damping, the rack mount bushing lateral rate, the lower
control arm bushing fore-aft rate, and the tie rod bushing fore-aft and radial rate.
Following an optimization of these parameters, the steering wheel vibrations were
reduced by 40 %.
In a study on tangential steering wheel vibration, Pak et al. [65] developed a
twenty degree of freedom model of a coupled steering system and vehicle frame. The
model included effects of dry friction in the ball joints and tie rods as well as kingpin
inclination and tire side slip.

To reduce steering vibrations, three approaches were
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evaluated: reducing the unbalance mass present in the tire, modifying the vehicle’s
stiffness and damping to reduce transmissibility, and altering the inertia to shift the
resonance frequency away from attainable tire rotational frequency at highway speed.
The simulation showed the forces generated in the system to be affected by imbalance
mass and tire phasing. Vibration transmissibility was observed to be strongly dependent
upon the natural frequency of the steering system; modifying the tie rod stiffness,
stiffness and damping characteristics of the steering system, and the presence of dry
friction in the ball-joints had a profound impact on reducing the steering vibrations. The
frame was observed to behave as a dynamic damper and the lateral bending mode to have
a strong influence on the vibration amplitude. This study led to the in-depth investigation
of the effects of tire nonuniformity on steering wheel vibrations [77], both shake and
shimmy. A nonuniform tire is considered the source of excitation and includes mass
imbalance, stiffness nonuniformity, and both radial and lateral run-out. The system
response under free and forced vibrations was investigated and the results were then
compared with experimental data. It was found that the tangential force variations had
the greatest effect on the amplitude of the torsional steering wheel response (shimmy).
Kim et al. [45] analyzed a chassis system to reduce vibrations of steering shimmy
and brake judder. These two phenomena were considered simultaneously given the
similar nature of their transfer paths and excitation sources. Shimmy is manifested as a
torsional steering wheel vibration and judder is perceived as vehicle body lateral
vibration. Steering shimmy is significantly influenced by tire/wheel imbalance, hub
bearing run-out, and suspension bushing compliance, resulting in force variations at the
wheel hub. Brake judder is excited by the fore-aft vibrations due to brake rotor thickness
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variations. Sensitivity to fore-aft forces also implies sensitivity to tire nonuniformity
since several types of nonuniformity are known to produce significant fore-aft force
variations.
Hackert [36] developed a simulation model using ADAMS® to determine the
effects of transient first-order tire relaxation length with wheel imbalance as the source of
excitation. The rotating tire/wheel and hub assembly was included in the model and had
a strong gyroscopic effect on the steering shimmy response. Tire relaxation was found to
play a significant role in the propagation of the steering vibrations.

Modeling the

relaxation length revealed that the lateral tire force became out of phase with respect to
the slip angle and thus performed as a “negative damper”. The shimmy transmissibility
was found to be influenced by the steering stiffness and damping parameters as well as
the suspension caster trail.

A sensitivity study was performed and concluded that

increasing caster angle, reducing wheel imbalance, and increasing kingpin coulomb
damping and steering stiffness could greatly reduce steering shimmy. Particularly, the
addition of steering dampers could reduce the vibrations by up to 89 %.
Again drawing from previous works, Cherian [16] formulated a hydraulic
power-assisted rack and pinion steering model which accepted a net tie rod force input
and simulated the dynamic response of the steering wheel.

This model included a

representation of nonlinear compliant friction between the rack and housing. Using
parameters representative of the physical system as present on the 2004 Ford F-150 4x4
SuperCrew, the modeled system predicted a resonance at approximately 14 Hz.
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Mathematical Methods
In addition to the physical system modeling, some literature sources were
reviewed for insight into performing some of the intricate mathematical procedures
necessary to manipulate and solve the derived equations of motion. While there exist
many common procedures for dealing with ordinary differential equations, in order to
dynamically simulate some systems, a procedure for the solution of differential algebraic
equations is necessary.
Shampine et al. [75] present some mathematical and software developments
necessary for the effective solution of differential algebraic equations of Index 1 using
the integrated computing environment of Matlab® and its dynamic simulation package,
Simulink. The goal of the authors was to make solving a differential algebraic equation
of Index 1 using the built-in numerical integration routine ode15s as much like solving an
ordinary differential equation as possible. After discussing two different approaches for
obtaining solutions, the “Direct Approach” for use with Index 1 differential algebraic
equations represented as ordinary differential equations with a singular mass matrix
directly in Matlab® and the “ODE Approach” for use with semi-explicit differential
algebraic equations evaluated using Simulink, and the issues associated with solution,
examples were given as to the correct way to implement the solution algorithms. After
obtaining results, conclusions were reached as to the performances of each implemented
approach.

It was shown that in the Matlab® computing environment, the “Direct

Approach” performed most efficiently.
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Experimental Testing
In cooperation with this research project and thesis, Ayglon [6] performed an
objective and subjective experimental analysis on the vehicle chosen for investigation,
the 2004 Ford F-150 4x4 SuperCrew. The vehicle was instrumented and subjected to a
thorough testing procedure aimed at characterizing the nibble vibration phenomenon in
both the frequency and time domains. The data collected by Ayglon was analyzed
through appropriate statistical methods and compiled into a database which served to
form a basis for the improvements made during the refinement of the steering subsystem
and enable the analytical model validation. After investigating several mathematical
schemes, an objective-to-subjective correlation analysis was performed which directly
related measured vibrations to occupant perception and established a threshold for the
acceptable limits of nibble vibration magnitude and frequency content.
Following the literature review, it was clear that the basic tools necessary for
obtaining a representative integrated subsystem-level model to represent the vehicle
dynamics in question were available. The literature review provided a comprehensive
range of insight into the projected behaviors of the main subsystems and influences of the
key parameters as well as suggestions as to appropriate methods for execution. The
following chapters describe in detail how each subsystem model was obtained,
subsequently refined, and appropriately implemented to achieve numerical solutions
leading to an integrated model dynamic simulation.

CHAPTER 3
NONUNIFORM TIRE MODELING

The detailed nonuniform tire model developed by Dillinger [24] was selected to
be used in the integrated vehicle model due to its favorable correlation with the available
tire force variations as measured on a high speed uniformity (HSU) machine. After
thorough review, it was decided that before this model could be implemented some
considerations must be investigated. Namely, the largest consideration was the aspect
that Dillinger’s model represented the system response on an HSU machine, which has a
fixed hub center and does not take into account any suspension geometry or movement or
tire lateral forces and moments. Thus, the model was to be refined before the subsystem
could be integrated with the suspension and steering modules.
In order to initiate the process of model refinement, an iterative model strategy
was suggested, one by which, after beginning with a simple representative model, several
more kinematically complex models could be derived and the simulation results
compared. This strategy gave insight to the impact and effects of adding each degree of
freedom, not only through the complexity of the equations, but also though direct
comparison of simulation output in both magnitude and trend. As is often desired in
mathematical modeling, the simplest representation which gives results of acceptable
accuracy is preferred. Thus, before formulating a kinematically complex nonuniform tire
model which also incorporates more complicated expressions for system stored energy
and dissipation, the impact of each additional degree of freedom was weighed, such that
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the end result would be a representative mathematical model as physically meaningful,
understandable, and easy to solve as practical.
Each model derived had a few characteristics common to all models. Most
notably, several terms in the equations of motion (EOM) were time-variant, that is, they
depended explicitly on time rather than implicitly via a variable or state which was a
function of time. The equations were thus presented in a form similar to the well-known
Mathieu equation [58, 81].

η&& + ω 0 2 [1 + β cos(Φt )]η = 0

(3.1)

This equation is a second-order, linear, ordinary differential equation (ODE) with
a time-varying coefficient.

Examination of this equation reveals that complicated

techniques will be required to obtain information regarding the system stability. In light
of the goals and scope of this research, the task of fully characterizing the EOM was not
undertaken. Review of Floquet theory [47, 52, 81] and perturbation techniques [52] led
to the realization that there would exist multiple instabilities in the form of resonances for
each of the systems. Since the general nature of the equations was understood and, since
closed-form solutions were not practical or in some cases possible, computerized
numerical solution algorithms were to be implemented to determine the system response
under various conditions. Each model also contains terms which parametrically excite
the system due to the rotation of the mass imbalance. These terms appeared as residual
terms as the equations were derived, and though expressed mathematically as generalized
forces, were not due to any externally applied time-varying, frictional, or other nonconservative forces [33]. Finally, in each case, the radial and tangential force variations
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were computed as a vectoral sum of the forces applied through the sidewall elements and
the force due to the acceleration of the counterbalance mass relative to the hub/spindle
axis.
Model 1: Rigid Ring Tire Model
The first model derived, hereafter referred to as Model 1, was a similar model as
presented by Stutts et al. [78] and was also the basis for Dillinger’s [24] nonuniform tire
model. The model, illustrated in Figure 3.1 below, consists of a rigid tread ring attached
to a hub by distributed linear spring and viscous damper elements. The mass of the
sidewall is considered negligible and the mass imbalance is lumped at a single point on
the one-dimensional tread ring. The rotating hub is fixed in space at its center and the
tread ring is subject to a no-slip condition at the road surface contact point. The tread
ring is also free to rotate and in addition free to translate in the vertical and horizontal
directions. The no-slip condition reduces the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) of
the system to three by constraining the tread ring’s horizontal translation to its rotation.
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Figure 3.1: Model 1 Schematic [78]
It was desired to rederive this model in order to compare results and establish a
systematic procedure for the iterative model derivation. The procedure is outlined as
follows:
1. Define coordinate systems and transformations
2. Determine absolute and relative positions of general points on hub and tread ring
3. Transform vectors to inertial coordinate system
4. Compute time derivatives to find absolute velocities
5. Integrate around hub and tread ring to find kinetic energy of system
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6. Form expressions for potential and dissipated energy
7. Use Lagrange’s equations to find equations of motion
Step 5 above can be further clarified by realizing that the kinetic energy of a ring can
be expressed as follows, which involves the integral around the ring of the scalar (dot)
product of the velocity of a particular point on the ring.
2π

1
T = Rρ ∫ v p • v p dθ
2
0

(3.2)

After determining the expression for potential energy (V), the Lagrangian (L)
could be formed as L = T - V. Then, incorporating the expression for dissipated energy
(R), Lagrange’s Equations are used to derive the EOM.

d ⎛ ∂L
⎜
dt ⎜⎝ ∂q& i

⎞ ⎛ ∂L
⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜
⎠ ⎝ ∂q i

⎞ ⎛ ∂R
⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜
⎠ ⎝ ∂q& i

⎞
⎟⎟ = Qi
⎠

i = 1, 2,..., n

(3.3)

By following the above procedure, the EOM for Model 1 were developed as
follows. First, the global right-handed coordinate system XYZ was located at the center
of the hub. A second coordinate system, xyz, is a body-fixed coordinate system located at
the geometric center of the tread ring. The location of xyz relative to XYZ is expressed as

r = u x I + u y J and the coordinate system rotates with the absolute angular velocity

(

)

Ω = Ω0 − φ&T K . From this, the following coordinate transformation is obtained.
i = sin (Ω0t − φT )I − cos(Ω0t − φT )J

(3.4)

j = cos(Ω 0t − φT )I + sin (Ω0t − φT )J

(3.5)
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As discussed in the previous literature, the transformation for Model 1 was
simplified according to the assumption that the magnitude of φ&T is much smaller than

Ω 0 , and thus the coordinate transformation becomes
i = sin (Ω0t )I − cos(Ω 0t )J

(3.6)

j = cos(Ω 0t )I + sin (Ω0t )J

(3.7)

Note that this simplification only applied to the transformation (to simplify the timevariant terms) and was not carried out when evaluating the time derivatives, e.g.

(

)

d
Ω0t = Ω 0 − φ&T . Using the transformation, the position and velocity of any point p
dt
located on the tread ring at an angle θ measured from the x-axis given by (3.8) and (3.9).

rp = (u x + R sin (Ω 0t + θ ))I + (u y − R cos(Ω 0t + θ ))J

(

(

)

) (

(

(3.8)

)

)

v p = u& x + R Ω 0 − φ&T cos(Ω 0t + θ ) I + u& y + R Ω 0 − φ&T sin (Ω 0t + θ ) J

(3.9)

The velocity expression for a point located on the hub is obtained in a similar fashion,

(

)

noting that the hub radius is RH and the angular velocity of the hub is Ω H = Ω0 − φ&H K .

(

)

(

)

v p H = RH Ω 0 − φ&H cos(Ω 0t + θ H )I + RH Ω 0 − φ&H sin (Ω 0t + θ H )J

(3.10)

Using the expression given previously for the kinetic energy of a ring (3.2), the
kinetic energies associated with both the hub and tread ring can be computed. The
kinetic energies associated with the imbalance and counterbalance masses are found by
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respectively substituting the initial angular position of the masses, θ m and θ mw , into (3.9)
and (3.10) and evaluating:

Tm , mw =

(

1
m, m w v m , m w • v m , m w
2

)

(3.11)

The total kinetic energy of the system is simply the scalar sum of these terms, and is
given by:

T=

(

(

1
2
2
mT u& x + u& y + R 2 Ω 0 − φ&T
2

((

(

))
2

)

) (

(

)

))

2
2
1
+ m u& x + R Ω 0 − φ&T cos(Ω 0t + θ ) + u& y + R Ω 0 − φ&T sin (Ω 0t + θ )
2
2
1
2
+ mH RH Ω 0 − φ&H
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
+ mw RH Ω 0 − φ&H cos Ω 0t + θ m w + RH Ω 0 − φ&H sin Ω 0t + θ mw
2

(

(

)

(

)

(

(

)

) (

(3.12)

))

The terms relating to the potential energy of the system are generated by summing the
energies associated with the deflected linear spring elements.

V =

1
1
1
2
2
2
ku x + (k + kT )u y + kθ (φH − φT )
2
2
2

(3.13)

The terms defining the energy dissipation are found similarly.

R=

(

1 2 1
1
2
cu& x + (c + cT )u& y + cθ φ&H − φ&T
2
2
2

)

2

(3.14)

As performed in the previous work, the equations were simplified by noting that
the imposed no-slip assumption relates the ux term to the tread ring rotation perturbation
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term as follows: u x = − RφT , which also holds for all time derivatives. Also, the value of
the counterbalance mass is set to zero before generating the final equations, since only
mass imbalance is of interest. The final step in the above outlined procedure, Lagrange’s
equations (3.3) are evaluated and after simplifying, the EOM in matrix form are:

⎧φH ⎫
⎪ ⎪
q = ⎨φT ⎬
⎪ ⎪
⎩uy ⎭

&& + Cq& + Kq = Q ,
Mq

⎡m H R H 2
⎢
M=⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎣
⎡ cθ
C = ⎢⎢− cθ
⎢⎣ 0
⎡ kθ
K = ⎢⎢− kθ
⎢⎣ 0

(3.15)

⎤
0
0
⎥
2mT R + 2mR (1 − cos(Ω 0 t + θ m ) ) − mR sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )⎥
⎥
− mR sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )
mT + m
⎦
2

2

− cθ

⎤
cθ + R c + 2mR Ω 0 sin(Ω 0 t + θ m ) − mRΩ 0 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )⎥⎥
⎥⎦
− mRΩ 0 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )
cT + c
2

− kθ

2

⎤
0 ⎥⎥
k T + k ⎥⎦

(3.16)

0

(3.17)

0

kθ + R k
0
2

0
⎡
⎤
2
⎢
2
Q = ⎢ mR Ω 0 sin(Ω 0 t + θ m ) ⎥⎥
⎢⎣− mRΩ 0 2 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )⎥⎦

(3.18)

(3.19)

This compared favorably to that which was presented by Dillinger. The EOM
form a system of linear, time-variant ODEs. As discussed, the forcing terms are the
parametric terms which are due to the rotation of the mass imbalance. Examination of
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the magnitudes of the periodic (time-variant) terms shows them to be small relative to the
system parameters.

Following this realization, Stutts et al. further simplified the

equations by neglecting these terms such that analytical solutions for the EOM can be
obtained and a linear eigenvalue analysis can be performed.
Model 2: Rigid Ring with Hub Translation
The second model derived, hereafter referred to as Model 2, was similar to the
previous model (Model 1), with the single exception that the new model considered the
hub moving with a horizontal velocity. The 3-DOF model, illustrated in Figure 3.2
below, is also a rigid ring model attached to a hub by distributed spring and damper
elements. The hub is located in space by its center and the tread ring is again subject to a
no-slip condition at the contact point.

This model also includes the effects of the

counterbalance mass; this value is not set to zero in the final EOM.
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Figure 3.2: Model 2 Schematic
Since Model 2 was developed to evaluate a different set of conditions than were
present in Model 1, it was decided that for completeness the small-angle simplification
involved in the coordinate transformation would not be utilized until after the equations
were derived. Thus, for Model 2, the coordinate transformations are those previously
given in (3.4) and (3.5). In similar fashion as the derivation for Model 1, and including a
translational degree of freedom for the hub center, the expressions for the velocities of
points on the tread ring and hub are given as follows.

(

(

)

) (

(

)

)

v p = x& + u& x + R Ω 0 − φ&T cos(Ω 0t + θ ) I + u& y + R Ω 0 − φ&T sin (Ω 0t + θ ) J

(

(

)

)

(

)

v p H = x& + RH Ω 0 − φ&H cos(Ω 0t + θ H ) I + RH Ω 0 − φ&H sin (Ω 0t + θ H )J

(3.20)
(3.21)
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Following the same procedure as for Model 1, the expression for the kinetic
energy of the system was calculated and is given below with the no-slip simplification
applied.

T=

(

(

1
2
2
mT x& 2 + 2 Rx&φ&T + R 2φ&T + u& y + R 2 Ω0 − φ&T
2

((

(

)

))
2

) (

(

)

))

2
2
1
+ m x& + Rφ&T + R Ω 0 − φ&T cos(Ω0t − φT + θ ) + u& y + R Ω0 − φ&T sin (Ω0t − φT + θ )
2
2
1
2
+ mH x& 2 + RH Ω0 − φ&H
2
2
2
1
2
2
+ mw x& + RH Ω 0 − φ&H cos Ω 0t − φH + θ m w + RH Ω 0 − φ&H sin Ω 0t − φH + θ m w
2

(
((

(

(

))

) (

))

(

) (

))

(3.22)
The expressions for potential and dissipated energy remain the same.

After

completing the derivation, it was shown that the EOM for Model 2 were found to be
identical to the equations from Model 1 with two exceptions. First, the included hub
velocity affected the equations of motion by introducing effects due to the change in
2
velocity over time, i.e. acceleration. Second, some nonlinear terms characterized by φ&T

were introduced since the time-variant terms were not simplified before the final
equations were generated. As the presence of these terms was due to the square of a

(

)

2
difference, e.g. Ω 0 − φ&H , this led to the introduction of a factor of two in the term in

C32.
When the velocity is considered constant, however, and the additional higherorder terms are neglected, the equations are nearly identical to those from Model 1, with
the exception of the aforementioned C32. As mentioned in the discussion for Model 1,
the magnitudes of the time-variant terms are much less than those of the system
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parameters, and it is not expected that this change will significantly affect system
response or in any way invalidate the analyses presented by Stutts et al. or Dillinger.
Thus, it can be concluded that consideration of the average velocity of the hub and tread
ring is not important unless the hub is allowed to accelerate relative to the tread ring. The
EOM for Model 2 are presented below.

⎧φH ⎫
⎪ ⎪
q = ⎨φT ⎬
⎪u ⎪
⎩ y⎭

&& + Cq& + Kq + Gφ&T 2 = Q ,
Mq

⎡(m H + mw) RH 2
⎢
M=⎢
0
⎢
0
⎣
⎡ cθ
C = ⎢⎢− cθ
⎢⎣ 0
⎡ kθ
K = ⎢⎢− kθ
⎢⎣ 0

⎤
0
0
⎥
2mT R + 2mR (1 − cos(Ω 0 t + θ m ) ) − mR sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )⎥ (3.24)
⎥
mT + m
− mR sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )
⎦
2

− cθ

2

⎤
cθ + R c + 2mR Ω 0 sin(Ω 0 t + θ m ) − mRΩ 0 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )⎥⎥
⎥⎦
− 2mRΩ 0 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )
cT + c
2

− kθ

(3.23)

2

⎤
0 ⎥⎥
k T + k ⎥⎦

0

(3.25)

0

kθ + R k
0
2

(3.26)

0
⎡
⎤
⎢
2
G = ⎢− mR sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )⎥⎥
⎢⎣ mR cos(Ω 0 t + θ m ) ⎥⎦

(3.27)

0
⎡
⎤
2
⎢
2
Q = ⎢ mR Ω 0 sin(Ω 0 t + θ m ) ⎥⎥
⎢⎣− mRΩ 0 2 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )⎥⎦

(3.28)
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Model 3: Rigid Ring with Camber and Steer (Toe)
The third model derived, hereafter referred to as Model 3, was based on the
previous model (Model 2), but extended to include the considerations of the tire/wheel
assembly having camber and steer (toe) DOFs.

As before, the effects of the

counterbalance mass were included. The model, illustrated in Figure 3.3 below, is, as
before, a rigid ring model attached to a hub by distributed spring and damper elements.
The hub is located in space by its center and the tread ring is again subject to no
longitudinal slip. Lateral forces due to camber and lateral slip were included, each
modeled as a linear gain coefficient which multiplied the corresponding state variable.
The steering axis passes through the hub’s center and thus any mechanical trail present
will be due to the relative horizontal translation of the tread ring with respect to the hub.
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Figure 3.3: Model 3 Schematic
Following the same procedure as for the previous models, the EOM for Model 3
were developed. As before, the global coordinate system was labeled XYZ and used to
locate the hub’s center in space. The second coordinate system, xyz, was defined by a
rotation bout the X-axis, giving the planar tire model a camber DOF, ψc. The rotation
matrix defining this transformation is given below.
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0
0
⎤⎧ X ⎫
⎧ x ⎫ ⎡1
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
⎥⎪ ⎪
⎨ y ⎬ = ⎢0 cos(ψ c ) − sin(ψ c )⎥ ⎨ Y ⎬
⎪ z ⎪ ⎢0 sin(ψ ) cos(ψ ) ⎥ ⎪ Z ⎪
c
c ⎦⎩
⎭
⎩ ⎭ ⎣

(3.29)

The third coordinate system, x'y'z', was defined by a rotation about the y-axis, giving the
model a steer (toe) DOF, ψs. The rotation matrix associated with this transformation is
given below.
⎧ x ′ ⎫ ⎡ cos(ψ s ) 0 sin(ψ s ) ⎤ ⎧ x ⎫
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
0
1
0 ⎥⎥ ⎨ y ⎬
⎨ y ′⎬ = ⎢
⎪ z ′ ⎪ ⎢− sin(ψ ) 0 cos(ψ )⎥ ⎪ z ⎪
s
s ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎩ ⎭ ⎣

(3.30)

Finally, the fourth coordinate system, x"y"z", was defined by the rotation of the tread ring
about the z'-axis, and is in the same form as that given in (3.4) and (3.5).

For

completeness, the rotation matrix associated with this transformation is given below.
⎧ x ′′ ⎫ ⎡ sin(Ωt ) − cos(Ωt ) 0⎤ ⎧ x ′ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
⎥⎪ ⎪
⎨ y ′′⎬ = ⎢cos(Ωt ) sin(Ωt ) 0⎥ ⎨ y ′⎬
⎪ z ′′ ⎪ ⎢ 0
0
1⎥⎦ ⎪⎩ z ′ ⎪⎭
⎩ ⎭ ⎣

(3.31)

Continuing with the derivation procedure, the locations of points on the hub are
given as follows.

r p = u x i ′ + R cos(θ )i ′′ + u y j′ + R sin(θ ) j′′

(3.32)

r pH = RH sin (Ω H t + θ H )i ′ − RH cos(Ω H t + θ H )j′

(3.33)

Using the rotation matrices, the position vectors were transformed to the inertial system
in order that the absolute velocities could be determined by simply taking the time
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derivatives. The velocities in the inertial frame are given below in [ [i], [j], [k] ] vector
form.

[[

v p = (R (Ω 0 − φ&T ) cos(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u& x ) cos(ψ s ) − (R sin(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u x )sin(ψ s )ψ& s ],
R(Ω − φ& ) sin(Ω t − φ + θ ) + u& )cos(ψ ) − (− R cos(Ω t − φ + θ ) + u )sin(ψ )ψ&

[(

T

0

(

T

0

y

)

c

0

T

y

c

c

+ R(Ω 0 − φ&T ) cos(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u& x sin(ψ s ) sin(ψ c )
+ (R sin(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u x ) cos(ψ s ) sin(ψ c )ψ& s

+ (R sin(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u x )sin(ψ s ) cos(ψ c )ψ& c ],
− R(Ω 0 − φ&T ) sin(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u& y sin(ψ c ) − (− R cos(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u y )cos(ψ c )ψ& c
+ R(Ω − φ& ) cos(Ω t − φ + θ ) + u& sin(ψ ) cos(ψ )

[(
(

T

0

T

0

x

)
)

s

c

+ (R sin(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u x ) cos(ψ s ) cos(ψ c )ψ& s
− (R sin(Ω 0 t − φT + θ ) + u x )sin(ψ s ) sin(ψ c )ψ& c ]]

(3.34)

[[

v pH = RH (Ω 0 − φ&H ) cos(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) cos(ψ s ) − R H sin(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) sin(ψ s )ψ& s ],

[R

(Ω 0 − φ&H ) sin(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) cos(ψ c ) + RH cos(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) sin(ψ c )ψ& c
+ R (Ω − φ& ) cos(Ω t − φ + θ ) sin(ψ ) sin(ψ )
H

H

0

H

0

H

H

s

H

0

H

0

H

H

s

c

+ R H sin(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) cos(ψ s ) sin(ψ c )ψ& s + R H sin(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) sin(ψ s ) cos(ψ c )ψ& c ],
− RH (Ω 0 − φ&H ) sin(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) sin(ψ c ) + RH cos(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) cos(ψ c )ψ& c
+ R (Ω − φ& ) cos(Ω t − φ + θ ) sin(ψ ) cos(ψ )

[

c

+ RH sin(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) cos(ψ s ) cos(ψ c )ψ& s − RH sin(Ω 0 t − φ H + θ H ) sin(ψ s ) sin(ψ c )ψ& c ]]

(3.35)
As before, the kinetic energy was found by summing the terms found by
evaluating the individual kinetic energies associated with each mass. The potential and
dissipated energy expressions remained the same as in (3.13) and (3.14). The system
kinetic energy was expressed using (3.2).
The external forces acting on the system are those due to the camber thrust and
lateral slip. The expressions for these forces are given in (3.36) and (3.37), respectively.
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The forces are defined in such a manner that their values will make physical sense given
the sign convention in Figure 3.3. Each force acts in the z' direction.

Fc = − k cψ c

(3.36)

Fs = k sψ s

(3.37)

The generalized forces associated with these tire forces are found by evaluating the
following equation.
v
∂ r
(rtf
Qtf = Ftf •
∂qi

)

(3.38)

v
r
In (3.38), Ftf is the vector of tire forces and rtf is the position of the point of application

of these forces relative to the reference point (hub center in this case). The generalized
force, a moment in this case, serves to affect the steering motion and is given below.

M s = −(k cψ c + k sψ s )RφT

(3.39)

By evaluating Lagrange’s equations, the final EOM were generated. Due to
length and complexity, they are not presented here. For verification, the EOM were
checked by temporarily assigning the additional DOFs values of zero to confirm
equations identical to those for Model 2 were produced. The full system was again timevariant, but now very nonlinear and coupled, meaning verification by hand and/or
intuition was increasingly difficult. For simulation, the wheel camber was considered
fixed, since in general it would be either constant or constrained by the vehicle
suspension, so only one additional equation was added. However, since the camber was
set to a constant, not necessarily zero, its effects were still represented by terms in the
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system of equations. The simplified (constrained) EOM are below (note that Q4 is equal
to (3.39) above).

φ&&H =

1

(− m R
)
w

RH (m H + m w
+ kθ (φT − φ H ) + cθ φ&T − φ&H
2

(

2

H

sin(Ω 0 t + θ mw ) cos(Ω 0 t + θ mw )ψ& s

2

(3.40)

))

(

1
cR 2φ&T + 2mR 2 sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )Ω 0φ&T
2 R (−m + m cos(Ω 0 t + θ m ) − mT )
2
2
2
− mR 2 sin(Ω t + θ )ψ& − mR 2 sin(Ω t + θ )Ω − mR 2 sin(Ω t + θ )φ&

φ&&T =

2

0

m

s

m

0

0

m

0

(3.41)

T

− mRin(Ω 0 t + θ m )u&&y − mT R ψ& s φT + kR φT + mR ψ& s φT cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )
2

2

2

2

2

(

2
2
mR 2ψ& s sin(Ω 0 t + θ m ) cos(Ω 0 t + θ m ) − mR 2ψ& s φT + kθ (φT − φ H ) + cθ φ&T − φ&H

−1
((k + kT )u y +(c + cT )u& y + mR cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )Ω 0 2
(mT + m)
2
+ mR cos(Ω t + θ )φ& − mR sin(Ω t + θ )φ&& − 2mR cos(Ω t + θ

))

u&&y =

0

mw

T

0

mw

T

0

mw

)Ω 0φ&T

)

(3.42)

ψ&&s = −(2(− 2mR 2 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m ) sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )ψ& sφ&T + 2mR 2 sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )ψ& sφ&T
2
− 2mR 2 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )ψ& sφ&T φT + 2m w RH sin(Ω 0 t + θ mw ) cos(Ω 0 t + θ mw )Ω 0ψ& s
2
+ 2mR 2 sin(Ω 0 t + θ m ) cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )Ω 0ψ& s − 2m w RH sin(Ω 0 t + θ mw ) cos(Ω 0 t + θ mw )ψ& sφ&H

+ 2mT R 2ψ& sφ&T φT + 2mR 2 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m )Ω 0ψ& sφT + 2mR 2ψ& sφ&T φT − Q4

(− 2mw RH

2

))

cos(Ω 0 t + θ mw ) + 4mR sin(Ω 0 t + θ m )φT + 4mR φT + R H m H
2

2

2

− 2mR 2 cos(Ω 0 t + θ m ) 2 + 2mR 2 + 2m w RH + mT R 2 + 2mT R 2φT
2

2

2

2

)

(3.43)
As before, the equations show the responses to be excited by the motion of the
imbalance and counterbalance masses with the exception of the steer (toe) response,
where the excitation depends upon camber thrust or a non-zero initial condition. Each
term in the ψ s equation, as well as each steer rotation coupling term, is dependent upon
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ψ& s . Without non-zero initial conditions to excite this motion (see (3.39)), the response
will remain zero. The EOM also show the effects of camber on sidewall force generation
only to be manifested implicitly via its influence on steer (toe) response.
Model 4: Rigid Ring with Moment Arm
The fourth model derived, hereafter referred to as Model 4, was similar to the
previous model, with the exceptions that the new model reconsidered the steering of the
hub — the kingpin axis was given camber and caster and the hub was located on a
spindle, displaced from the steering axis.

This model attempts to more accurately

reconstruct a simple vehicle steering configuration as is depicted in Figure 3.4. The
massless steering model’s properties and orientation are illustrated in more detail in
Figure 3.5. The tire model is the same as for Model 3, a rigid ring model attached to a
hub by distributed spring and damper elements. The hub is located in space by its center
at point O on the figure, and the tread ring is again subject to no longitudinal slip, though
forces due to lateral slip and camber were again included. Although camber did not
significantly effect the equations of motion previously when considered fixed, both
steering camber and wheel camber were included in this model to investigate its
influence when the steering axis does not pass through the hub’s center.
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Figure 3.4: Simple Vehicle Steering System

Figure 3.5: Model 4 Steering Mechanism Orientation
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Figure 3.5 above depicts, as stated, a massless mechanism which serves only to
change the kinematics of the tire model. Thus, there is no additional kinetic energy
associated with the modeled steering system. As before, the global coordinate system

XYZ is fixed in space and serves to locate the base of the spindle. The spindle has three
rotational DOFs, camber (ψc), caster (ψa), and steer (toe) (ψs). The following rotation
matrices were used to appropriately transform the coordinate systems. Note that (3.44) is
identical to (3.29).
0
0
⎧ x ⎫ ⎡1
⎤⎧ X ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
⎥⎪ ⎪
⎨ y ⎬ = ⎢0 cos(ψ c ) − sin(ψ c )⎥ ⎨ Y ⎬
⎪ z ⎪ ⎢0 sin(ψ ) cos(ψ ) ⎥ ⎪ Z ⎪
c
c ⎦⎩
⎩ ⎭ ⎣
⎭

(3.44)

⎧ x ′ ⎫ ⎡cos(ψ a ) − sin(ψ a ) 0⎤ ⎧ x ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
⎥⎪ ⎪
⎨ y ′⎬ = ⎢ sin(ψ a ) cos(ψ a ) 0⎥ ⎨ y ⎬
⎪ z ′⎪ ⎢ 0
0
1⎥⎦ ⎪⎩ z ⎪⎭
⎩ ⎭ ⎣

(3.45)

⎧ x ′′ ⎫ ⎡ cos(ψ s ) 0 sin(ψ s ) ⎤ ⎧ x ′ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
⎪ ⎪
0
1
0 ⎥⎥ ⎨ y ′⎬
⎨ y ′′⎬ = ⎢
⎪ z ′′ ⎪ ⎢− sin(ψ ) 0 cos(ψ )⎥ ⎪ z ′ ⎪
s
s ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎩ ⎭ ⎣

(3.46)

In order to realistically represent the tire, the system was modeled such that the wheel
camber could be assigned a different value than that which the steering axis was given.
This led to the utilization of the following rotation matrix.
⎤ ⎧ x ′′ ⎫
0
0
⎧ x ′′′ ⎫ ⎡1
⎥⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
⎨ y ′′′⎬ = ⎢0 cos(ψ cw − ψ c ) − sin(ψ cw − ψ c )⎥ ⎨ y ′′⎬
⎪ z ′′′ ⎪ ⎢0 sin(ψ − ψ ) cos(ψ − ψ ) ⎥ ⎪ z ′′ ⎪
cw
c
cw
c ⎦⎩
⎭
⎩ ⎭ ⎣

(3.47)

Finally, as before, the body-fixed coordinate system of the tread ring was defined by:
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⎧ x IV ⎫ ⎡ sin(Ωt ) − cos(Ωt ) 0⎤ ⎧ x ′′′ ⎫
⎪ IV ⎪ ⎢
⎥⎪ ⎪
⎨ y ⎬ = ⎢cos(Ωt ) sin(Ωt ) 0⎥ ⎨ y ′′′⎬
⎪ z IV ⎪ ⎢ 0
0
1⎥⎦ ⎪⎩ z ′′′ ⎪⎭
⎩ ⎭ ⎣

(3.48)

Continuing with the derivation procedure, the locations of points on the hub were
expressed as follows.
r p = u x i ′′′ + R cos(θ )i IV + u y j′′′ + R sin(θ ) j IV + Rs k ′′′

(3.49)

r pH = RH sin (Ω H t + θ H )i ′′′ − RH cos(Ω H t + θ H )j′′′ + Rs k ′′′

(3.50)

Using the rotation matrices, the position vectors were transformed to the inertial
system in order that the absolute velocities could be determined simply by computing the
time derivatives. As before, the kinetic energy was found by summing the terms found
by evaluating the individual kinetic energies associated with each mass. The potential
and dissipated energy expressions remained the same as in (3.11) and (3.12). The forces
acting on the system are, as for Model 3, those due to the camber and lateral slip. The
expressions for these forces and are the same as given in (3.37) and (3.38); each force
acts in the z''' direction. Equation (3.39) was used as before to compute the generalized
forces, which led to the following expression for the steer (toe) DOF.
Q4 = −(k cψ cw + k sψ s )((R − u y )sin(ψ a ) + RφT sin(π / 2 − ψ a ) )

(3.51)

Following the same procedure as for the previous models, the EOM for Model 4
were developed. The system was, as before, time-variant and highly nonlinear and
coupled, meaning that hand verification was impractical. As for Model 3, if all additional
DOFs were assigned as zero in the final equations, the EOM for Model 2 were
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reproduced. Since caster and camber (both suspension and wheel/tire) are considered
constrained degrees of freedom, they were evaluated as constants for simulation
purposes. As one would intuitively expect, the EOM are sufficiently long and complex
that presenting them here would not be particularly beneficial, however, they are
presented in Appendix B. These equations describe a slightly more complex behavior as
found for Model 3. The most important difference is, due to spindle length, the steer
(toe) response was now excited and more strongly influenced by the motions of the
imbalance and counterbalance masses, a behavior which may be more indicative of a
source of nibble vibration.
Model 5: Updated Elements for Energy Storage and Dissipation
The final model investigated, hereafter referred to as Model 5, incorporated the
elements and expressions used by Dillinger in the comprehensive nonuniform tire model.
Dillinger replaces the standard linear spring and viscous damper elements in the tire
sidewall with the following element, similar to that which was developed by Dzierzek
[26] for rubber bushings. This element was shown to more accurately represent the
hysteretic sidewall forces and properties and is shown below in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Hysteresis Model [26]
This element consists of a linear spring and viscous damper in parallel with two
Maxwell models, each a linear spring and viscous damper in series. In the diagram
above, the force FE represents the elastic force of the spring k, FV represents the force due
to the viscous damping cv, and FM1 and FM2 represent the forces in the Maxwell models,
which simulate the hysteretic energy loss in the tire sidewall. In order to represent these
elements mathematically, the following equations are used. For the radial and tangential
displacements:
FE = kδ

(3.52)

FV = cvδ&

(3.53)

⎛k ⎞
F&M 1 = −⎜⎜ 1 ⎟⎟ FM 1 + k 1δ&
⎝ c1 ⎠

(3.54)

⎛k ⎞
F&M 2 = −⎜⎜ 2 ⎟⎟ FM 2 + k 2δ&
⎝ c2 ⎠

(3.55)
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FH = FE + FV + FM 1 + FM 2

(3.56)

The above equations (3.52) – (3.56) are evaluated by substituting ux and uy for δ as
appropriate. Also, for the rotational DOFs, the moments applied to the tread ring are:
M EφT = kθ (φT − φ H )

(3.57)

(

(3.58)

M VφT = cθ φ&T − φ&H

)

⎛k ⎞
M& M 1φT = −⎜⎜ 1θ ⎟⎟ M M 1φT + k 1θ φ&T − φ&H
⎝ c1θ ⎠

(

⎛k
M& M 2φT = −⎜⎜ 2θ
⎝ c 2θ

)

⎞
⎟⎟ M M 2φT + k 2θ φ&T − φ&H
⎠

(

(3.59)

)

(3.60)

M HφT = M EφT + M VφT + M M 1φT + M M 2φT

(3.61)

The total moment applied to the hub is simply given by equations of the same form:
M Eφ H = kθ (φ H − φT )

(

M VφH = cθ φ&H − φ&T

(3.62)

)

(3.63)

⎛k ⎞
M& M 1φH = −⎜⎜ 1θ ⎟⎟ M M 1φ H + k 1θ φ&H − φ&T
⎝ c1θ ⎠

(

⎛k
M& M 2φH = −⎜⎜ 2θ
⎝ c 2θ

)

⎞
⎟⎟ M M 2φH + k 2θ φ&H − φ&T
⎠

(

(3.64)

)

M HφH = M Eφ H + M VφH + M M 1φH + M M 2φH

(3.65)
(3.66)
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Note that since the rotational responses are very small, for most cases the
assumption M HφH = − M HφT can be considered valid within a reasonable degree of
accuracy. In order to obtain a solution using the above expressions, one must solve in
addition to the EOM four additional ODEs to compute the hysteretic tire forces. Since
the sidewall elements are represented as generalized forces, the potential and dissipation
functions of the system are reduced to:

V =

1
2
kT u y
2

(3.67)

R=

1
2
cT u& y
2

(3.68)

Model 5, though kinematically identical to Model 4, was altered for simulation
purposes by using the parameters of the P275/65R18 tire, such that the outputs were more
representative of the physical system under investigation. Longitudinal slip, stiffness
nonuniformity, and radial run-out were not modeled in this case. A review of the
magnitude of the longitudinal slip force simulated on an HSU machine as in Dillinger’s
model showed it to be very small relative to the forces generated by the mass imbalance,
as shown in Figure 3.7. Including this slip force did not significantly improve the results,
but rather resulted in undesirable issues regarding solver efficiency and the necessity to
provide an input torque to maintain the average rotational velocity.
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Figure 3.7: Longitudinal Slip Force vs. Time [24]
The effects of stiffness and run-out nonuniformities are not able to be measured
and compared with vehicle testing, and thus were not included for simplification
purposes. Both of these considerations affect mainly the radial force variation (R1H),
which following simulation of the integrated model (see Chapter 6) was observed to have
a much smaller influence on tie rod force than the tangential force variation (T1H).
Furthermore, stiffness nonuniformity was shown by Dillinger to generate a wide band of
frequency response, and recalling that the condition of interest is first-order response,
these higher harmonics do not contribute significantly.

Each neglected term is

represented in the model as a forcing function, which can easily be appended to the
EOM, if desired.
The EOM for Model 5, generated using Lagrange’s equations (3.3), were found to
be identical to those generated for Model 4 with the following two exceptions. Since the
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terms involving k, c, kθ, and cθ were grouped into the generalized force terms, any terms
involving these factors were not manifested in the expressions appearing on the left-hand
side of the EOM. Instead, the four equations were equated to the generalized forces
given in (3.69) – (3.71) below and (3.51), respectively.
Q1 = − M HφW

(3.69)

Q2 = − M HφT − RFH x

(3.70)

Q3 = − FH y

(3.71)

It was therefore expected that the results and implications of Model 5 would be similar to
those obtained from Model 4, but with force and response magnitudes more typical of
what would be measured for the system under investigation.
Tire Model Implementation
The (non)linear, time-variant Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) for each
model discussed were derived using Maple software. It was noticed that by reducing the
number of higher-order terms in the EOM for the more intricate models, those
contributing negligible effects, the equations could be simplified in terms of length and
complexity. This practice did not significantly affect the simulation output and reduced
computation time.

However, as the equations became lengthier, this task became

increasingly difficult and time-consuming and was thus abandoned. Instead, the focus
was shifted toward the choice of a more efficient numerical solution algorithm.
Utilizing Maple’s CodeGeneration package, the equations of motion were
converted to an ODE format compatible with Matlab’s ODE solvers. Program and
function files were written for each model and an appropriate ODE solver was chosen
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(e.g. ode15s or ode45) such that results of acceptable accuracy would be obtained with
reasonable simulation time. The results of interest were plotted or otherwise displayed
for comparative purposes.
In the following table, the numeric values of the parameters used for Models 1-4
are provided. These parameters were identical to those used by Stutts et al. [78] or
estimated if not available.

Table 3.1: Tire Parameter Numeric Values for Models 1-4
Tire Parameter

Symbol

Value

Mass of Tread Ring

mT

7.57 kg

Radius of Tread Ring

R

0.272 m

Inertia of Tread Ring

IT

0.408 kg-m2

Mass of Wheel/Hub

mH

7.5 kg

Radius of Wheel/Hub

RH

0.165 m

Inertia of Wheel/Hub

IH

0.204 kg-m2

Sidewall Longitudinal Stiffness Coefficient

k

1.91×106 N/m

Sidewall Angular Stiffness Coefficient

kθ

35300 N-m/rad

Contact Patch Stiffness Coefficient

kT

0.8×106 N/m

Sidewall Longitudinal Damping Coefficient

c

1.91×105 N/m/s

Sidewall Angular Damping Coefficient

cθ

3530 N-m/rad/s

Contact Patch Damping Coefficient

cT

0.8×105 N/m/s

Camber Stiffness Coefficient

kc

11460 N/rad

Lateral Slip Stiffness Coefficient

ks

15000 N/rad

Length of Spindle

Rs

0.2 m
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In the next table, the numeric values of the parameters used for Model 5 are presented, if
different from those in the preceding table. These parameters were identical to those
used by Dillinger [24] to reproduce through simulation tire force variations and
harmonics as measured on an HSU machine. In order to identify and optimize these
parameters, many of which are not directly measurable, Dillinger used the Genetic
Algorithm Optimization Method (GA). The GA was run for 125 generations with 75
individuals to identify 22 of the parameters.
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Table 3.2: Tire Parameter Numeric Values for Model 5
Tire Parameter

Symbol

Value

Mass of Tread Ring

mT

6.96 kg

Effective Rolling Radius of Tread Ring

R

0.38195 m

Mass of Wheel/Hub

mH

9.07 kg

Radius of Wheel/Hub

RH

0.2286 m

Tangential Hysteresis Stiffness Coefficient

kx

264964.3334 N/m

Tangential Hysteresis Damping Coefficient

cvx

6670.7504 N/m/s

Tangential Hysteresis 1st Maxwell Stiffness Coefficient

k1x

91588.8701 N/m

Tangential Hysteresis 1st Maxwell Damping Coefficient

c1x

24375.5594 N/m/s

Tangential Hysteresis 2nd Maxwell Stiffness Coefficient

k2x

286308.7431 N/m

Tangential Hysteresis 2nd Maxwell Damping Coefficient

c2x

7749.2858 N/m/s

Radial Hysteresis Stiffness Coefficient

kz

346079.9999 N/m

Radial Hysteresis Damping Coefficient

cvz

9995.0665 N/m/s

Radial Hysteresis 1st Maxwell Stiffness Coefficient

k1z

288399.9994 N/m

Radial Hysteresis 1st Maxwell Damping Coefficient

c1z

59044.2743 N/m/s

Radial Hysteresis 2nd Maxwell Stiffness Coefficient

k2z

288399.9989 N/m

Radial Hysteresis 2nd Maxwell Damping Coefficient

c2z

57455.4296 N/m/s

Torsional Hysteresis Stiffness Coefficient

kθ

4045.7399 N-m/rad

Torsional Hysteresis Damping Coefficient

cvθ

10000 N-m/rad/s

Torsional Hysteresis 1st Maxwell Stiffness Coefficient

k1θ

3174.4106 N-m/rad

Torsional Hysteresis 1st Maxwell Damping Coefficient

c1θ

547.1429 N-m/rad/s

Torsional Hysteresis 2nd Maxwell Stiffness Coefficient

k2θ

2199.8953 N-m/rad

Torsional Hysteresis 2nd Maxwell Damping Coefficient

c2θ

693.4091 N-m/rad/s

Contact Patch Stiffness Coefficient

kT

108593.1966 N/m

Contact Patch Damping Coefficient

cT

624.8562 N/m/s
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Model 1 Simulation Results
Using the parameters given in the literature by Stutts et al. [78], the system was
simulated using Simulink. The parameter values were not meant to represent those
corresponding to the any particular vehicle; the values chosen were from literature and
were considered arbitrary since the numerical results were used for model comparison
only. The simulation considered only the mass imbalance located on the tread ring.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the typical program output.
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Figure 3.8: State Output for Model 1
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Figure 3.9: Tangential and Radial Force Output for Model 1
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The results show an expected oscillatory trend of each degree of freedom
considered and also an oscillatory force amplitude in each direction. The magnitude of
the force variation is dictated by the mass imbalance and the response frequency is
dictated by the rotational velocity of the hub. The amplitude of the force variation in the
tangential direction was, as expected in regard to previous literature, greater than in the
radial direction due to the damping properties of the tread in the tire/road contact region.
Model 2 Simulation Results
Using the same parameters as for Model 1, the system was simulated using
Matlab. The built-in solver ode45, which incorporates the Runge-Kutta algorithm, was
used in this case. Again, the simulation considered only the influence of mass imbalance
for comparison purposes. It was noted, however, that when the counterbalance mass
effects were included, the magnitude and location directly affected the force generation at
the hub. An interesting outcome is, due to the ability of the tread ring to translate and
rotate relative to the hub, a statically balanced assembly will not necessarily have zero
force variation under dynamic conditions.
As before stated, the EOM for Model 2 were nearly identical to those for Model
1, and thus one would expect to find similar simulation results for the same conditions.
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the simulation output.
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Figure 3.10: State Output for Model 2
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Figure 3.11: Tangential and Radial Force Output for Model 2
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The results again show the expected oscillatory trend of each degree of freedom
considered, and also an oscillatory force amplitude in each direction. The results were
nearly identical to those obtained by simulating Model 1, as predicted.
Model 3 Simulation Results
Using the same parameters as for Models 1 and 2, the system was simulated using
Matlab. The ODEs were solved using ode15s, as ode45 required significantly more
simulation time. A small case study showed that the accuracy of the results was not
significantly affected for this stiff system. Since the condition of main interest was
straight running, the camber was considered fixed. This is a reasonable assumption since
under most small suspension movements the camber does not change significantly. A
typical camber value was chosen, but only appeared as a forcing term for the fourth
equation, relating to the steer angle. Again, the simulation considered only the influence
of mass imbalance on the tread ring. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the program output.
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Figure 3.12: State Output for Model 3
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Figure 3.13: Tangential and Radial Force Output for Model 3
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The results again show the expected oscillatory trend of each degree of freedom
considered, and also an oscillatory force amplitude in each direction. The added degrees
of freedom did not have a significant effect on force amplitude. Since camber was fixed,
it only served to initialize the steer response, which is observed to have a superimposed
oscillation over a linear trend. This can be explained by recalling that the steering axis
passes through the center of hub in the radial vertical direction, which does not create any
significant mechanical trail or aligning torque. This implies that once this response is
initialized by the camber thrust, it does not have the capacity to self-realign and due to
the periodicity of the forcing expressions, the simulation shows the average response to
increase linearly. Although the results and implications of the additional DOFs are
interesting, in particular regard to the negligible effects on planar force generation, in
order to better represent the toe change response on a standard vehicle, a more
representative model would be necessary.
Model 4 Simulation Results
Using the same parameters as for Models 1-3, the system was simulated using
Matlab’s ode15s solver. Since the condition of main interest is straight running, the steer
camber, wheel camber, and caster were considered fixed.

This is a reasonable

assumption since under most small suspension movements these values will not change
significantly. Typical values for these constants were chosen for simulation purposes. As
before, the simulation considered lateral tire forces and only the influence of mass
imbalance on the tread ring. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the program output.
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Figure 3.14: State Output for Model 4
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Figure 3.15: Tangential and Radial Force Output for Model 4
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As before, the results show the expected oscillatory trend of each degree of
freedom considered, and also an oscillatory force amplitude in each direction. The most
notable change is in the steer response. The steer response is now much more significant
than in the previous model. This was expected following the review of the EOM; the
motion of the imbalance mass serves to excite a fore-aft force variation which, due to the
consideration of offset steering axis, now applies a moment about this axis. The observed
shift in magnitude is due to the camber force, which acts only in one direction. The tire
forces are unchanged since the translational acceleration of the hub was not considered.
When simulated with an average rotational speed of approximately 14 Hz, the
steer (toe) response followed a similar trend as before, which included an oscillatory
component at this excitation frequency (see Figure 3.16). Since in every case the average
vehicle velocity corresponds to an average tire rolling velocity, it can be concluded that at
any particular speed, the steer (toe) rotational response for this modeled system will be
composed of a response at the excitation frequency superimposed upon the 2 Hz rigidbody rotational mode of the coupled tire, wheel, and steering system. This leads to a
direct relationship between the frequency components of the tire force variations and the
steering system input.
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Figure 3.16: Steer Response for Model 4 at 14 Hz
Model 5 Simulation Results
Using the parameters given by Dillinger, the system was simulated using Matlab’s
ode15s solver. Again, since the condition of main interest is straight running, the steering
camber, wheel camber, and caster were considered fixed. As before, the simulation
considered only the influence of mass imbalance on the tread ring. The simulation was
set to represent the results for a vehicle speed of approximately 70 mph, and though
forces due to lateral slip were included, longitudinal slip was not considered. Figures
3.17 and 3.18 show the program output.
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Figure 3.17: State Output for Model 5
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Figure 3.18: Tangential and Radial Force Output for Model 5
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The results again show the expected oscillatory trend of each degree of freedom
considered, and also an oscillatory force amplitude in each direction. The tire forces are
slightly higher than those computed with Model 4 with the same parameters simulated at
the same speed. According to Dillinger’s work, these tire forces are more representative
of the actual forces generated, as measured on an HSU machine.
After concluding the tire model refinement exercise, valuable insight was
obtained as to how the tire subsystem should be refined such that it could be successfully
integrated with the vehicle suspension and steering subsystems and a representative
vehicle model would be generated. The exercise revealed that the suspension geometry
(caster, camber) have little effect on the tire sidewall force variation, and thus the tire
model can be considered to exhibit behavior as if kinematically constrained in a planar
fashion. The consideration of the offset kingpin axis coupled with the effects of camber
and sideslip, however, significantly affect the forces and moments which contribute to the
excitation of the kingpin rotational response. Thus, when integrated with the suspension
module, the consideration of these tire forces must be included. Furthermore, the rotation
of the counterbalance mass directly affects the force generation at the hub, and should be
included in the tire module EOM. Finally, the ability of the hub to accelerate relative to
the tread ring must be allowed in order to more accurately represent the force generation
through the updated sidewall elements. It was also oberved that the first-order tire force
variations occur at the rotational frequency of the tire/wheel assembly which is not
characterized by any instabilities in the low frequency regime.

CHAPTER 4
DOUBLE WISHBONE SUSPENSION MODELING

The suspension model chosen for analysis was that which was developed by
Cherian [16], which itself was based on a more simplified model developed by Mormon
[59].

Cherian’s model, chosen since it was developed specifically to represent the

suspension on the vehicle under investigation, the 2004 Ford F-150, represents a doublewishbone configuration with axial bushing compliance. Following the realization that the
bushings used on this particular vehicle are approximately 30 times as stiff radially as
they are axially, the models which consider the effects of toe change due to radial
bushing compliance, as discussed by Demers [21] for example, were not thought to be
adequate to fully characterize the problem at hand. For completeness, Cherian’s model
formulation is presented here, first rederived by the author and then refined such that it
could be seamlessly integrated with the nonuniform tire subsystem. The suspension
configuration which was modeled is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Suspension Configuration (ref. Figure 4.1 from [16])
Cherian’s model basically consists of a rigid-body four-bar mechanism with two
additional translational DOFs due to the allowed axial bushing compliance. The rigidbody assumption was not considered to significantly limit the model’s validity since the
first-order vibration modes in question were in the lower frequency regime.

The

suspension spring and strut, which connects between the lower control arm mount and the
vehicle body (chassis), are modeled as an ideal, massless spring and damper element.
The steering knuckle, constrained by the upper and lower control arms, is attached by
frictionless spherical ball joints and is given the additional DOF of rotation about the
kingpin axis. Thus, the system becomes a 4-DOF dynamic model; the additional DOFs
are constrained through the holonomic constraint equations.
suspension is below.

A schematic of the
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Figure 4.2: Suspension Schematic (ref. Figure 4.2 from [16])
The EOM for this model were derived in a systematic manner using Lagrange’s
Equations (refer to Equation (4.1)), in a similar manner as described in the preceding
chapter. The location of various points and members in the system were first described
with various coordinate systems, related through coordinate rotations (direction cosines).
From this, the absolute velocities of each rigid body (the upper and lower control arms
and the steering knuckle) can be found through kinematic and vectoral analysis. The
kinetic energies associated with the rigid bodies were then computed. The forces and
moments associated with gravity, stiffness and compliance, and energy dissipation were
calculated as generalized forces. The tie rod, modeled as a very stiff linear spring,
connects the steering knuckle and steering rack through frictionless spherical ball joints.
For stand-alone purposes, it was considered fixed at the inner ball joint and thus applied a
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force to the spindle proportional to its deflection as dictated by the knuckle movement.
A schematic representing the kinematic motion of the suspension system, analogous to a
four-bar mechanism (ABCD), is given in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Suspension Kinematics (ref. Figure 5.3 from [6])
Lagrange’s method was directly applied by summing the generalized forces acting
on the system and using Lagrange’s equations in the following form.
d ⎛ ∂T ⎞ ∂T
= Qi + ∑ λ j a ji
⎜
⎟−
dt ⎝ ∂q&i ⎠ ∂qi
j

(4.1)

The general formulation of the EOM is as follows. First, the locations of various
points of interest were defined using a convenient set of coordinate systems. An inertial
coordinate system was placed at an arbitrary chassis reference and labeled XYZ. The
location is arbitrary since all positions will be defined relative to this reference; thus the
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location of each point relative to the others does not depend on the reference location.
For convenience, the reference was centered between the two lower control arm
suspension bushings. For points on the lower control arm, a right-handed coordinate
system, labeled LA, was placed at the center point on the lower control arm on its axis of
rotation between the suspension bushings. This coordinate system, body-fixed, translates
with the lower control arm longitudinal displacement, DXLCA and rotates with the lower
control arm rotation, αLCA, around the longitudinal axis passing through the bushing
centers. The rotation matrix associated with this coordinate system is given below.
⎧ LAx ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎨ LAy ⎬ =
⎪ LA ⎪
⎩ z⎭

0
0
⎡1
⎤⎧ X ⎫
⎢0 cos(α ) − sin(α )⎥ ⎪ Y ⎪
⎬
LCA
LCA ⎥ ⎨
⎢
⎪
⎢⎣0 sin(α LCA ) cos(α LCA ) ⎥⎦ ⎩ Z ⎪⎭

(4.2)

In a similar fashion, a second coordinate system, labeled UA, was placed at the
center point on the upper control arm on its axis of rotation between the suspension
bushings. This coordinate system, also body-fixed, translates with the upper control arm
longitudinal displacement, DXUCA and rotates with the lower control arm rotation, αUCA,
around the longitudinal axis passing through the bushing centers. The rotation matrix
associated with this coordinate system is given below.
⎧UAx ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎨UAy ⎬ =
⎪UA ⎪
⎩ z⎭

0
0
⎡1
⎤⎧ X ⎫
⎢0 cos(α ) − sin(α )⎥ ⎪ Y ⎪
⎬
UCA
UCA ⎥ ⎨
⎢
⎪
⎢⎣0 sin(αUCA ) cos(αUCA ) ⎥⎦ ⎩ Z ⎪⎭

(4.3)

Finally, for points on the steering knuckle and spindle, a coordinate system is
located in space at the position of the lower control arm (outer) ball joint and is aligned
along the spindle’s principle axes of rotation. This body-fixed coordinate system, labeled
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SP, is given three rotational degrees of freedom. First, a rotation θ about the longitudinal
axis, i.e. camber, is specified as follows.
⎧ SP1x ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎨SP1y ⎬ =
⎪ SP1 ⎪
z⎭
⎩

0
0 ⎤⎧ X ⎫
⎡1
⎢0 cos(θ ) − sin(θ )⎥ ⎪ Y ⎪
⎢
⎥⎨ ⎬
⎢⎣0 sin(θ ) cos(θ ) ⎥⎦ ⎪⎩ Z ⎪⎭

(4.4)

Next, a second rotation φ about the SP1 lateral axis, i.e. caster, is specified as follows.
⎧ SP 2 x ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎨SP 2 y ⎬ =
⎪ SP 2 ⎪
z⎭
⎩

⎡ cos(φ ) 0 sin(φ ) ⎤ ⎧ SP1x ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎢ 0
1
0 ⎥⎥ ⎨SP1y ⎬
⎢
⎢⎣− sin(φ ) 0 cos(φ )⎥⎦ ⎪⎩ SP1z ⎪⎭

(4.5)

Finally, a third rotation ψ about the SP2 vertical axis, i.e. steer (toe), is specified as
follows.
⎧ SPx ⎫ ⎡cos(ψ ) − sin(ψ ) 0⎤ ⎧ SP 2 x ⎫
⎪
⎪ ⎪ ⎢
⎥⎪
⎨SPy ⎬ = ⎢ sin(ψ ) cos(ψ ) 0⎥ ⎨SP 2 y ⎬
⎪ SP ⎪ ⎢ 0
0
1⎥⎦ ⎪⎩ SP 2 z ⎪⎭
⎩ z⎭ ⎣

(4.6)

Once the coordinate systems were defined, the positions and velocities of the
various points of interest, e.g. body center of gravity (CG) locations and the positions of
the ball joints and wheel spindle, were defined. Once the absolute velocities were
obtained, the kinetic energies associated with each body were calculated using the
following formula.

KEi =

1
(mi v i • v i + ωi I iωi )
2

(4.7)
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In Equation (4.7), mi refers to the mass, vi the absolute velocity of the CG, Ii the inertia
matrix, and ωi the angular velocity of each rigid body. As an example, the terms which
are included in the kinetic energy expression associated with the lower control arm are
given explicitly as follows.

&
&
&
v LCA = DX
LCA i − ( LCA _ CG y sin(α LCA )α LCA + LCA _ CGz cos(α LCA )α LCA ) j

+ ( LCA _ CGy cos(α LCA )α& LCA − LCA _ CGz sin(α LCA )α& LCA ) k

(4.8)

ω LCA = α& LCAi + 0 j + 0k

(4.9)

I LCA

⎡ Ixx _ la 0 0 ⎤
0 0 ⎥⎥
= ⎢⎢ 0
⎢⎣ 0
0 0 ⎥⎦

(4.10)

The total kinetic energy of the system is simply the sum of the kinetic energies of the
three rigid bodies.
T = KEUCA + KELCA + KESP

(4.11)

The generalized forces of the system are as follows.
Q = Qgravity + Qtie _ rod + Qsuspension _ spring + QUCA _ bushing + QLCA _ bushing + Qdamping + Qtire _ forces

(4.12)
The individual terms of Equation (4.12) are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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The generalized forces of each rigid body due to gravity are found by evaluating
Equation (4.13). Note that this is an alternative formulation to considering the effects of
gravity as potential energy terms included in the Lagrangian (refer to Equation (3.3)).

(Q

)

gravity i

v
v ∂rCG j
= mjg •
∂qi

(4.13)

The force applied through the tie rod is determined by modeling the tie rod as a
stiff spring. Assuming that tie rods were made of Steel # 45 with a modulus of elasticity
of 320 MPa, the estimated stiffness was found using the following formula, where E is
the modulus of elasticity, A is the cross-sectional area of the tie rod expressed as A = πr 2
with r being the radius of the rod, and l is the tie rod length determined as the distance
between the two ball joints, inner and outer, at each end of the tie rod arm in the static,
unloaded condition.

K tr =

EA
ltr

(4.14)

The tie rod stiffness was calculated to be about 650,000 N/m, which was
determined reasonably close to other estimated values of 700,000 N/m mentioned in
other literature sources. The generalized forces due to the deflection of the tie rod are
found by evaluating the following equation, where δtr is the difference between the inner
and outer tie rod ball joints and the free (unstretched) tie rod length.

(Q

) =−

tie _ rod i

∂ ⎛1
2⎞
⎜ K trδ tr ⎟
∂qi ⎝ 2
⎠

(4.15)
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The generalized forces due to the deflection of the suspension spring are
expressed by the following equation, where δsp is the difference between the distance
between the suspension spring mounts on the lower control arm and chassis and the free
(unstretched) length of the spring.

(Q

) =−

suspension _ spring i

∂ ⎛1
2⎞
⎜ K spδ sp ⎟
∂qi ⎝ 2
⎠

(4.16)

The generalized forces due to upper and lower control arm bushings are given by
evaluating the following equations.

(Q

) =−

∂ ⎛1
2⎞
⎜ KUCA DX UCA ⎟
∂qi ⎝ 2
⎠

(4.17)

(Q

) =−

∂ ⎛1
2⎞
⎜ K LCA DX LCA ⎟
∂qi ⎝ 2
⎠

(4.18)

UCA _ bushing i

LCA _ bushing i

The generalized forces due to damping, physically present due to the viscous
damping properties of the bushings and the suspension strut, are calculated as follows,
where Csp represents the damping in the strut and Δdashpot the relative velocity between the
suspension mounts on the lower control arm and chassis.

(Q

) =−

damping i

∂ 1⎛
d
d
⎞
2
2
2
⎜ CUCA (DX UCA ) + CLCA (DX LCA ) + Csp Δ dashpot ⎟
∂qi 2 ⎝
dt
dt
⎠

(4.19)

Finally, the generalized forces due to the tangential and radial force variations
v
generated by the nonuniform tire, Ftf , assumed to act at end of the wheel spindle at the

r
position rtf , are found by evaluating the following equation.
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v

(Q

) =F

tire _ forces i

tf

•

∂ r
(rtf )
∂qi

(4.20)

Before Lagrange’s equations (Equation (4.1)) could be evaluated, it was first
necessary to define the equations which constrain the motion of the steering
knuckle/spindle. The constraint equations, given below, were defined by equating the
position, relative to the chassis reference, of the upper control arm (outer) ball joint as
represented in the UA system with the position of the upper spindle ball joint as
represented in the SP system. The three constraint equations are given below.

c1 = DX LCA + LCA _ OBJ _ x + sin(φ ) SP _ uj _ z − x − DX UCA − UA _ x = 0

(4.21)

c2 = cos(α LCA ) LCA _ OBJ _ y − sin(θ ) cos(φ ) SP _ uj _ z − y − cos(αUCA )UA _ y = 0 (4.22)
c3 = sin(α LCA ) LCA _ OBJ _ y − cos(θ ) sin(φ ) SP _ uj _ z − z − sin(αUCA )UA _ y = 0

(4.23)

Finally, the EOM were calculated by evaluating Lagrange’s equations.

In

Equation (4.1), the λi terms represent the forces necessary to impose the constraints, and
the aji are the terms in the Jacobian found by evaluating the following expression.

a ji =

∂c j
∂qi

(4.24)

The EOM for the suspension system as derived according to the outlined method
above consist of seven ODEs and three constraint equations each expressed as a
Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE). Due to the length and complexity of the EOM,
they are not included here, however the Maple code used for generation is included in
Appendix C for reference.
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Suspension Model Refinement
After completion of the tire model development, discussed in detail in Chapter 3,
the 4-DOF double-wishbone suspension model was refined such that it could be
successfully combined with the nonuniform tire model. The original suspension model
used only the tangential (Fx) and radial (Fz) tire forces at the hub as inputs to calculate
the hub state and tie rod force generation. Following the conclusions reached from the
tire modeling investigation, the suspension model was reformulated to also include
consideration of the generation of lateral (Fy) tire forces (due to toe change) and the
resulting moments produced about the spindle’s principle axes, as well as the increased
inertia due to the mounted tire and wheel assembly.
The source of the lateral tire forces was modeled to be purely due to lateral slip.
It was considered that this assumption may be overly simplified, as the generation of any
present lateral force applied to the hub may be due to other factors, such as sidewall
deflection due to the ability of the wheel and tire to rotate out-of-plane (i.e. steer/toe
rotation) with different magnitudes and phases in the 3-D physical system. However,
since lateral slip coefficients for tires are measurable, a pure lateral slip force was
assumed to approximate the forces necessary to limit the kingpin rotational response.
The slip angle of the tire was approximated as the angle of rotation about the kingpin axis
(determined through simple calculations to be a reasonable approximation for the small
response rotations, much less than one degree, given the actual suspension configuration)
to simplify computation and implementation. The lateral force, the product of the lateral
slip coefficient, Cα, and the slip angle, was assumed to act in the global lateral direction
(again, small rotations) at the contact point of the tread ring to the road surface.
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Figure 4.4: Lateral Slip Force (Fy)
As before, the EOM were derived using Lagrange’s equations. To simplify
derivation and troubleshooting, care was taken to ensure that all coordinate systems were
right-handed and all positive rotations were defined according to the right hand rule. The
tie rod force, as before, was calculated by representing the tie rod as a stiff spring, but the
refined suspension model included the condition that the inner tie rod ball joint had a
translational degree of freedom in the global lateral direction. The generalized forces of
the system (Equation (4.12)) were unchanged with the exception that the term Qtire_forces,
as computed in Equation (4.20), was modified to include the forces due to lateral slip,
calculated as follows.
v
Fy = (Cαψ )J

(4.25)
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For small steer (toe) response magnitudes, the tire forcing vector can be reasonably
approximated by the following expression in the inertial system.
v
Ftf = Fx I + (Cαψ )J + Fz K

(4.26)

Following completion of the derivation of the EOM, the system, kinematically
verified [16], was to be dynamically simulated using computerized numerical solution
routines.
Suspension Model Implementation
In similar fashion to the procedure for developing the tire models, the equations
for the suspension model were derived using Maple software. The system consisted of
seven state variables with three constraints, resulting in seven ODEs, one for each state,
and three holonomic constraints, each in the form of an algebraic relationship between
some of the states and suspension parameters.

Lagrange multipliers were used to

represent the forces required to maintain the imposed constraints.
Perhaps the largest task involved in the implementation of the model was to
devise an efficient and reliable method for numerical solution and simulation. Though
Cherian had verified his model through kinematic and compliance simulation, the
extension to dynamic simulation was not achieved. Several schemes were suggested and
evaluated before an acceptable method was chosen. First, an attempt was made to reduce
the number of EOM to be solved by explicitly determining the relationships defined by
the constraint equations.

Due to the length, complexity, and nonlinearity of the

equations, however, it became apparent that obtaining a closed-form solution was highly
impractical if even possible.
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Optimization Methods
Since the EOM could not be simplified and reduced directly by solving the
constraint equations, a numerical solution algorithm which could successfully handle the
system was necessary. It was next decided to try methods involving constrained and
unconstrained optimization to solve for the Lagrange multipliers. After specifying an
initial guess for the constraint forces, the program would simulate the system for a small
time step, and then systematically attempt to adjust the values such that the constraint
equations were satisfied. This process would be repeated until the error criteria or stop
conditions were met.
Using Matlab, several routines were selected for trial, each utilizing the built-in
algorithms for constrained and unconstrained optimization. For constrained optimization,
Matlab reduces the problem to a sequence of parameterized unconstrained optimizations.
Thus, each routine selected followed a similar algorithm, involving minimization of
functions, in an attempt to converge upon a solution. Unconstrained optimization can be
achieved through various techniques such as search methods, gradient methods, and other
higher-order methods. Search methods, like the simplex search of Nelder and Mead [60]
for example, are mostly suitable for highly nonlinear or discontinuous problems.
Gradient methods are generally more efficient provided that the function to be minimized
is known to have a continuous first derivative. Higher-order methods, such as Newton’s
method, are only suitable or practical when the second order information is readily
available since calculation of this information using numerical differentiation is
computationally expensive.
For the problem at hand, gradient methods were most suitable. The algorithm is
based on the information about the slope of the function which is used to determine a
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direction of search where the minimum is expected to be. The method of steepest
descent, the simplest algorithm, consists of a search in the direction − ∇f ( x) , with

∇f ( x) representing the gradient of the objective function to be minimized. Although
implementation is very straightforward, there exist several cases where this method can
be very inefficient, and thus other methods were developed to extend and improve the
application of gradient search methods. Generally speaking, the most favored methods
are the quasi-Newton methods.
Quasi-Newton methods formulate the problem as a quadratic model using
curvature information calculated at each iteration. The general form of this problem is as
follows, where H is the Hessian matrix, symmetric and positive definite, c is a constant
vector, and b is a constant scalar [10].

f ( x) =

1 T
x Hx + cT x + b
2

(4.27)

The routine attempts to minimize the function x by finding an optimal solution x* where

∇f ( x) goes to zero.

x* = H −1c

(4.28)

In order to implement this solution technique, quasi-Newton methods form an
approximation of the Hessian matrix to reduce computational expense. The method
developed by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno (BFGS) ([12], [27], [32], [76]), is
accepted as an effective general purpose method. The BFGS Hessian approximation is
formed as follows, where qk is the gradient difference in the objective function and sk is
the search direction at the kth iteration.
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H k +1

qk qkT H kT skT sk H k
= Hk + T − T
qk
s k H k sk

(4.29)

In order to solve the optimization problem, the BFGS method is used with a line
search procedure. After specifying the initial conditions, the Hessian is approximated
and a line search is conducted in the following direction, d.

d = − H k−1 • ∇f ( xk )

(4.30)

At each interval, the appropriate functions are updated and the routine continues until the
optimization is determined successful with respect to the error criteria or is found not to
be feasible (e.g. the solution diverges).
For the particular problem at hand, the functions to be minimized were the
constraint equations, and the gradient was determined by adjusting the constraint forces
(Lagrange multipliers). Since the routines were based upon numerical approximations, if
the initial conditions supplied were not sufficiently close to the actual values, the
algorithm would often be unable to successfully complete the optimization routine. After
many trials, it soon became apparent that these methods were inefficient and did not
consistently converge to acceptable results. A third consideration was to represent each
constraint equation as a Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE).
DAE Solution Methods
A DAE is, as the name implies, an equation containing both differential and
algebraic terms. DAEs are a general form of differential equation, expressed in the
implicit form as follows, where x represents the differential variables (derivatives are
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present), y represents the algebraic variables (no derivatives) and t represents time, an
independent variable.
f ( x& , x, y, t ) = 0

(4.31)

DAEs are classified according to the complexity of the solution procedure using
an index. The index of a DAE is, generally speaking, an indicator of the minimum
number of times the equation must be differentiated with respect to time before it can be
represented as a continuous function of states and time (Brenan et al. [11]), in other
words, as an ordinary differential equation. For example, consider the nonlinear DAE
system in semi-explicit form as follows.

x& = f ( x, y, t )
0 = g ( x, y , t )

(4.32)

In order to represent this as an ODE system, g(x,y,t) must be differentiated n times such
that the system assumes the following form, meaning that g is a DAE of Index n.
x& = f ( x, y, t )
y& = h( x, y, t )

(4.33)

For the nonlinear system at hand, the index is the number of time differentiations
which must be performed on the constraint equation until the time derivative of the
Lagrange multiplier can be solved for as a function of the generalized coordinates and
velocities and of the Lagrange multiplier itself [38].
There exist several methods for solution of DAEs, and after additional literature
review, it was discovered that Matlab could successfully handle the ODE/DAE system by
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appropriately using several built-in functions, provided that the DAEs were of Index 1.
Higher-index DAEs, such as the ones formed by the constraint equations, would require
more complicated handling techniques or would have to undergo index reduction. Since
the constraint equations were holonomic, the most straightforward index reduction
technique was simple time differentiation until the equations were Index 1. After two
differentiations, the constraint equations satisfied the requirements for Matlab’s built-in
solver.
Utilizing Maple’s CodeGeneration package, the equations of motion were
converted to an ODE/DAE format compatible with Matlab’s ode15s solver for stiff
systems. Following the procedure outlined by Shampine et al. [75], the DAEs were
differentiated twice such that they were in the form of Index 1, and the Matlab function

odeset was used to specify the last three equations as DAEs. The function odeset was in
this case used to redefine the stiff system’s “mass” matrix, M(t) given in the following
equation. By forcing M(t) to be singular, Matlab interprets the ODE as a DAE.

M (t ) x& = f ( x, t )

(4.34)

In order to implement the solution routine, a set of initial conditions, sufficiently
accurate and consistent with the relationships defined in the mathematical model, must
first be specified so that the solver can converge upon a solution.

Thus, before

initializing the simulation, program and function files were executed to compute the
initial suspension state given some initial conditions, the initial loading forces on the
suspension, and an estimate of the initial constraint forces in the system. Next, the
dynamic response of the system was simulated for the time span of interest. The solver
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output included the suspension state, constraint forces, and tie rod force. The results of
interest were plotted or otherwise displayed for comparative purposes.
The suspension parameter values, listed in the following two tables, were
obtained from data used to build an ADAMS® model, constructed and verified by
Cherian [16], pertaining to the particular vehicle under investigation. The geometric hard
points were used to obtain the correct parameter values of interest through geometric
relationships. Table 4.1 gives these values in reference to the local coordinate frame in
which the parameter is used. The inertial, stiffness, and damping characteristics were
used as given, with the exception that the units were checked for consistency with respect
to the SI system.

Table 4.1: Location of the Geometric Points of each Suspension Component in its
Respective Local Coordinate Frame
Suspension Component

Symbol

X (mm)

Y (mm)

Z (mm)

Lower Control Arm Outer Ball Joint

LCA_OBJ

-65

412

0

Upper Control Arm Outer Ball Joint

UA_xyz

-68

193

0

CG of Lower Control Arm

LCA_CG

-15

314

96

CG of Upper Control Arm

UA_CG

-46

74

30

Spindle Upper Ball Joint

SP_uj_xyz

0

0

484

Outer Ball Joint on Tie Rod

SP_tr

131

52

93

Inner Ball Joint on Tie Rod

TR

77

88

110

Shock Mount on Chassis

CH_mnt

-57

137

504

Shock Mount on Lower Control Arm

Susp_mnt

-20

268

23

CG of Wheel Spindle

SP_CG

3

25

190

Wheel Center

Wf

0

61

116

UA Coordinate System Location (global)
w.r.t. LA Coordinate System

x,y,z

-51

99

434
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Table 4.2: Suspension Parameter Values Used for the Suspension Dynamic Simulation
Suspension Parameter

Symbol

Value

Mass of Upper Control Arm

M_UA

3.4 Kg

Mass of Lower Control Arm

M_LA

8.3 Kg

Mass of Wheel Knuckle/Spindle

M_SP

21.8 Kg

Mass of Tire/Wheel Assembly

M_T

52 Kg

Inertia of Upper Control Arm
(about the axis of rotation)

Iuca-xx

10-2 Kg-m2

Inertia of Lower Control Arm
(about the axis of rotation)

Ilca-xx

9.74×10-2 Kg-m2

Isp-xx, Isp-yy,Isp-xz,

0.09, 0.15, 3.4×10-3,

Isp-xy, Isp-zz, Isp-yz

0.012,0.09,4.6×10-3 Kg-m2

It

1.2 Kg-m2

Nominal Stiffness of Suspension Spring

Ksp

43,300 N/m

Damping Coefficient of Shock Damper

Csp

2565 N/m/s

Stiffness of Upper Control Arm Bushing
(in fore-aft direction)

Kuca

303,000 N/m

Stiffness of Lower Control Arm Bushing
(in fore-aft direction)

Klca

497,500 N/mm

Damping Coeff. of Upper Control Arm Bushing
(in fore-aft direction)

Cuca

4560 N/m/s

Damping Coeff. of Lower Control Arm Bushing
(in fore-aft direction)

Clca

9015 N/m/s

tr_length

0.3482 m

Ktr

650,000 N/m

Inertia of Wheel Knuckle
(about principle axes)
Rotational Inertia of Tire/Wheel Assembly
(about kingpin axis)

Tie Rod Length (unstretched)
Tie Rod Stiffness (axial)
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Suspension Model Results
Using the parameter data obtained from the aforementioned ADAMS® model and
the initial conditions consistent with the loaded vehicle state, the suspension model was
simulated using Matlab.

The inputs were pure sinusoidal forces in the radial and

tangential directions of arbitrary, but what would be considered representative (refer to
the tire force variations reported for Model 5 in Chapter 3), amplitude and the outputs of
interest were the suspension states and the tie rod forces. The results were consistent
with expectations, as shown in the following figures for the case of 200 N load
amplitudes applied in each direction. The suspension responded in an oscillatory manner
with reasonable state magnitudes (less than one degree, mm, etc.), and the constraint
forces were also of acceptable magnitude relative to the provided inputs. In other words,
it was observed that the simulated system remained stable and responded appropriately to
the dynamic loading conditions. The tie rod force magnitude was somewhat higher than
expected, but this was likely due to the inner ball joint being considered fixed. In an
integrated system, the steering rack, and thus tie rod inner ball joint, will begin to
translate as a force is applied, thus reducing the overall force in the tie rod to a lower
magnitude.
For each case considered, the ODE/DAE solver proved reasonably efficient and
very robust. The simulation results were not found to either diverge or converge upon
physically impossible configurations for reasonable force inputs.

Furthermore, no

significant amount of “noise” was introduced due to numerical approximations or
singularities which may have arisen during the simulation procedure.
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Figure 4.5: Sample Suspension Model State Output
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The only notable discrepancy in the output of results was a bias in the tie rod
force. It was determined that this was due to round-off error introduced by truncating the
suspension parameter data (dimensions), which gives a residual tie rod force when the
steer (toe) is set to zero. When the module is run in a stand-alone form, the inner tie rod
ball joint is considered stationary, and thus cannot translate in such a manner as to
remove this bias. This effect was considered negligible as the shift was only a few lbs.
Also, the tie rod force profile did not quite follow a pure sinusoid, likely due to the
motion of the suspension and change of configuration due to bushing compliance. It was
concluded, however, that for a reasonable range of conditions, the system remained stable
and performed as expected.
In order to investigate the influence the suspension may have on the contribution
to the nibble vibration mode, sine sweeps from 1 to 20 Hz were simulated with pure foreaft and pure vertical force variations applied at the wheel center. As shown in the
following figures, the suspension did not show any significant response which would be
indicative of resonance at the low frequencies considered. This result is consistent with
the conclusions reached by Cherian [16]. The suspension modes, both the vertical (wheel
hop) mode and fore-aft mode were shown to occur much higher in the frequency
spectrum than what would contribute to first-order vibration. Also, due to the influence
of the stiff tie rod, the natural frequency of the kingpin rotational mode, i.e. steer or toe
mode, is also much higher than the range of consideration. The following figures show
power spectral density (PSD) plots of the sine sweep responses.
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Upon completion of the suspension model refinement, it was concluded that the
mathematical model acceptably simulated the dynamic response of the double-wishbone
suspension under investigation. The inputs included the tire subsystem force and state
outputs as well as the additional considerations obtained from the nonuniform tire model
development, such as lateral tire forces which serve to represent forces due to lateral slip
as well as out-of-plane sidewall forces which may be present. The main output of
concern, the tie rod force, was computed in such a manner that it could be passed directly
to the steering subsystem module. The dynamic simulation routine was implemented
such that it was reasonably computationally efficient and robust, and thus should not limit
the range of applicability or accuracy of the results of the integrated model simulation.
Furthermore, it was concluded that the suspension dynamics do not exhibit any
significant vibration modes in the frequency range of interest. Thus, the resonance
phenomenon is likely due to the properties of another or several other subsystems.

CHAPTER 5
RACK AND PINION STEERING SYSTEM MODELING

The steering subsystem model selected for analysis was developed by Cherian
[16], chosen since it was developed specifically to represent the rack and pinion steering
system on the vehicle under investigation, the 2004 Ford F-150. In this model, the
steering system receives a force input from the tie rods, connected through spherical
joints to the suspension system and steering rack. The rack housing is attached to the
chassis by solid rubber bushings and the area between the rack and housing is filled with
hydraulic fluid which serves to apply a power boost force proportional to the windup of
the torsion bar. The pinion, which meshes with the rack, connects through the torsion bar
and two universal joints to the intermediate shaft which transfers input to and from the
driver. For completeness, Cherian’s model formulation is presented here, first rederived
by the author and then refined to ensure proper input/output relationships such that it
could be seamlessly integrated with the double-wishbone suspension subsystem. The
physical steering system configuration is shown in Figure 5.1.
In order to facilitate mathematical modeling and simulation, the physical system
was reduced to a representative configuration using idealized elements and parameters.
A schematic of the modeled steering system is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Rack and Pinion Steering System Configuration (ref. Figure 3.1 from [16])
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The resulting system has three DOFs, namely, the axial translations of the rack (x)
and housing (y) and the rotational displacement of the steering wheel (θsw).

For

simplicity, the key elements are assigned lumped-parameter properties. The compliance
in the torsion bar and bushings are modeled as ideal spring and damper elements, while
the compliance between the rack and housing is modeled as a compliant (stick-slip)
friction element.
The steering wheel and intermediate shaft are modeled by a lumped-parameter
moment of inertia Isw and connect to the pinion represented by Ip. The combined inertia
of the intermediate shafts was split between the hand wheel and the pinion, while the
stiffness and damping in the intermediate shaft and torsion bar were lumped into the
parameters Ktbar and Ctbar, respectively.

The torsional spring and damper element

connecting the steering wheel to the ground, with parameter values Kb2 and Cb2,
represents the bushing that supports the steering column in the dashboard area. The
pinion is connected to the rack of mass Mr by an ideal gear mesh that does not allow
relative motion between these elements. The interface between the rack and housing of
mass Mh is modeled by the compliant spring friction element. The housing is connected
to the chassis by viscoelastic bushings modeled by the spring-damper element with
stiffness Kh and damping coefficient Ch.

The hydraulic power steering system is

represented by a linear boost curve which adds to the steering input at a rate, B,
proportional to the windup in the torsion bar connected to the pinion. The damping in the
system due to the hydraulic fluid is accounted for by the viscous damper element Cd. The
following set of equations form the EOM for the steering system, found using standard
Newtonian mechanics, as developed by Cherian.
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Mr &x& = Ftr − Ff − Cd (x& − y&) − B(θsw − θ p ) − Fp

(5.1)

M h &y& = F f + Cd ( x& − y& ) + B(θ sw − θ p ) − K h y − Ch y&

(5.2)

I pθ&&p = Fp rp + Ctbar (θ&sw −θ&p ) + Ktbar (θsw −θ p )

(5.3)

Iswθ&&sw = Ctbar (θ&p −θ&sw ) + Ktbar (θ p −θsw ) − Kb2θsw − Cb2θ&sw

(5.4)

Note that although there are four EOM for this 3-DOF system, the assumption of an ideal
gear mesh implies the following holonomic constraint.

rpθ p = x

(5.5)

Analysis of the simulated system response revealed that the model responded with
a nibble vibration mode at approximately 14 Hz, comparable to the response as observed
on the physical system. A plot illustrating this simulated steering wheel oscillatory mode
is shown in Figure 5.3.

Ratio of Steering wheel displacement to rack
displacement (θsw / x)
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Frequency (Hz)
Figure 5.3: Ratio of Simulated Steering Wheel Displacement to
Simulated Rack Displacement vs. Excitation Frequency
(ref. Figure 3.3 from [16])

Steering Model Refinement
After a more extensive comparison of the model output with available
experimental data obtained by Agylon [6], it was decided that an updated representation
of the compliant frictional forces would be necessary to more accurately represent the
nonlinear behavior of the steering system. The original model, though simulating a
resonance at about 14 Hz, did not satisfactorily reproduce the shifting resonance
phenomenon (softening spring) observed through experimentation. Figure 5.4 illustrates
this resonance phenomenon, as determined by Ayglon.
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Figure 5.4: Nonlinear Resonance Phenomenon [6]

In Figure 5.4, the steering wheel resonant frequency is plotted vs. the amplitude of
the tie rod force variation. It is expected that the compliant frictional property of steering
system causes the response to behave as a softening spring—the greater the amplitude of
the tie rod force input, the lower the nibble response resonant frequency. The empirical
equation for this trend is expressed as follows:

ω n = 21.286e −0.0281F

TR

(5.6)

After additional literature review, the friction model was updated according to the
findings presented by Neureder [61] and the compliant friction representation given by
Takegawa et al. [82], and is shown in the following schematic.
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Figure 5.5: Compliant Friction Schematic [82]

In order to reproduce the experimental trend, the resonance phenomenon was
modeled using a variable meshing stiffness with a fixed static (slip) friction threshold.
Although lacking in physical basis, this method was adopted as imposed time limitations
did not facilitate further reconsideration of unmodeled dynamics and adaptation of model
parameters to otherwise achieve this goal. The compliant friction stiffness for a given
force amplitude was first calculated from experimental data of the steering wheel
torsional mode resonant frequency, and then used in the friction representation. The
resultant frictional characteristics, both inertia and frequency dependent, served to align
the resonance of the simulated steering response with that which was measured during
testing. The mesh (spring element) stiffness used in the compliant friction representation
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was computed using the following relationship, since during the compliant response, this
element is assumed to behave as if part of a linear system.
k mesh = ω n I sw
2

(5.7)

Since the EOM were developed using the classical Newtonian approach,
incorporating this modification was relatively straightforward. The frictional forces,
represented in the EOM as simply a lumped forcing term Ff, were replaced by the
updated representation of compliant friction.

In addition to this update, compliant

friction was considered separately for both the rack and pinion mesh and the rack and
housing interface.

The updated EOM are given below, with frp representing the

compliant friction between the rack and pinion and frh representing the compliant friction
between the rack and housing.

Mr &&
x = Ftr − frh − Cd (x& − y&) − B(θsw −θ p ) − Fp

(5.8)

Mh &&y = frh + Cd ( x& − y& ) + B(θsw − θ p ) − Kh y − Ch y&

(5.9)

I pθ&&p = Fp rp + Ctbar (θ&sw −θ&p ) + Ktbar (θsw −θ p )

(5.10)

Iswθ&&sw = Ctbar (θ&p −θ&sw ) + Ktbar (θ p −θsw ) − Kb2θsw − Cb2θ&sw − frp

(5.11)

θp =

x
rp

(5.12)
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Steering Model Implementation
The steering model was most effectively implemented using Simulink. The input
to the system is the tie rod force amplitude vs. time, and the outputs include the state of
the steering rack, housing, and hand wheel. The Simulink system has four subsystems,
the rack and housing, steering column and hand wheel, and the corresponding friction
models for each. The subsystems were constructed to model and solve the previouslyderived EOM as presented in (5.8)-(5.12), and incorporated the compliant friction and
stick-slip conditions.

Since the Simulink package includes a nonlinear toolbox, no

additional functions or elements were needed for design or implementation.
Before the model could be successfully implemented, it was first necessary to
obtain appropriate values for the parameters involved in the mathematical simulation.
Using the available sources, which include values published in other literature, values
obtained from Cherian’s ADAMS® model, and values obtained from Michelin kinematics
and compliance (K&C) [28] testing or shop testing performed by Ayglon [6], a set of
representative values were chosen and tuned such that the discrepancy between simulated
and experimentally-obtained results was deemed sufficiently minimal. The scheme used
for parameter identification tuning is represented in the following diagram. In addition to
the state response, the frequency response functions (FRFs) of the modeled steering
system and experimental measurements were compared and adjustments were made such
that both FRFs had the same frequency content.
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Figure 5.6: Diagram of Approach to Parameter Identification and Tuning [5]

The following are some examples of how the available data was used to estimate
or directly determine the model parameters. For the power steering boost rate, the linear
boost rate assumption was shown to be reasonable since the torsion bar wind-up is
expected to be small for all test conditions of interest. As shown below, the relationship
between the hydraulic pressure assist and torsion bar wind-up of up to about one degree
can be represented by a linear relationship.
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Figure 5.7: ADAMS® Model Power Steering Boost Curve (ref. Figure 4.8 from [6])

Another example is the measured steering gear radial stiffness versus deflection
curve as obtained from the Michelin K&C test results. This helped to quantify the rigidity
of the steering gear, and served to aid in estimation of the compliant stiffness due to
steering gear preload.
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Figure 5.8: Steering Gear Radial Force vs. Deflection Curve [28]

Other results from the Michelin K&C test included the measurement of steering
wheel torque versus steering wheel angle and the aligning moment compliance test, used
to determine the steering components stiffness and damping characteristics.

Handwheel torque (Nm)
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Figure 5.9: Steering Wheel Torque vs. Steering Wheel Angle [28]
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Figure 5.10: Aligning Moment Compliance Test Results [28]
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A table of the parameters used for implementation of the steering subsystem is below.
Table 5.1: Steering Subsystem Parameter Values

Model Parameter

Symbol

From
K&C test
60 kg
(with axle)

Values
From
ADAMS

Mass of rack and tie rod

Mr

Mass of rack housing
Stiffness of bushing mounting rack housing to
chassis
Damping coefficient of bushing mounting rack
housing to chassis
Lumped moment of inertia of steering wheel and
column
Moment of inertia of the pinion gear
Radius of pinion gear
Rack travel per 360 deg rotation of the pinion
Torsional stiffness of steering column mount
bushings
Damping coefficient of bearings housing the
steering column
Damping coefficient to account for the hydraulic
viscous damping due to the power steering fluids
Compliant stiffness representing the sticking
condition between the rack and rack housing
Compliant stiffness representing the sticking
condition between the rack and pinion (variable)
Structural torsional stiffness of the torsion bar
Power steering assist rate
Structural damping coefficient of the steering
column
Structural damping of the torsion bar
Static friction value between the rack and rack
housing
Static friction value between rack and pinion

Mh

7.67 kg

Kh

6.62x107 N/m

Ch

0.6 N-sec/rad

Isw

0.06 kg-m2

Ip
rp
Rt

1x10-5 kg-m2
7.957 mm
50 mm

7.23 mm
49.36 mm

Other
Sources

5.38 kg

Kb2

88.42 N-m/rad

2 N-m/rad

Cb2

0.89 N-sec/rad

0.64 N-sec/rad

Cd

2000 N-sec/m

30 N-sec/m

Kmesh

40671 N/m

Kmesh2
Ktbar
B

203.4 N-m/rad

640 N-m/rad

108.28 N-m/rad 71.2 N-m/rad
3.67 N-m/rad

Csc

0.2 N-m-sec/rad

Ctbar

0.08 N-m-sec/rad

fr

44.48 N

fsc

0.452 N-m

Steering Model Results
Using the obtained parameter data pertaining to the vehicle under investigation,
the steering system was simulated using Simulink for a sinusoidal tie rod force input of
15 lbs. at approximately 14 Hz. A sample state output is shown below.
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Figure 5.11: Sample Steering State Output [5]
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The results obtained from simulation compared favorably with expectations and
the general trend of the measured data. Since the model was based on empirical data, the
simulation shows a large response at approximately 13.8 Hz, which is system’s natural
frequency corresponding to the tie rod force amplitude used for excitation. Although
based on experimental data with the goal of reproducing the measured response, the
model predicts a somewhat larger amplitude of response at the resonant frequency, likely
due to some unmodeled dynamics present in the physical system which may serve to
dissipate energy from the steering subsystem. However, for a range of frequencies in the
neighborhood of interest (ca. 12-16 Hz), the steering model was observed to represent the
resonance phenomenon with acceptable accuracy.

Figure 5.13 shows the similarity

between the empirical (refer to Figure 5.4 and Equation (5.6)) and simulated resonant
frequencies.
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Upon completion of the steering subsystem refinement, it was shown that
updating the compliant friction representation better represented the response as
measured on the test vehicle. The previous model, though incorporating compliant
friction, did not satisfactorily reproduce the results for a wide variety of conditions, and
also did not simulate the nonlinear “softening spring” effect.

By separating the

previously lumped friction sources, the gear compliance and the rack and housing
interface, the parameters were able to be tuned such that the measured resonance given an
oscillatory force input was simulated. Although this model is somewhat limited by its
assumptions and simplifications, these considerations are known beforehand and it is
concluded that for the range of conditions under investigation, the updated steering
subsystem model should simulate the measured response within a reasonable error
tolerance.

CHAPTER 6
MODEL SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION

Once each subsystem was refined and verified according to expectations and
available experimental results, the three subsystems were combined with the intent of
formulating a representative vehicle model. The subsystems were to be integrated by
appropriately relating the respective inputs and outputs such that the continuous system
formed by the nonuniform tire, quarter-car suspension, and steering system would be
represented mathematically. The integrated model was formulated such that the key
aspects and considerations of each subsystem, in light of the conclusions and insight
gained through the subsystem refinement processes, were properly included. The scheme
for model integration, given the available inputs and outputs, is diagrammed below.

Figure 6.1: Model Integration Scheme [5]
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Execution of this scheme would most effectively be accomplished by combining
all three subsystems into a single mathematical system and simulating the response using
a single ODE solver. For several reasons, however, this was undesirable. First, it was
preferable to keep the system in a modular format, separate subsystems related only by
the respective inputs and outputs. This allows each subsystem to be removed, replaced,
or modified without affecting the structure of the remaining modules. Second, as a result
of the varied subsystem simulation implementation (Matlab/Simulink), combining all
subsystems into a single solver would be very cumbersome. The length and complexity
of the equations involved coupled with the degree of nonlinearity of the systems would
possibly lead to introduction of error and likely involve undesirable solver issues such as
singularities and instances where numerical convergence was slow or unachievable.
Finally, this scheme facilitates the direct observation of the inputs, outputs, feedback, and
feedforward terms, which may otherwise be buried within the cumbersome combined
system. Through this direct observation, both troubleshooting and validation through
physical measurements become much easier.
Following this strategy, an algorithm was formulated where the three modules
would be linked as shown in Figure 6.1, and the feedback/feedforward terms would be
approximated using a discretized approach for small time steps. In other words, the
simulation time span was divided into small intervals such that the discrete delayed
feedback and feedforward terms would approximate those of a full-state continuous
system. During simulation interval, each subsystem is simulated for the short time span
after which the final states are stored as initial conditions for the next interval. Thus, in
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consideration of the logical force progression, the integration of the three subsystems was
accomplished with the following three-step motion procedure for each interval (iteration).
1. While the steering rack and suspension are held fixed, the nonuniform tire moves
according to its EOM.
2. The steering rack remains fixed and the nonuniform tire is considered fixed in its
final state following the simulation interval. The suspension is allowed to move
according to its EOM.
3. The tire and suspension remain fixed in their final states following the simulation
interval. The steering rack is allowed to move, which in turn excites the steering
system according to its EOM.

Motion 1:
Tire

Motion 2:
Suspension

Motion 3:
Steering

Lateral View

Overhead View

Figure 6.2: Small Time Step Model Integration Procedure
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Implementation of this scheme introduced an additional concern related to signal
processing, since the continuous time interval was to be discretized independently of the
variable-step ODE solver. The number of intervals used, analogous to the sampling
frequency, needed to be chosen such that the output had sufficiently high resolution for
plotting and sufficiently low change per time step as to minimize jump discontinuities.
Since the appropriate sampling frequency will depend not only on frequency content but
also the magnitude of the responses, it was decided that a trial and error approach would
be used. Using this method, acceptable results could be obtained without excessively
increasing the time required to complete the solution process. In some cases, the results
may be digitally filtered to ensure that any higher frequency content introduced by the
discontinuities does not alias into the frequency range of interest.
Nonuniform Tire Model for Integration
The tire model used for the integrated system was kinematically most similar to
Model 2. The reasoning for this is, given the small response magnitudes, the forces and
torques generated at the hub are acceptably predicted by a planar tire model. This
assumption is supported by the observed result that the additional degrees of freedom and
gyroscopic effects added to during the tire model refinement process did not significantly
affect the radial and tangential force variations. As discussed in Chapter 4, the lateral
forces and subsequently generated torques were included in the EOM for the suspension
system, and which in turn influenced the tire orientation. In order to accurately predict
the force variations, however, Model 2 was given the hysteresis elements as presented in
Model 5. The hub center was given vertical and longitudinal degrees of freedom, as
would be output by the suspension subsystem, and radial run-out was considered to
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influence the location of the tire-road interface. A diagram of the final tire model used
for subsystem integration follows.

Figure 6.3: Nonuniform Tire Model used for Integration

Following the same procedure as given in Chapter 3, the EOM for this tire model
were derived. The coordinate systems and transformations were similar to those from
Model 2; the only difference was that the Y coordinate axis was defined as the global
lateral and the Z coordinate axis was defined as the global vertical in order to achieve
consistency with the vehicle coordinate systems. Due to the inclusion of the hub’s two
additional DOFs, the expressions for the velocities of points on the tread ring and hub
were slightly altered and are given as follows.
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v p = ( x& H + u& x + RΩ cos(Ω 0t + φT + θ ))I + ( z&H + u& z + RΩ sin (Ω 0t + φT + θ ))K

(6.1)

v p H = ( x& H + RH Ω H cos(Ω 0t + φH + θ H ))I + ( z&H + RH Ω H sin (Ω 0t + φH + θ H ))K

(6.2)

Note that Ω = Ω0 + φ&T and Ω H = Ω0 + φ&H . The expression for the kinetic energy for the
system was calculated as before and is given below with the no-slip simplification
applied.

T=

(

1
2
2
2
2
mT x& H + 2 x& H Rφ&T + R 2φ&T + z&H + 2 z&H u& z + u& z + R 2Ω 2
2

((

)

)

)

2
1
2
+ m x& H + Rφ&T + RΩ cos(Ω 0t + φT + θ ) + ( z&H + u& z + RΩ sin (Ω 0t + φT + θ ))
2
1
2
2
2
2
+ mH x& H + z&H + RH Ω H
2
1
2
2
+ mw x& H + RH Ω H cos Ω0t + φH + θ mw + z&H + RH Ω H sin Ω 0t + φH + θ mw
2

(

((

)

(

)) (

(

(6.3)

)) )

The radial run-out model as given by Dillinger [24] is mathematically represented
by the following equation, where AR is the amplitude of the run-out and αRO is the
angular position of the location of the maximum run-out on the tread ring.
z RO = AR cos(Ωt + α RO )

(6.4)

The potential and dissipation terms are given as follows.

V =

1
2
kT ( z H + u z − z RO )
2

(6.5)

R=

1
2
cT (z&H + u& z − z&RO )
2

(6.6)
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The generalized forces (due to the hysteresis elements) are the same as given in
Chapter 3 for Model 5. Using Lagrange’s Equations, the final EOM for the integrated
tire model are given below. Note that since the vertical and horizontal translational
DOFs for the hub were considered constrained DOFs (dictated by suspension movement),
the following EOM retain only the original three DOFs.
&& + C h& + K h + Q + Q
&& + Cq& + Kq + Gφ&T = M H h
Mq
H
H
RO

(6.7)

⎧φH ⎫
⎪ ⎪
q = ⎨φT ⎬
⎪u ⎪
⎩ z⎭

(6.8)

⎧x ⎫
h = ⎨ H⎬
⎩ zH ⎭

(6.9)

2

⎡(mH + mw ) RH 2
⎢
0
M=⎢
⎢
0
⎣

⎤
0
0
⎥
2mT R 2 + 2mR 2 (1 + cos(Ω0t + θ m ) ) mR sin(Ω0t + θ m )⎥
⎥
mR sin(Ω0t + θ m )
mT + m
⎦

(6.10)

0
0
⎡0
⎤
2
⎢
2
2
C = ⎢0 cT Ar sin (Ω 0t + α RO ) − 2mR Ω 0 sin(Ω 0t + θ m ) cT Ar sin(Ω0t + α RO )⎥⎥
⎢⎣0 2mRΩ 0 cos(Ω 0t + θ m ) + cT Ar sin(Ω 0t + α RO )
⎥⎦
cT

(6.11)

0
⎡0 0
⎤
⎢
K = ⎢0 0 kT Ar sin(Ω 0t + α RO )⎥⎥
⎢⎣0 0
⎥⎦
kT

(6.12)

0
⎡
⎤
⎢
2
G = ⎢mR sin(Ω 0t + θ m )⎥⎥
⎢⎣ mR cos(Ω 0t + θ m ) ⎥⎦

(6.13)
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− RH mw cos(Ω 0t + θ mw )
− RH mw sin(Ω 0t + θ mw )⎤
⎡
⎢
M H = ⎢− mT R − mR(1 + cos(Ω 0t + θ m ) ) − mR cos(Ω0t + θ m ) ⎥⎥
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
− (mT + m)
0

(6.14)

0
⎡0
⎤
⎢
CH = ⎢0 − cT Ar sin(Ω 0t + α RO )⎥⎥
⎢⎣0
⎥⎦
− cT

(6.15)

0
⎡0
⎤
⎢
K H = ⎢0 − kT Ar sin(Ω 0t + α RO )⎥⎥
⎢⎣0
⎥⎦
− kT

(6.16)

⎡
⎤
− M Hφ H
⎢ 2 2
⎥
Q = ⎢mR Ω 0 sin(Ω 0t + θ m ) − M HφT − RFH x ⎥
2
⎢
⎥
− mRΩ0 cos(Ω 0t + θ m ) − FH z
⎣
⎦

(6.17)

Q RO

⎡
⎤
0
⎢
⎥
1
2
2
2
= ⎢− cT Ar Ω 0 sin (Ω 0 t + α RO ) + k T Ar sin (2(Ω 0 t + α RO ) )⎥
2
⎢
⎥
− cT Ar Ω 0 sin(Ω 0 t + α RO ) + k T Ar cos(Ω 0 t + α RO )
⎣
⎦

(6.18)

As before, after the EOM were derived using Maple, they were converted to
Matlab ODE format using the built-in CodeGeneration package. In Matlab, the ode15s
solver was chosen to obtain the numerical solutions to the EOM. For integration, the
program was set to accept the suspension-constrained hub states as inputs and deliver the
nonuniform tire model state and hub force variations as outputs.
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Integrated Model Implementation
As previously stated, the implementation of the integrated model was achieved in
a manner in which each subsystem was represented as a separate module, able to function
in a standalone environment, but linked to the other modules via its inputs and outputs.
Thus the EOM formulation, program used for solution (Matlab/Simulink), and ODE
solver chosen for efficient and robust numerical solution generation remained unchanged
from that which was previously discussed. The three modules were linked via a main
Matlab program file, which appropriately read and stored variables and data and called
each modular function file.
The main program file, once initialized, first reads the time span and number of
intervals as inputs. For the first iteration, the program next reads in the parameters of
each subsystem, stored in a separate function file, and reads any case-specific parameters
which may be defined (e.g. mass imbalance, vehicle speed, run-out amplitude, etc.).
Before the simulation is initialized, a consistent set of initial conditions is either defined
by the user or calculated within the program’s subroutines. Once all pertinent data is
stored in the program’s allocated memory, the solution routine is initialized.
For the time span which corresponds to one iteration, each function file
containing the solution algorithm for each module is called in sequence. First, the tire
module is called, accepting the initial hub state as an input and delivering a time history
of the state of the tire model as an output. From this, the force variations at the hub can
be calculated and the final tire state stored as initial conditions for the subsequent
iteration. Next, the suspension module is called, accepting the hub force variations as an
input and delivering the time history of the suspension states as an output. From the
suspension state, the tie rod force variation can be calculated. As before, the final
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suspension state is stored as an initial condition as well as an input to the tire module for
the next iteration. Finally, the steering module is called, accepting the tie rod force
variation as an input and delivering the steering wheel state as an output. The final state
of the steering wheel and rack are stored as initial conditions for the next iteration. The
final rack position also serves as an input to the suspension model for the calculation of
the tie rod force.
Once the simulation is complete, the results of interest can be plotted or otherwise
displayed. Since ode15s is a variable-step solver, in order to ensure that all outputs have
the same number of points for the solution interval, only the final states of each interval
are stored. Thus, provided a sufficiently large amount of iterations was chosen, the time
history outputs should resemble the smooth, continuous behavior of the physical system
with the frequency content consistent with expectations.
Integrated Model Results
Once the subsystem modules were successfully integrated, results relating the
effects of tire nonuniformity and nibble vibration were obtained. Trial and error showed
that for the speed and imbalance nonuniformity ranges considered, a sampling frequency
of approximately 200-300 Hz was sufficient. As with the three standalone models, the
integrated model results were compared with available experimental data in order that the
parameters could be tuned and the result discrepancies reduced.

A sample of the

integrated results for the case of 30g imbalance at 70 mph is shown in the following
figures.
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Tire Force Generation (N) vs. Time (sec)
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Figure 6.4: Integrated Model Tire Force Generation
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Figure 6.5: Integrated Model State Output
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Constraint Forces (N) vs. Time (sec)
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Figure 6.6: Integrated Model Force Output
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Power Spectral Density Estimate
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Figure 6.8: Integrated Model Steering Wheel PSD

The sample output shows similar trends as previously discussed. The magnitudes
of the responses, however, are somewhat different once the effects of the integrated
subsystems are present. Most notably, force magnitudes generated at the hub differ
slightly than those obtained with the stand-alone Model 5 due to the consideration of
suspension movement. In the tangential direction, the magnitude of the force variation is
slightly lower due to the ability of the hub to translate fore and aft and decrease the
deflection in the sidewall. In the radial direction, however, the magnitude of the force
variation is higher due to the fact that the suspension elements cause the displacement to
trail the force application, increasing the overall force variation in the tire sidewall.
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Tire Force Generation (N) vs. Time (sec)
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Figure 6.9: Tire Force Generation

In comparison to the previous results, the tie rod force magnitude is lower as
expected. This is due to the ability of the inner ball joint to change position with respect
to time. Since the tie rod is modeled as a very stiff spring, allowing the displacement of
the inner ball joint to follow the force application reduces the spring deflection, and thus
the amount of force transmitted. After reviewing the results of the integrated model
simulation, it was concluded that, in general, the results were consistent with expectations
and should represent the physical system subject to the modeled conditions with
reasonable accuracy.
Prior to comparing the output to experimental data, it was desired to more closely
examine some of the assumptions made during model derivation. First, the intuitive
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assumption that the rotation of the hub about the kingpin axis significantly affects tie rod
deflection, and thus force generation, was evaluated. This assumption, reached following
the tire modeling exercise, influenced the suspension model refinement. A comparison of
a system where this degree of freedom was considered fixed, i.e. where only the vertical
and fore-aft suspension movements influence the inner ball joint position, to one where
this motion is allowed was conducted.

The results validated this assumption, as

illustrated in the figure below. The tie rod force generated in the simulated case was at
least an order of magnitude greater when the toe rotation of the hub was given a degree of
freedom.
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Figure 6.10: Effect of Toe Change on Tie Rod Force Generation [5]
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Next, it was desired to investigate the relative contributions of each component of
the tire force variation. As shown in the figure below, the tangential force variation
(T1H) contributes to the generation of a force in the tie rod significantly more than the
radial force variation (R1H).
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Figure 6.11: Contributions of T1H and R1H for Tie Rod Force Generation [5]

Examination of the magnitudes of the relative outputs validated several of the
simplifying assumptions made during derivation and implementation.

These

assumptions, made for purposes of expediting implementation and decreasing solution
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computation time, are deemed not to significantly limit the model’s validity.

For

instance, radial run-out was set to zero for simulation purposes due to the inability to
measure run-out during vehicle testing and stiffness nonuniformity was not included in
the refined models. Since run-out contributes to R1H and stiffness nonuniformity has
been shown to produce force variations with higher harmonics, these terms were not
expected to contribute greatly to tie rod force generation and first-order vibration
transmission. Since testing had shown that the nibble phenomenon under investigation is
primarily induced by the first-order tie rod force propagation, it was decided that the
integrated model sufficiently represented the key elements of the three subsystems
considered without the need for additional complexity.
As presented, the results of the integrated subsystem model were reasonably
consistent with expectations.

The modular model implementation approximated the

response of the continuous physical system while allowing for observation of the inputs
and outputs for each subsystem. Many of these initial, intermediate, and final values
were measurable on the physical system, the F-150 test vehicle. Thus, in order to
validate the model, it was desirable to compare the results to available experimental data
for several cases and conditions. The experimental setup, procedure, and results are
presented in the next chapter. Once validated, the simulation can be used to efficiently
conduct a thorough parameter sensitivity study aimed at identifying the key elements
which contribute to the steering nibble vibration.

CHAPTER 7
INTEGRATED MODEL VALIDATION AND PARAMETER VARIATION

Following

the

completion

of

the

subsystem

model

integration

and

implementation, the model output was verified through comparison with experimental
data. In collaboration with this analytical modeling research, the data was collected by
Ayglon [6] through a series of objective tests conducted on an instrumented 2004 Ford F150 SuperCrew. Thus, knowledge was available beforehand such that the formulated test
plan produced results which directly related to the validation of the subsystem-level
modeling approach presented herein. The tests conducted fell into three main categories:
straight running track testing, stationary shop testing, and modal testing of the steering
subsystem. For completeness, a review of the experimental setup and procedures is given
in Appendix D. The results from the testing were organized into a database to which
appropriate statistical analyses could be performed. In addition to the objective data,
subjective data was collected to develop an objective-to-subjective correlation and
establish an objective threshold measurement. The experimental testing followed the
guidance of standards such as SAE J1060 (Subjective Rating Scale) [72] and ISO 2631
(Ride Quality) [40].

The available data served to aid in system parameter tuning and input/output
validation, as desired. After the simulation output was validated, a small study was
conducted wherein the system parameters were varied in order to identify the key
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parameters influencing the nibble vibration transmission and reach conclusions as to how
the vibration may be effectively reduced.
Model Validation
After obtaining experimental data, it was possible to compare the results obtained
from simulation in order to validate the modeling process.

The first output data

compared was that which was of greatest interest, the steering wheel angular acceleration
response. Since this quantity is what is sensed by the driver as a nibble vibration, it was
of paramount importance to accurately predict the responses in both the time domain and
frequency domain at any given speed.

Plots comparing the responses for a 28-g

imbalance imposed on the wheel at four speeds considered in the neighborhood of the
critical speed (65, 70, 75, and 80 mph) are given in the following figures.
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Figure 7.1: Measured Steering Wheel Angular Acceleration Response [6]
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Figure 7.2: Simulated Steering Wheel Acceleration Response
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Examination of the previous plots showed the expected trend of the response
increasing toward the critical speed which corresponds to the resonant frequency of 13.8
Hz. Comparison showed a reasonable agreement between the measured and simulated
acceleration responses. The most notable discrepancy in the data is that near the steering
subsystem resonance peaks, the model output of the steering wheel response magnitude is
significantly greater than what is measured. Although this discrepancy is undesirable, it
was expected due to some of the underlying assumptions of the model. In other words,
the steering model parameters, particularly the frictional characteristics, were chosen and
tuned such that the nonlinear resonant behavior would be reproduced. This idealized
model, lacking other external considerations of energy dissipation as are present in the
physical system, thus overestimates the response at the resonant frequency. Despite this
discrepancy, reconcilable by recalling the model’s limiting assumptions, the agreement
between the data sets is very positive. Plots comparing the PSDs of the response for the
four speeds considered are given in the following figures.
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Figure 7.4: Simulated Steering Wheel Angular Acceleration PSD
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As was the case for the acceleration response, comparison of the measured and
simulated showed a very favorable similarity. Although the magnitudes of the simulated
PSDs were somewhat higher, the shapes and relative magnitudes of frequency content
were very close.

As expected, the PSD showed a strong response at the resonant

frequency, which shifts depending on driving frequency due to the nonlinearities present
in the steering system. The discrepancies in the PSD output were attributed to the same
factors as those discussed in the time history comparison. The final comparison was the
tie rod force variation. Plots of the data are given in the following figures.
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The tie rod force comparison was not as close as for the steering wheel response.
The magnitude of the simulated force variation was about one-half of what was
measured. This discrepancy was attributed to several factors. First, in the simplified
model, the tie rod was represented as an ideal linear spring. By adjusting the spring
constant, force magnitude varies accordingly. It was noted, however, that stiffening the
tie rod decreased the discrepancy, but led to two undesirable outcomes. First, the steering
wheel response increased accordingly and did not represent the measured response as
accurately, and second, the spring high stiffness introduced difficulties and
discontinuities within the numerical solver.
The second factor was that the force in the tie rod was assumed to be transmitted
directly in line with the rack movement. In the physical system, the rack and tie rod axes
may not be directly aligned, meaning that the force transmitted axially to the rack may
only be a component of the total force measured in the tie rod.
As a third factor, the introduction of the lateral tire forces reduced the tie rod
force. The representation of the lateral tire forces is based upon many idealizations and
simplifications and may not be extremely accurate under the conditions considered;
however, they were included to provide an alignment torque to limit the kingpin rotation
response.
Finally, the experimental determination of the tie rod force likely contained some
error.

Due to the sensors used and the calibration procedure, the gain values for

converting voltage to force were very large, meaning that any small error in voltage
measurement would lead to a significant change in calculation of the tie rod force. In
light of these factors, and the consideration that the force variation discrepancy is
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relatively small, less than an order of magnitude, the comparison is considered
reasonable; the discrepancy does not invalidate or significantly limit the model’s validity.
Following the comparison analysis, the model was considered validated. As
expected in a simplified representation of a complex, nonlinear system, each output term,
especially an intermediate calculation, was not be in full agreement with what was
measured. However, the main goal of the integrated model was to establish a relationship
between tire nonuniformity and steering wheel nibble vibration. As discussed for the
case above, and also for several additional cases involving different imbalances which
were also compared, this relationship was shown to be quite accurate.
Parameter Variation
After the model was validated, the effects of changing system parameters on the
steering wheel response were evaluated. Parameters were chosen and modified based
upon conclusions reached in previous literature review and insight based on the analytical
derivation of the model. The specific parameters chosen for this analysis were the
hydraulic damping (viscous damping between the rack and rack housing), the steering
wheel inertia, the torsion bar stiffness, and compliant frictional stiffness—parameters
which could be easily modified without resorting to major component redesign. These
parameters are, from a design standpoint, physically alterable by simply changing the
properties of one or more of the system components. The results of this parameter
variation are shown in the following figures.
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Figure 7.7: Steering Column Damping Variation [5]

The viscous damping in the steering column bushing was modified by ± 50%
from its nominal value. The change in the damping did not significantly affect the
response of the steering except for the critical speed of 75 mph. This is likely due to the
fact that the damping is nominally light. At 75 mph, the increased damping limits the
resonant response. This very large increase in damping may achieve the desired effect,
but this would be impractical from a design standpoint as the input from the driver
required to steer the vehicle would be significantly increased.
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Figure 7.8: Steering Wheel Inertia Variation [5]

The steering wheel inertia was modified by ± 25%. This change has a noticeable
effect on the steering response. The change in the inertial value, achievable from a
design standpoint though material selection and mass centralization, effectively shifts the
location of the resonant frequency. By tuning this parameter, the resonant frequency can
be moved to a value which does not correspond to a common cruising speed for the
vehicle. Also, if one were to take into account the driver influence (effectively additional
stiffness and damping), tuning the inertia may serve to reduce the nibble vibration
perceived by the driver.
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Figure 7.9: Compliant Frictional Stiffness Variation [5]

The compliant frictional stiffness was changed by ± 20% from its nominal value.
As for the case involving inertia, friction had a significant effect on the system response,
as shown.

Changing this parameter effectively modifies the resonant frequency by

affecting how much sticking is involved in the motion of the steering system. Properly
tuning the frictional parameters, achievable by material selection, interfacial preload
tolerances, and coulomb frictional properties, can serve to limit the response at the
resonant frequency.
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Figure 7.10: Torsion Bar Stiffness Variation [5]

The final parameter modified was the torsion bar stiffness by ± 20%. The effects
of modifying the torsion bar stiffness were relatively small despite the large changes.
Thus, the torsion bar stiffness was not found to be a key parameter contributing to the
nibble response in the case of this particular vehicle.
The parameter sensitivity study revealed the parameters of steering wheel and
column inertia and compliant friction as having the largest effect on steering wheel nibble
response. By properly tuning these parameters, the resonant frequency and amplitude of
the nibble can be controlled. Practically speaking, by adjusting the mass of the steering
wheel and the amount of friction present in the system (either in the gear compliance or
spindle ball joints, for example), the transmission of nibble vibration can be reduced.

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
In order to more thoroughly characterize the tire nonuniformity-induced nibble
vibration phenomenon, research into analytical modeling of the three key subsystems
involved in vibration generation and transmission was performed.

Subsystem-level

models of a nonuniform tire, double-wishbone front suspension with bushing compliance,
and rack and pinion steering system were reviewed and refined independently, and then
integrated together in a modular fashion to formulate a representative quarter-car vehicle
model. To validate the modeling process, experimental test results of a vehicle known to
be sensitive (2004 Ford F-150 SuperCrew) were compared to the model output for a
variety of cases. Once the model was validated, some of the most influential system
parameters were varied to gauge their relative effects on nibble vibration transmission.
During the model development process, preexisting models of the three
subsystems were rederived then subsequently modified such that the respective inputs
and outputs could be appropriately matched and the complex behavior of the fullycoupled physical system would be represented. The first subsystem developed, the
nonuniform tire, was formed from a modern, planar model given by Dillinger [24] and
subjected to an iterative refinement process aimed at uncovering the additional effects
which arise when the hub is not fixed in space. Following the model refinement, it was
shown that the steering geometry, especially the offset steering axis (due to spindle
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length), was a significant consideration regarding steer/toe response and also that
consideration of the hub’s relative motion to the tread ring influences the tire force
generation. Thus, the incorporated tire model included expressions for the hub motion
and, in addition to the radial and tangential force variations, provided contributions to the
suspension motion due to lateral slip forces and inertia. Results of the stand-alone
simulations showed that for mass imbalance and radial run-out nonuniformities, the
largest components of the force variations were generated at the average tire/wheel
rotational frequency.
The second subsystem developed, the double-wishbone suspension system, was
based upon the kinematically-validated formulation as given by Cherian [16]. The model
was modified to include the forces and moments due to the lateral forces of the tire,
attributed mainly to lateral slip of the tire tread but also used to represent any out-ofplane sidewall effects as may be present in the actual system, and the increased hub
inertia due to the mounting of the tire/wheel assembly. In order to obtain results for a
dynamic simulation, the model was implemented using Matlab to solve the combined
ODE/DAE system.

The stand-alone model exhibited responses consistent with

expectations, and did not show any significant resonances in the frequency range of
interest.
The final subsystem developed, the rack and pinion steering system, was based
upon the formulation also given by Cherian.

This model was modified to include

representations for nonlinear compliant friction in order to better match the
experimentally-observed “softening spring” behavior. In essence, due to a combination
of factors within the steering system, the dominant resonant frequency of the physical
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system was dependent in part on the magnitude of the tie rod force input, a nonlinear
effect. After separating the previously combined friction sources within the rack and
updating the mathematical representation of the equations of motion, results were
obtained which more closely matched the empirical trend of the physical system.
The three subsystem modules were integrated by relating the respective inputs
and outputs.

For several reasons including facilitation of input/output observation,

troubleshooting, and maintaining the ability to readily modify each module, combining
the full system into a single solver was judged undesirable. Thus, the implementation
involved manually discretizing the solution interval into small time steps such that the
feedback and feedforward terms would approximate those of a full-state continuous
system. By appropriately choosing the number of iterations, equivalent to specifying a
sampling frequency, the time intervals could be kept small enough such that the effects
due to discontinuities were minimal. Through comparison with available experimental
data, the integrated model simulation results were validated.
From modal testing of the steering system, it was observed that this subsystem,
particularly the steering wheel, has a resonance frequency in the 12-16 Hz range. This
resonance, due to many factors of the nonlinear system, was most closely linked to the
frictional and inertial properties of the system. In the particular case of the measured
vehicle, it was determined that at 13.8 Hz, the tie rod forces generated for a range of tire
nonuniformities serve to excite an equivalent resonant mode of the steering system at
approximately the same frequency. Simply stated, for the given tire size, the force
variations at 75 mph induce a resonant torsional mode in the steering system. Figure 8.1
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illustrates this characteristic by overlaying the measured nibble mode frequency behavior
with the tie rod forces generated for various cases of imposed mass imbalance.
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Figure 8.1: Relationship of Mass Imbalance to Resonance Phenomenon
(ref. Figure 4.6 from [6])
The developed analytical model was tuned to represent this aspect with
reasonable accuracy. Comparisons of measured and simulated results were favorable for
a range of speeds and nonuniformities. In each case, the nibble mode of vibration was
excited by the first harmonic of the forces produced by the nonuniformities in the tire,
namely the fore-aft force variation (T1H). This force variation, which is affected by the
movement of the suspension, produces a significant moment about the kingpin axis,
exciting a rotational response and thus a force variation in the tie rod. At the critical
speed of 75 mph, the first harmonic corresponds to an excitation frequency of roughly
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13.8 Hz which is close to the natural frequency of the steering system. Though it was
observed that the second harmonic of the tire force variations can contribute to nibble
vibration, the first harmonic remained the dominant source of excitation at the critical
speed of 75 mph.
The response of the steering system to the applied force variation depends on
many factors, but is most influenced by the frictional and inertial properties of the
system. To minimize the vibration transmission, proper tuning of these parameters is
required. More specifically, an optimized choice of steering wheel and column inertia,
rack mass, and proper frictional properties in the ball joints, rack, and gear compliance
can significantly reduce the unwanted nibble vibration response. It was also shown that
suspension movement influences the amount of force generated at the hub, and therefore
the amount of force variation in the tie rod. Thus, proper tuning of the suspension
parameters, e.g. bushing compliance, can also serve to reduce the nibble response.
From the findings of the analyses performed, it was concluded that a significant
factor contributing to the origination of nibble vibration is the tire force variation, most
notably T1H. Though there are many additional possibilities of influential sources, it was
confirmed through simulation and experimentation that T1H serves to generate a tie rod
force variation, which excites the steering system response.

The experimentally-

determined threshold for the angular vibration of the steering wheel (the magnitude
corresponding to the “Barely Acceptable” rating of 6 in the SAE J1066 subjective scale)
was reported to be about 400 deg/s2 [6], a response which, due to the nonlinear resonance
present in the steering system, is achievable even with modest tire and road
nonuniformities near the critical speed of 75 mph for the vehicle under investigation.
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Recommendations for Future Work
The findings of the research presented in this thesis coupled with the experimental
analyses conducted by Ayglon [6] form a thorough characterization of the steering wheel
nibble vibration as observed on the 2004 Ford F-150 SuperCrew.

Throughout the

modeling process, however, many simplifications were made which may limit the
applicability or generality of the vehicle model presented. In order to develop a more
complete understanding of the physical mechanisms involved, some recommendations
for future research directions are suggested.
The most notable model limitation is that the steering subsystem representation
included an empirically-derived formulation for nonlinear compliant friction stiffness. In
essence, this path was chosen chiefly since the time constraints imposed upon the project
did not allow for a more exhaustive investigation into the steering subsystem behavior.
In reality, it is not known whether this representation holds significant physical meaning;
the representation may in fact only mathematically reproduce an effect due to one or
more unmodeled factors, or simply be necessary due to incomplete parameter
identification.

Since the nonlinear resonance phenomenon characterized through

experimental testing was limited to only a few amplitudes of tie rod excitation, the curve
fitting of these data points yielded only an approximation of what may be the actual trend
under certain conditions.
It is thus recommended to conduct a more extensive study of the observed
nonlinear resonant frequency of the steering system. To facilitate this, more experimental
data would be required; for example, modal analysis tests under various conditions would
help to obtain information about the shift in the resonant frequency and other
measurements may help to form a more accurate parameter identification. It is suggested
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that once more information is available, an investigation into the proper representation of
the elements of subsystem be carried out.

Following this, a proper parameter

identification and tuning optimization (using least square methods or genetic algorithm
for instance) would yield a more general, physically verifiable model.
Another suggestion for future work is to develop a full-vehicle model. During
testing, it was noted that vibrations were felt throughout the cab and floorpan, meaning
that the assumption of a stiff chassis likely limits the range of validity. The development
of a chassis model could be used to extend the present model to include the effects of
chassis flexibility, particularly the lateral and torsional bending modes. In addition to
providing an increased range of variable parameters, the chassis consideration could also
be used to explore the effects of vibrations induced at the rear of the vehicle.
A final suggestion is to develop a toolkit which could be applied to any vehicle
under investigation. By ensuring that all of the mathematical models are as generic and
physically-oriented as possible, the methodologies can be extended to different
configurations and types of vehicles. A more generic model would also more easily
allow the addition or removal of component devices (e.g. steering dampers, frictional ball
joints, etc.) which may be used to alter the response characteristics of the subsystem(s).
To facilitate this, incorporation with multibody dynamics software, such as
ADAMS® or VeDyna® may be desirable.

VeDyna® in particular uses a modular

component structure, and would be very suitable for implementation of the vehiclespecific subsystem models as developed over the course of this research project.
Once more complete models are available, they can be used by automotive and
tire manufacturers in parallel to develop a more optimized set of vehicle and tire
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parameters which limit the transmission of unwanted vibration without sacrificing the
desired performance. The usage of a full vehicle model would allow sensitivity analyses
of tire, suspension, steering, and chassis parameters to be conducted simultaneously to
identify those which are most critical and can be realistically modified by the
manufacturers to improve ride quality and minimize customer complaints.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A: Maple Code for Tire Models

Appendix A gives the Maple codes that were used to generate the equations of motion for
the nonuniform tire models (1-5).
Model 1
The Maple code below generates the EOM for Model 1: Rigid Ring Tire Model.

This Maple Worksheet serves to derive the EOM for a 3DOF nonuniform tire model as
presented by Stutts, et.al. This tire model assumes a fixed hub and no longitudinal slip.
The nonuniformity considered is mass imbalance with counterbalance. This model is
rederived to establish and verify the derivation procedure to be used for more
complicated models.
> restart:
with(linalg):

Defining the absolute velocities of a point mass on the tread ring and hub, respectively.
The velocities of 'vpm' and 'vpmw' refer to the absolute velocities of the point mass
imbalance and counterbalance mass, respectively.
>
vp:=vector(2,[uxdot+R*Omega*cos(Omega0*t+theta),uydot+R*Ome
ga*sin(Omega0*t+theta)]);
>
vpm:=vector(2,[uxdot+R*Omega*cos(Omega0*t+theta_m),uydot+R*
Omega*sin(Omega0*t+theta_m)]);
>
vpH:=vector(2,[RH*OmegaH*cos(Omega0*t+theta_H),RH*OmegaH*si
n(Omega0*t+theta_H)]);
>
vpmw:=vector(2,[RH*OmegaH*cos(Omega0*t+theta_mw),RH*OmegaH*
sin(Omega0*t+theta_mw)]);;

Defining the kinetic energies associated with the system masses (T = 1/2 * m * (v . v)):
>
T1:=1/2*R*rho_T*int(dotprod(vp,vp,'orthogonal'),theta=0..2*
Pi):
T2:=1/2*m*dotprod(vpm,vpm,'orthogonal'):
T3:=1/2*RH*rho_H*int(dotprod(vpH,vpH,'orthogonal'),theta_H=
0..2*Pi):
T4:=1/2*mw*dotprod(vpmw,vpmw,'orthogonal'):
> T:=T1+T2+T3+T4;
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Substituting for mT, mH (mX = 2 * Pi * RX * rho_X):
> T1_1:=T1*mT/(2*Pi*R*rho_T):
T3_1:=T3*mH/(2*Pi*RH*rho_H):
> T:=simplify(T1_1)+T2+simplify(T3_1)+T4;

Defining the stored and dissipated energies:
> V:=1/2*ktheta*(phi_T-phi_H)^2+1/2*k*ux^2+1/2*(k+kT)*uy^2;
> Dis:=1/2*ctheta*(phi_Tdotphi_Hdot)^2+1/2*c*uxdot^2+1/2*(c+cT)*uydot^2;

Substituting the no-slip assumption:
> V:=subs(ux=R*phi_T,V);
Dis:=subs(uxdot=R*phi_Tdot,Dis);

Expressing the rotations as an average rotation plus a perturbation term; substituting in
for the no-slip condition:
> T:=subs(Omega=Omega0-phi_Tdot,T):
T:=subs(OmegaH=Omega0-phi_Hdot,T):
T:=subs(uxdot=R*phi_Tdot,T);

Defining the Lagrangian:
> L:=T-V;

Using Lagrange's Equations to derive the EOM:
> Eq1_a:=diff(L,phi_Tdot):
Eq1_b:=subs({phi_T=phi_T(t),phi_Tdot=phi_Tdot(t),phi_H=phi_
H(t),phi_Hdot=phi_Hdot(t),uy=uy(t),uydot=uydot(t)},Eq1_a):
Eq1_c:=simplify(diff(Eq1_b,t)):
Eq1:=Eq1_c-diff(L,phi_T)+diff(Dis,phi_Tdot);
> Eq2_a:=diff(L,phi_Hdot):
Eq2_b:=subs({phi_T=phi_T(t),phi_Tdot=phi_Tdot(t),phi_H=phi_
H(t),phi_Hdot=phi_Hdot(t),uy=uy(t),uydot=uydot(t)},Eq2_a):
Eq2_c:=simplify(diff(Eq2_b,t)):
Eq2:=Eq2_c-diff(L,phi_H)+diff(Dis,phi_Hdot);
> Eq3_a:=diff(L,uydot):
Eq3_b:=subs({phi_T=phi_T(t),phi_Tdot=phi_Tdot(t),phi_H=phi_
H(t),phi_Hdot=phi_Hdot(t),uy=uy(t),uydot=uydot(t)},Eq3_a):
Eq3_c:=simplify(diff(Eq3_b,t)):
Eq3:=Eq3_c-diff(L,uy)+diff(Dis,uydot);
>
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Model 2
The Maple code below generates the EOM for Model 2: Rigid Ring with Hub
Translation.

This Maple Worksheet serves to derive the EOM for a 3DOF nonuniform tire model
similar to the one presented by Stutts, et.al., but with consideration of the hub's horizontal
velocity. This tire model assumes no longitudinal slip. The nonuniformity considered is
mass imbalance with counterbalance. The effect of the horizontal velocity consideration
will be evaluated by examination of the EOM.
> restart:
with(linalg):

Defining the absolute velocities of a point mass on the tread ring and hub, respectively.
The velocities of 'vpm' and 'vpmw' refer to the absolute velocities of the point mass
imbalance and counterbalance mass, respectively.
>
vp:=vector(2,[xdot+uxdot+R*Omega*cos(Omega*t+theta),uydot+R
*Omega*sin(Omega*t+theta)]);
>
vpm:=vector(2,[xdot+uxdot+R*Omega*cos(Omega*t+theta_m),uydo
t+R*Omega*sin(Omega*t+theta_m)]);
>
vpH:=vector(2,[xdot+RH*OmegaH*cos(OmegaH*t+theta_H),RH*Omeg
aH*sin(OmegaH*t+theta_H)]);
>
vpmw:=vector(2,[xdot+RH*OmegaH*cos(OmegaH*t+theta_mw),RH*Om
egaH*sin(OmegaH*t+theta_mw)]);

Defining the kinetic energies associated with the system masses (T = 1/2 * m * (v . v)):
>
T1:=1/2*R*rho_T*int(dotprod(vp,vp,'orthogonal'),theta=0..2*
Pi):
T2:=1/2*m*dotprod(vpm,vpm,'orthogonal'):
T3:=1/2*RH*rho_H*int(dotprod(vpH,vpH,'orthogonal'),theta_H=
0..2*Pi):
T4:=1/2*mw*dotprod(vpmw,vpmw,'orthogonal'):
> T:=T1+T2+T3+T4;

Substituting for mT, mH (mX = 2 * Pi * RX * rho_X):
> T1_1:=T1*mT/(2*Pi*R*rho_T):
T3_1:=T3*mH/(2*Pi*RH*rho_H):
T:=simplify(T1_1)+T2+simplify(T3_1)+T4;
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Defining the stored and dissipated energies:
> V:=1/2*ktheta*(phi_T-phi_H)^2+1/2*k*ux^2+1/2*(k+kT)*uy^2;
> Dis:=1/2*ctheta*(phi_Tdotphi_Hdot)^2+1/2*c*uxdot^2+1/2*(c+cT)*uydot^2;

Substituting the no-slip assumption:
> V:=subs(ux=R*phi_T,V);
Dis:=subs(uxdot=R*phi_Tdot,Dis);

Expressing the rotations as an average rotation plus a perturbation term; substituting in
for the no-slip condition:
> T:=subs({Omega*t=Omega0*t-phi_T, Omega=Omega0phi_Tdot},T):
T:=subs({OmegaH*t=Omega0*t-phi_H, OmegaH=Omega0phi_Hdot},T):
T:=subs(uxdot=R*phi_Tdot,T);

Defining the Lagrangian:
> L:=T-V;

Substitutions for time-variant terms (simplification):
> subrot:=Omega0*t-phi_T(t)+theta_m=Omega0*t+theta_m,
Omega0*t-phi_H(t)+theta_mw=Omega0*t+theta_mw,Omega0*t+phi_T(t)-theta_m=Omega0*t+theta_m, Omega0*t+phi_H(t)-theta_mw=Omega0*t+theta_mw, Omega0*tphi_T+theta_m=Omega0*t+theta_m, Omega0*tphi_H+theta_mw=Omega0*t+theta_mw:

Using Lagrange's Equations to derive the EOM:
> Eq1_a:=diff(L,phi_Tdot):
Eq1_b:=subs({phi_T=phi_T(t),phi_Tdot=phi_Tdot(t),phi_H=phi_
H(t),phi_Hdot=phi_Hdot(t),uy=uy(t),uydot=uydot(t)},Eq1_a):
Eq1_c:=simplify(diff(Eq1_b,t)):
Eq1:=simplify(subs(subrot,(Eq1_cdiff(L,phi_T)+diff(Dis,phi_Tdot))));
> Eq2_a:=diff(L,phi_Hdot):
Eq2_b:=subs({phi_T=phi_T(t),phi_Tdot=phi_Tdot(t),phi_H=phi_
H(t),phi_Hdot=phi_Hdot(t),uy=uy(t),uydot=uydot(t)},Eq2_a):
Eq2_c:=simplify(diff(Eq2_b,t)):
Eq2:=simplify(subs(subrot,(Eq2_cdiff(L,phi_H)+diff(Dis,phi_Hdot))));
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> Eq3_a:=diff(L,uydot):
Eq3_b:=subs({phi_T=phi_T(t),phi_Tdot=phi_Tdot(t),phi_H=phi_
H(t),phi_Hdot=phi_Hdot(t),uy=uy(t),uydot=uydot(t)},Eq3_a):
Eq3_c:=simplify(diff(Eq3_b,t)):
Eq3:=simplify(subs(subrot,(Eq3_cdiff(L,uy)+diff(Dis,uydot))));

Substituting for time independencies (for use in evaluating Lagrange's Equations):
> subdots := diff(phi_H(t), t) = phi_Hdot, diff(phi_T(t),
t) = phi_Tdot, diff(uy(t), t) = uydot, diff(phi_Hdot(t), t)
= phi_Hddot, diff(phi_Tdot(t),t) = phi_Tddot,
diff(uydot(t), t) = uyddot:
sub_tind:= phi_Hdot(t) = phi_Hdot, phi_Tdot(t) = phi_Tdot,
uydot(t) = uydot:
E1:=simplify(subs({subdots,sub_tind},Eq1));
E2:=simplify(subs({subdots,sub_tind},Eq2));
E3:=simplify(subs({subdots,sub_tind},Eq3));

With the exception of some additional non-linear terms (neglected by Stutts, et.al.), the
equations are identical to those for Model 1. A constant horizontal velocity does not
affect the EOM.
----------------------------Converting to Matlab format:
> #Matlab Code Generation:
with(CodeGeneration):
interface(warnlevel=0):

Substituting for the generalized coordinates in state form:
> subq := phi_H = q(1), phi_T = q(2), uy = q(3):
subqdot := phi_Hdot = q(4), phi_Tdot = q(5), uydot = q(6):
subqddot:=phi_Hddot = dq(4), phi_Tddot = dq(5), uyddot =
dq(6):

Copy/paste the output below into a function file to be solved with one of Matlab's ODE
solvers. The only modification needed is to add parentheses around the dq index: ( dqi -> dq(i) ).
> dq4:=solve(subs({subqddot,subqdot,subq},E2),dq(4)):
Matlab(dq4,resultname="dq4");
> dq5:=solve(subs({subqddot,subqdot,subq},E1),dq(5)):
Matlab(dq5,resultname="dq5");
> dq6:=solve(subs({subqddot,subqdot,subq},E3),dq(6)):
Matlab(dq6,resultname="dq6");
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Model 3
The Maple code below generates the EOM for Model 3: Rigid Ring with Camber and
Steer.

This Maple Worksheet serves to derive the EOM for a 5DOF nonuniform tire model
similar to the one presented by Stutts, et.al., but with consideration of two additional
DOFs; the hub/wheel has camber and steer (toe) DOFs. This tire model assumes no
longitudinal slip. The nonuniformity considered is mass imbalance with counterbalance.
The effect of the consideration of the additional DOFs will be evaluated by examination
of the EOM and through numerical simulation. The equations will be verified by setting
the additional DOFs to zero for all time and comparing to the EOM from Model 2.
> restart:
with(linalg):

Defining the coordinate rotation matrices (direction cosines). The matrices are
transposed from those normally found in reference literature; they are intended to
transform to the inertial system. All coordinate systems and rotations are right-handed.
> itoI:=matrix(3,3,[1,0,0,0,cos(psi_c(t)),sin(psi_c(t)),0,sin(psi_c(t)),cos(psi_c(t))]);
> iptoi:=matrix(3,3,[cos(psi_s(t)),0,sin(psi_s(t)),0,1,0,sin(psi_s(t)),0,cos(psi_s(t))]);
> ipptoip:=matrix(3,3,[sin(Omega*t),cos(Omega*t),0,cos(Omega*t),sin(Omega*t),0,0,0,1]);

Substituting in for the rotations as a sum of an average rotation and a perturbation term:
> subrot:=OmegaH*t=Omega0*t-phi_H(t), Omega*t=Omega0*tphi_T(t):

Defining the absolute positions and velocities of a point mass on the hub and tread ring,
respectively. The velocities of 'VPM' and 'VPMW' refer to the absolute velocities of the
point mass imbalance and counterbalance mass, respectively.
> rpH:=vector(3,[RH*sin(OmegaH*t+theta_H),RH*cos(OmegaH*t+theta_H),0]):
RPh:=multiply(rpH,iptoi,itoI):
RPH:=matadd(RPh,vector(3,[x(t),0,0]));
RPH:=vector(3,[subs(subrot,RPH[1]),subs(subrot,RPH[2]),subs
(subrot,RPH[3])]):
> VPH1:=diff(RPH[1],t):
VPH2:=diff(RPH[2],t):
VPH3:=diff(RPH[3],t):
VPH:=vector(3,[VPH1,VPH2,VPH3]);
> rp_1:=vector(3,[R*cos(theta),R*sin(theta),0]):
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Rp_1:=multiply(rp_1,ipptoip):
Rp_1simp:=vector(3,[R*sin(Omega*t+theta),R*cos(Omega*t+theta),0]):
rp_2:=matadd(Rp_1simp,vector(3,[ux(t),uy(t),0])):
Rp_2:=multiply(rp_2,iptoi,itoI):
RP:=matadd(Rp_2,vector(3,[x(t),0,0]));
RP:=vector(3,[subs(subrot,RP[1]),subs(subrot,RP[2]),subs(su
brot,RP[3])]):
> VP_1:=diff(RP[1],t):
VP_2:=diff(RP[2],t):
VP_3:=diff(RP[3],t):
VP:=vector(3,[VP_1,VP_2,VP_3]);
>
VPM:=vector(3,[subs(theta=theta_m,VP[1]),subs(theta=theta_m
,VP[2]),subs(theta=theta_m,VP[3])]):
>
VPMW:=vector(3,[subs(theta_H=theta_mw,VPH[1]),subs(theta_H=
theta_mw,VPH[2]),subs(theta_H=theta_mw,VPH[3])]):

Defining the kinetic energies associated with the system masses (T = 1/2 * m * (v . v)):
>
T1:=1/2*R*rho_T*int(dotprod(VP,VP,'orthogonal'),theta=0..2*
Pi):
T2:=1/2*m*dotprod(VPM,VPM,'orthogonal'):
T3:=1/2*RH*rho_H*int(dotprod(VPH,VPH,'orthogonal'),theta_H=
0..2*Pi):
T4:=1/2*mw*dotprod(VPMW,VPMW,'orthogonal'):

Substituting for mT, mH (mX = 2 * Pi * RX * rho_X):
> T1_1:=T1*mT/(2*Pi*R*rho_T):
T3_1:=T3*mH/(2*Pi*RH*rho_H):
T:=simplify(T1_1)+T2+simplify(T3_1)+T4;

Substituting the no-slip assumption:
>
T:=subs([ux(t)=R*phi_T(t),diff(ux(t),t)=R*diff(phi_T(t),t)]
,T);

Defining the stored and dissipated energies:
> V:=1/2*ktheta*(phi_T(t)phi_H(t))^2+1/2*k*ux(t)^2+1/2*(k+kT)*uy(t)^2;
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> Dis:=1/2*ctheta*(diff(phi_T(t),t)diff(phi_H(t),t))^2+1/2*c*diff(ux(t),t)^2+1/2*(c+cT)*diff(u
y(t),t)^2;

Again, the no-slip assumption:
> V:=subs(ux(t)=R*phi_T(t),V);
Dis:=subs(diff(ux(t),t)=R*diff(phi_T(t),t),Dis);

Defining the Lagrangian:
> L:=T-V;

Substituting for the time-variant terms (simplification) and for time independence (for
use with Lagrange's Equations):
> subtvar:=Omega0*t-phi_H(t)+theta_mw = Omega0*t+theta_mw,
Omega0*t-phi_T(t)+theta_m = Omega0*t+theta_m:
> sub_dots :=
diff(phi_H(t),t)=phi_Hdot,diff(phi_T(t),t)=phi_Tdot,diff(uy
(t),t)=uydot,diff(uy(t),t)=uydot,diff(psi_c(t),t)=psi_cdot,
diff(psi_s(t),t)=psi_sdot:
sub_tdpdt:=phi_H=phi_H(t),phi_T=phi_T(t),uy=uy(t),psi_c=psi
_c(t),psi_s=psi_s(t),phi_Hdot=diff(phi_H(t),t),phi_Tdot=dif
f(phi_T(t),t),uydot=diff(uy(t),t),psi_cdot=diff(psi_c(t),t)
,psi_sdot=diff(psi_s(t),t):
sub_tindp:=phi_H(t)=phi_H,phi_T(t)=phi_T,uy(t)=uy,psi_c(t)=
psi_c,psi_s(t)=psi_s:

Using Lagrange's Equations to find the EOM:
For i = 1, qi = phi_H:
> Eq1_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq1_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq1_a,phi_Hdot)):
Eq1_c:=simplify(diff(Eq1_b,t)):
Eq1_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq1:=Eq1_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq1_a,phi_H))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q1_d,phi_Hdot)):
Eq1:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq1));

For i = 2, qi = phi_T:
> Eq2_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq2_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq2_a,phi_Tdot)):
Eq2_c:=simplify(diff(Eq2_b,t)):
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Eq2_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq2:=Eq2_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq2_a,phi_T))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q2_d,phi_Tdot)):
Eq2:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq2));

For i = 3, qi = uy:
> Eq3_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq3_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_a,uydot)):
Eq3_c:=simplify(diff(Eq3_b,t)):
Eq3_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq3:=Eq3_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_a,uy))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_
d,uydot)):
Eq3:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq3));

For i = 4, qi = psi_c:
> Eq4_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq4_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq4_a,psi_cdot)):
Eq4_c:=simplify(diff(Eq4_b,t)):
Eq4_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq4:=Eq4_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq4_a,psi_c))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q4_d,psi_cdot)):
Eq4:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq4));

For i = 5, qi = psi_s:
> Eq5_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq5_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq5_a,psi_sdot)):
Eq5_c:=simplify(diff(Eq5_b,t)):
Eq5_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq5:=Eq5_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq5_a,psi_s))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q5_d,psi_sdot)):
Eq5:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq5));

Validating the EOM by setting the additional DOFs to zero (reproduces EOM from
Model 2):
>
E1:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=0,psi_s(t)=0,diff(diff(x(t
),t),t)=0],Eq1)));
E2:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=0,psi_s(t)=0,diff(diff(x(t
),t),t)=0],Eq2)));
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E3:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=0,psi_s(t)=0,diff(diff(x(t
),t),t)=0],Eq3)));
E4:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=0,psi_s(t)=0,diff(diff(x(t
),t),t)=0],Eq4)));
E5:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=0,psi_s(t)=0,diff(diff(x(t
),t),t)=0],Eq5)));

EOM for simulation--in most cases, the wheel camber will be constant or constrained:
>
EOM_1:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=psi_c,diff(diff(x(t),t)
,t)=0],Eq1)));
EOM_2:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=psi_c,diff(diff(x(t),t)
,t)=0],Eq2)));
EOM_3:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=psi_c,diff(diff(x(t),t)
,t)=0],Eq3)));
EOM_4:=eval(simplify(subs([psi_c(t)=psi_c,diff(diff(x(t),t)
,t)=0],Eq5)))=Q4;

Converting to Matlab format:
> #Matlab Code Generation:
with(CodeGeneration):
interface(warnlevel=0):

Substituting for the generalized coordinates in state form:
> subqt := phi_H(t) = q(1), phi_T(t) = q(2), uy(t) = q(3),
psi_s(t) = q(4):
subdqt:= diff(phi_H(t),t) = q(5), diff(phi_T(t),t) = q(6),
diff(uy(t),t) = q(7), diff(psi_s(t),t) = q(8):
subddqt:= diff(diff(phi_H(t),t),t) = dq(5),
diff(diff(phi_T(t),t),t) = dq(6), diff(diff(uy(t),t),t) =
dq(7), diff(diff(psi_s(t),t),t) = dq(8):

Copy/paste the output below into a function file to be solved with one of Matlab's ODE
solvers. The only modification needed is to add parentheses around the dq index: ( dqi -> dq(i) ).
> dq5:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},EOM_1),dq(5)):
Matlab(dq5,resultname="dq5");
> dq6:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},EOM_2),dq(6)):
Matlab(dq6,resultname="dq6");
> dq7:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},EOM_3),dq(7)):
Matlab(dq7,resultname="dq7");
> dq8:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},EOM_4),dq(8)):
Matlab(dq8,resultname="dq8");
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Model 4
The Maple code below generates the EOM for Model 4: Rigid Ring with Moment Arm.

This Maple Worksheet serves to derive the EOM for a 6DOF nonuniform tire model
similar to the one presented by Stutts, et.al., but with consideration of three additional
DOFs; the hub/wheel has camber, caster, and steer (toe) DOFs. The steer axis is
displaced from the wheel centerline by a spindle of length Rs, and the wheel camber can
be different from the steering camber. This tire model assumes no longitudinal slip. The
nonuniformity considered is mass imbalance with counterbalance. The effect of the
consideration of the additional DOFs will be evaluated by examination of the EOM and
through numerical simulation. The equations will be verified by setting the additional
DOFs to zero for all time and comparing to the EOM from Model 2.
> restart:
with(linalg):

Defining the coordinate rotation matrices (direction cosines). The matrices are
transposed from those normally found in reference literature; they are intended to
transform to the inertial system. All coordinate systems and rotations are right-handed.
> itoI:=matrix(3,3,[1,0,0,0,cos(psi_c(t)),sin(psi_c(t)),0,sin(psi_c(t)),cos(psi_c(t))]);
> iptoi:=matrix(3,3,[cos(psi_a(t)),sin(psi_a(t)),0,sin(psi_a(t)),cos(psi_a(t)),0,0,0,1]);
>
ip2toip:=matrix(3,3,[cos(psi_s(t)),0,sin(psi_s(t)),0,1,0,sin(psi_s(t)),0,cos(psi_s(t))]);
> ip3toip2:=matrix(3,3,[1,0,0,0,cos(psi_cw(t)-psi_c(t)),sin(psi_cw(t)-psi_c(t)),0,sin(psi_cw(t)psi_c(t)),cos(psi_cw(t)-psi_c(t))]);
> ip4toip3:=matrix(3,3,[sin(Omega*t),cos(Omega*t),0,cos(Omega*t),sin(Omega*t),0,0,0,1]);

Substituting in for the rotations as a sum of an average rotation and a perturbation term:
> subrot:=OmegaH*t=Omega0*t-phi_H(t), Omega*t=Omega0*tphi_T(t):

Defining the absolute positions and velocities of a point mass on the hub and tread ring,
respectively. The velocities of 'VPM' and 'VPMW' refer to the absolute velocities of the
point mass imbalance and counterbalance mass, respectively.
> rpH:=vector(3,[RH*sin(OmegaH*t+theta_H),RH*cos(OmegaH*t+theta_H),Rs]):
RPh:=multiply(rpH,ip3toip2,ip2toip,iptoi,itoI):
RPH:=matadd(RPh,vector(3,[x(t),0,0])):
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RPH:=vector(3,[subs(subrot,RPH[1]),subs(subrot,RPH[2]),subs
(subrot,RPH[3])]):
> VPH1:=diff(RPH[1],t):
VPH2:=diff(RPH[2],t):
VPH3:=diff(RPH[3],t):
VPH:=vector(3,[VPH1,VPH2,VPH3]);
> rp_1:=vector(3,[R*cos(theta),R*sin(theta),0]):
Rp_1:=multiply(rp_1,ip4toip3):
Rp_1simp:=vector(3,[R*sin(Omega*t+theta),R*cos(Omega*t+theta),0]):
rp_2:=matadd(Rp_1simp,vector(3,[ux(t),uy(t),Rs])):
Rp_2:=multiply(rp_2,ip3toip2,ip2toip,iptoi,itoI):
RP:=matadd(Rp_2,vector(3,[x(t),0,0])):
RP:=vector(3,[subs(subrot,RP[1]),subs(subrot,RP[2]),subs(su
brot,RP[3])]):
> VP_1:=diff(RP[1],t):
VP_2:=diff(RP[2],t):
VP_3:=diff(RP[3],t):
VP:=vector(3,[VP_1,VP_2,VP_3]);
>
VPM:=vector(3,[subs(theta=theta_m,VP[1]),subs(theta=theta_m
,VP[2]),subs(theta=theta_m,VP[3])]):
>
VPMW:=vector(3,[subs(theta_H=theta_mw,VPH[1]),subs(theta_H=
theta_mw,VPH[2]),subs(theta_H=theta_mw,VPH[3])]):

Defining the kinetic energies associated with the system masses (T = 1/2 * m * (v . v)):
>
T1:=1/2*R*rho_T*int(dotprod(VP,VP,'orthogonal'),theta=0..2*
Pi):
T2:=1/2*m*dotprod(VPM,VPM,'orthogonal'):
T3:=1/2*RH*rho_H*int(dotprod(VPH,VPH,'orthogonal'),theta_H=
0..2*Pi):
T4:=1/2*mw*dotprod(VPMW,VPMW,'orthogonal'):

Substituting for mT, mH (mX = 2 * Pi * RX * rho_X):
> T1_1:=T1*mT/(2*Pi*R*rho_T):
T3_1:=T3*mH/(2*Pi*RH*rho_H):
T:=simplify(T1_1)+T2+simplify(T3_1)+T4;

Substituting the no-slip assumption:
>
T:=subs([ux(t)=R*phi_T(t),diff(ux(t),t)=R*diff(phi_T(t),t)]
,T);
Defining the stored and dissipated energies:
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> V:=1/2*ktheta*(phi_T(t)phi_H(t))^2+1/2*k*ux(t)^2+1/2*(k+kT)*uy(t)^2;
> Dis:=1/2*ctheta*(diff(phi_T(t),t)diff(phi_H(t),t))^2+1/2*c*diff(ux(t),t)^2+1/2*(c+cT)*diff(u
y(t),t)^2;

Again, the no-slip assumption:
> V:=subs(ux(t)=R*phi_T(t),V);
Dis:=subs(diff(ux(t),t)=R*diff(phi_T(t),t),Dis);

Defining the Lagrangian:
> L:=T-V;

Substituting for the time-variant terms (simplification) and for time (in)dependence (for
use with Lagrange's Equations):
> subtvar:=Omega0*t-phi_H(t)+theta_mw = Omega0*t+theta_mw,
Omega0*t-phi_T(t)+theta_m = Omega0*t+theta_m:
> sub_dots :=
diff(phi_H(t),t)=phi_Hdot,diff(phi_T(t),t)=phi_Tdot,diff(uy
(t),t)=uydot,diff(uy(t),t)=uydot,diff(psi_c(t),t)=psi_cdot,
diff(psi_s(t),t)=psi_sdot,diff(psi_a(t),t)=psi_adot:
sub_tdpdt:=phi_H=phi_H(t),phi_T=phi_T(t),uy=uy(t),psi_c=psi
_c(t),psi_s=psi_s(t),psi_a=psi_a(t),phi_Hdot=diff(phi_H(t),
t),phi_Tdot=diff(phi_T(t),t),uydot=diff(uy(t),t),psi_cdot=d
iff(psi_c(t),t),psi_sdot=diff(psi_s(t),t),psi_adot=diff(psi
_a(t),t):
sub_tindp:=phi_H(t)=phi_H,phi_T(t)=phi_T,uy(t)=uy,psi_c(t)=
psi_c,psi_s(t)=psi_s,psi_a(t)=psi_a:

Using Lagrange's Equations to find the EOM:
For i = 1, qi = phi_H:
> Eq1_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq1_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq1_a,phi_Hdot)):
Eq1_c:=simplify(diff(Eq1_b,t)):
Eq1_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq1:=Eq1_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq1_a,phi_H))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q1_d,phi_Hdot)):
Eq1:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq1));

For i = 2, qi = phi_T:
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> Eq2_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq2_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq2_a,phi_Tdot)):
Eq2_c:=simplify(diff(Eq2_b,t)):
Eq2_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq2:=Eq2_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq2_a,phi_T))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q2_d,phi_Tdot)):
Eq2:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq2));

For i = 3, qi = uy:
> Eq3_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq3_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_a,uydot)):
Eq3_c:=simplify(diff(Eq3_b,t)):
Eq3_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq3:=Eq3_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_a,uy))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_
d,uydot)):
Eq3:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq3));

For i = 4, qi = psi_c:
> Eq4_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq4_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq4_a,psi_cdot)):
Eq4_c:=simplify(diff(Eq4_b,t)):
Eq4_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq4:=Eq4_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq4_a,psi_c))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q4_d,psi_cdot)):
Eq4:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq4));

For i = 5, qi = psi_a:
> Eq5_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq5_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq5_a,psi_adot)):
Eq5_c:=simplify(diff(Eq5_b,t)):
Eq5_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq5:=Eq5_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq5_a,psi_a))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q5_d,psi_adot)):
Eq5:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq5));

For i = 6, qi = psi_s:
> Eq6_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq6_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq6_a,psi_sdot)):
Eq6_c:=simplify(diff(Eq6_b,t)):
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Eq6_d:=subs({sub_dots},Dis):
Eq6:=Eq6_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq6_a,psi_s))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q6_d,psi_sdot)):
Eq6:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq6));

Validating the EOM by setting the additional DOFs to zero (reproduces EOM from
Model 2):
> subver :=
psi_c(t)=0,psi_a(t)=0,psi_cw(t)=0,Rs=0,psi_s(t)=0,diff(diff
(x(t),t),t)=0:
> EQ1:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq1)));
EQ2:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq2)));
EQ3:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq3)));
EQ4:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq4)));
EQ5:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq5)));
EQ6:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq6)));

EOM for simulation--in most cases, the caster and camber will be constant or
constrained:
> subddxt := diff(diff(x(t),t),t) = 0:
subcons := diff(psi_c(t),t)=0, diff(psi_a(t),t)=0,
diff(psi_cw(t),t)=0, psi_c(t)=psi_c, psi_a(t)=psi_a,
psi_cw(t)=psi_cw:
> E1:=eval(simplify(subs({subddxt,subcons},Eq1)));
E2:=eval(simplify(subs({subddxt,subcons},Eq2)));
E3:=eval(simplify(subs({subddxt,subcons},Eq3)));
E4:=eval(simplify(subs({subddxt,subcons},Eq6)))=Q6;

Converting to Matlab format:
> #Matlab Code Generation:
with(CodeGeneration):
interface(warnlevel=0):

Substituting for the generalized coordinates in state form:
> subqt := phi_H(t) = q(1), phi_T(t) = q(2), uy(t) = q(3),
psi_s(t) = q(4):
subdqt:= diff(phi_H(t),t) = q(5), diff(phi_T(t),t) = q(6),
diff(uy(t),t) = q(7), diff(psi_s(t),t) = q(8):
subddqt:= diff(diff(phi_H(t),t),t) = dq(5),
diff(diff(phi_T(t),t),t) = dq(6), diff(diff(uy(t),t),t) =
dq(7), diff(diff(psi_s(t),t),t) = dq(8):
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Copy/paste the output below into a function file to be solved with one of Matlab's ODE
solvers. The only modification needed is to add parentheses around the dq index: ( dqi -> dq(i) ).
> dq5:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},E1),dq(5)):
Matlab(dq5,resultname="dq5");
> dq6:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},E2),dq(6)):
Matlab(dq6,resultname="dq6");
> dq7:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},E3),dq(7)):
Matlab(dq7,resultname="dq7");
> dq8:=solve(subs({subddqt,subdqt,subqt},E4),dq(8)):
Matlab(dq8,resultname="dq8");
>
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Model 5
The Maple code below generates the EOM for Model 5: Updated Elements for Energy
Storage and Dissipation.

This Maple Worksheet serves to derive the EOM for a 4DOF nonuniform tire model
similar to the one presented by Stutts, et al., but with consideration of one additional
DOF; the hub/wheel has a steer (toe) DOF. The steer axis is displaced from the wheel
centerline by a spindle of length Rs. The caster, steering camber and wheel camber are
included as constants. Longitudinal slip considered negligible (no-slip model). The
nonuniformity considered is mass imbalance with counterbalance. The equations will be
verified by setting the additional DOFs to zero comparing to the EOM from Model 2.
> restart:
with(linalg):

Defining the coordinate rotation matrices (direction cosines). The matrices are
transposed from those normally found in reference literature; they are intended to
transform to the inertial system. All coordinate systems and rotations are right-handed.
> itoI:=matrix(3,3,[1,0,0,0,cos(psi_c(t)),sin(psi_c(t)),0,sin(psi_c(t)),cos(psi_c(t))]);
> iptoi:=matrix(3,3,[cos(psi_a(t)),sin(psi_a(t)),0,sin(psi_a(t)),cos(psi_a(t)),0,0,0,1]);
> ip2toip:=matrix(3,3,[cos(psi_s(t)),0,sin(psi_s(t)),0,1,0,sin(psi_s(t)),0,cos(psi_s(t))]);
> ip3toip2:=matrix(3,3,[1,0,0,0,cos(psi_cw(t)-psi_c(t)),sin(psi_cw(t)-psi_c(t)),0,sin(psi_cw(t)psi_c(t)),cos(psi_cw(t)-psi_c(t))]);
> ip4toip3:=matrix(3,3,[cos(-psi_a(t)),-sin(psi_a(t)),0,sin(-psi_a(t)),cos(-psi_a(t)),0,0,0,1]);
> ip5toip4:=matrix(3,3,[sin(Omega*t),cos(Omega*t),0,cos(Omega*t),sin(Omega*t),0,0,0,1]);

Set psi_a, psi_c, psi_cw equal to zero...include only in the tire forces (in reference to the
results obtained from Model 4).
> psi_a(t):=0;
psi_c(t):=0;
psi_cw(t):=0;

Substituting in for the rotations as a sum of an average rotation and a perturbation term:
> subrot:=OmegaH*t=Omega0*t-phi_H(t), Omega*t=Omega0*tphi_T(t):
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Defining the absolute positions and velocities of a point mass on the hub and tread ring,
respectively. The velocities of 'VPM' and 'VPMW' refer to the absolute velocities of the
point mass imbalance and counterbalance mass, respectively.
> rpH:=vector(3,[RH*sin(OmegaH*t+theta_H),RH*cos(OmegaH*t+theta_H),0]):
RPh:=matadd(multiply(rpH,ip4toip3),vector(3,[0,0,Rs])):
RPH:=matadd(multiply(RPh,ip3toip2,ip2toip,iptoi,itoI),vecto
r(3,[x(t),0,0])):
RPH:=vector(3,[subs(subrot,RPH[1]),subs(subrot,RPH[2]),subs
(subrot,RPH[3])]);
> VPH1:=diff(RPH[1],t):
VPH2:=diff(RPH[2],t):
VPH3:=diff(RPH[3],t):
VPH:=vector(3,[VPH1,VPH2,VPH3]);
> rp_1:=vector(3,[R*cos(theta),R*sin(theta),0]):
Rp_1:=multiply(rp_1,ip5toip4):
Rp_1simp:=vector(3,[R*sin(Omega*t+theta),R*cos(Omega*t+theta),0]):
rp_2:=matadd(Rp_1simp,vector(3,[ux(t),uy(t),0])):
Rp_2:=matadd(multiply(rp_2,ip4toip3),vector(3,[0,0,Rs])):
RP:=matadd(multiply(Rp_2,ip3toip2,ip2toip,iptoi,itoI),vecto
r(3,[x(t),0,0])):
RP:=vector(3,[subs(subrot,RP[1]),subs(subrot,RP[2]),subs(su
brot,RP[3])]);
> VP_1:=diff(RP[1],t):
VP_2:=diff(RP[2],t):
VP_3:=diff(RP[3],t):
VP:=vector(3,[VP_1,VP_2,VP_3]);
>
VPM:=vector(3,[subs(theta=theta_m,VP[1]),subs(theta=theta_m
,VP[2]),subs(theta=theta_m,VP[3])]):
>
VPMW:=vector(3,[subs(theta_H=theta_mw,VPH[1]),subs(theta_H=
theta_mw,VPH[2]),subs(theta_H=theta_mw,VPH[3])]):

Defining the kinetic energies associated with the system masses (T = 1/2 * m * (v . v)):
>
T1:=1/2*R*rho_T*int(dotprod(VP,VP,'orthogonal'),theta=0..2*
Pi):
T2:=1/2*m*dotprod(VPM,VPM,'orthogonal'):
T3:=1/2*RH*rho_H*int(dotprod(VPH,VPH,'orthogonal'),theta_H=
0..2*Pi):
T4:=1/2*mw*dotprod(VPMW,VPMW,'orthogonal'):

Substituting for mT, mH (mX = 2 * Pi * RX * rho_X):
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> T1_1:=T1*mT/(2*Pi*R*rho_T):
T3_1:=T3*mH/(2*Pi*RH*rho_H):
T:=simplify(T1_1)+T2+simplify(T3_1)+T4;

Substituting the no-slip assumption:
>
T:=subs([ux(t)=R*phi_T(t),diff(ux(t),t)=R*diff(phi_T(t),t)]
,T);

Defining the stored and dissipated energies:
> V:=1/2*kT*uy(t)^2;
> F:=1/2*cT*diff(uy(t),t)^2;

Again, the no-slip assumption:
> V:=subs(ux(t)=R*phi_T(t),V);
F:=subs(diff(ux(t),t)=R*diff(phi_T(t),t),F);

Defining the Lagrangian:
> L:=T-V;

Substituting for the time-variant terms (simplification) and for time (in)dependence (for
use with Lagrange's Equations):
> subtvar:=Omega0*t-phi_H(t)+theta_mw = Omega0*t+theta_mw,
Omega0*t-phi_T(t)+theta_m = Omega0*t+theta_m:
sub_dots :=
diff(phi_H(t),t)=phi_Hdot,diff(phi_T(t),t)=phi_Tdot,diff(uy
(t),t)=uydot,diff(uy(t),t)=uydot,diff(ux(t),t)=uxdot,diff(p
si_s(t),t)=psi_sdot:
sub_tdpdt:=phi_H=phi_H(t),phi_T=phi_T(t),uy=uy(t),ux=ux(t),
psi_s=psi_s(t),phi_Hdot=diff(phi_H(t),t),phi_Tdot=diff(phi_
T(t),t),uydot=diff(uy(t),t),uxdot=diff(ux(t),t),psi_sdot=di
ff(psi_s(t),t):
sub_tindp:=phi_H(t)=phi_H,phi_T(t)=phi_T,uy(t)=uy,ux(t)=ux,
psi_s(t)=psi_s:

Using Lagrange's Equations to find the EOM:
For i = 1, qi = phi_H:
> Eq1_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq1_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq1_a,phi_Hdot)):
Eq1_c:=simplify(diff(Eq1_b,t)):
Eq1_d:=subs({sub_dots},F):
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Eq1:=Eq1_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq1_a,phi_H))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q1_d,phi_Hdot)):
Eq1:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq1))=Q1;

For i = 2, qi = phi_T:
> Eq2_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq2_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq2_a,phi_Tdot)):
Eq2_c:=simplify(diff(Eq2_b,t)):
Eq2_d:=subs({sub_dots},F):
Eq2:=Eq2_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq2_a,phi_T))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q2_d,phi_Tdot)):
Eq2:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq2))=Q2;

For i = 3, qi = uy:
> Eq3_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq3_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_a,uydot)):
Eq3_c:=simplify(diff(Eq3_b,t)):
Eq3_d:=subs({sub_dots},F):
Eq3:=Eq3_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_a,uy))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq3_
d,uydot)):
Eq3:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq3))=Q3;

For i = 4, qi = psi_s:
> Eq4_a:=subs({sub_dots,sub_tindp},L):
Eq4_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq4_a,psi_sdot)):
Eq4_c:=simplify(diff(Eq4_b,t)):
Eq4_d:=subs({sub_dots},F):
Eq4:=Eq4_csubs({sub_tdpdt},diff(Eq4_a,psi_s))+subs({sub_tdpdt},diff(E
q4_d,psi_sdot)):
Eq4:=simplify(subs(subtvar,Eq4))=Q4;

Simplify and compare equations to Model 2:
> subver :=
psi_c(t)=0,psi_a(t)=0,psi_cw(t)=0,Rs=0,psi_s(t)=0,diff(diff
(x(t),t),t)=0:
> E1:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq1)));
E2:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq2)));
E3:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq3)));
E4:=eval(simplify(subs([subver],Eq4)));
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Define Generalized Forces and Hysteresis Forces/Moments:
> unassign('psi_cw','psi_a','psi_c'):
Q1:=Tw-MHW;
Q2:=-MHT-R*FHx;
Q3:=-FHy;
Q4:=(-kc*psi_cw - ks*psi_s(t))*sin(pi/2psi_a)*(R*sin(psi_a) + R*phi_T(t)) - F_tierod*Rtr;
Final Equations Of Motion:
> subcons :=
diff(diff(x(t),t),t)=0,psi_a(t)=psi_a,psi_c(t)=psi_c,psi_cw
(t)=psi_cw:
> EOM1:=eval(simplify(subs([subcons],Eq1)));
EOM2:=eval(simplify(subs([subcons],Eq2)));
EOM3:=eval(simplify(subs([subcons],Eq3)));
EOM4:=eval(simplify(subs([subcons],Eq4)));
Convert to Matlab Input:
> with(CodeGeneration):
interface(warnlevel=0):
Substituting for the generalized coordinates in state form:
> subqt:=
phi_H(t)=q(1),phi_T(t)=q(2),uy(t)=q(3),psi_s(t)=q(4):
subdqt:=diff(phi_H(t),t)=q(5),diff(phi_T(t),t)=q(6),diff(uy
(t),t)=q(7),diff(psi_s(t),t)=q(8):
subddqt:=diff(diff(phi_H(t),t),t)=dq(5),diff(diff(phi_T(t),
t),t)=dq(6),diff(diff(uy(t),t),t)=dq(7),diff(diff(psi_s(t),
t),t)=dq(8),diff(x(t),t)=xdot:
Copy/paste the output below into a function file to be solved with one of Matlab's ODE
solvers. The only modification needed is to add parentheses around the dq index: ( dqi -> dq(i) ).
> E_1:=subs([subddqt,subdqt,subqt],EOM1):
dq5:=solve(E_1,dq(5)):
Matlab(dq5,resultname="dq5");
> E_2:=subs([subddqt,subdqt,subqt],EOM2):
dq6:=solve(E_2,dq(6)):
Matlab(dq6,resultname="dq6");
> E_3:=subs([subddqt,subdqt,subqt],EOM3):
dq7:=solve(E_3,dq(7)):
Matlab(dq7,resultname="dq7");
> E_4:=subs([subddqt,subdqt,subqt],EOM4):
dq8:=solve(E_4,dq(8)):
Matlab(dq8,resultname="dq8");
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Simulation Model
The Maple code below generates the EOM for the tire model used for the model
integration.

This Maple Worksheet serves to derive the EOM for a 3DOF nonuniform tire model to
be integrated with a vehicle suspension and steering models and simulated with
Matlab/Simulink. This tire model assumes no longitudinal slip, as the simulated slip
force (with previous models) was very small and did not significantly affect the results.
The nonuniformities considered are: mass imbalance, counterbalance, and radial run-out.
If desired, stiffness nonuniformity can be added, but is not included in this model since
this property is not scheduled for principle investigation. Note that additional terms are
added in the 'Generalized Forces' and do not affect the kinematics of the EOM;
representations for the additional nonuniformities can be appended to the existing EOM.
> restart:
with(LinearAlgebra):
with(VectorCalculus):

Defining the absolute velocities of a point mass on the tread ring and hub, respectively.
The velocities of 'vpm' and 'vpmw' refer to the absolute velocities of the point mass
imbalance and counterbalance mass, respectively.
>
vp:=<x_Hdot+uxdot+R*Omega*cos(Omega*t+theta),0,z_Hdot+uzdot
+R*Omega*sin(Omega*t+theta)>;
>
vpm:=<x_Hdot+uxdot+R*Omega*cos(Omega*t+theta_m),0,z_Hdot+uz
dot+R*Omega*sin(Omega*t+theta_m)>;
>
vpH:=<x_Hdot+RH*OmegaH*cos(OmegaH*t+theta_H),0,z_Hdot+RH*Om
egaH*sin(OmegaH*t+theta_H)>;
>
vpmw:=<x_Hdot+RH*OmegaH*cos(OmegaH*t+theta_mw),0,z_Hdot+RH*
OmegaH*sin(OmegaH*t+theta_mw)>;

Defining the kinetic energies associated with the system masses (T = 1/2 * m * (v . v)):
> T1:=1/2*R*rho_T*int(vp.vp,theta=0..2*Pi):
T2:=1/2*m*(vpm.vpm):
T3:=1/2*RH*rho_H*int(vpH.vpH,theta_H=0..2*Pi):
T4:=1/2*mw*(vpmw.vpmw):
> T:=T1+T2+T3+T4;
Substituting for mT, mH (mX = 2 * Pi * RX * rho_X):
> T1_1:=T1*mT/(2*Pi*R*rho_T):
T3_1:=T3*mH/(2*Pi*RH*rho_H):
> T:=simplify(T1_1+T2+T3_1+T4);
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Expressing the rotations as an average rotation plus a perturbation term; substituting in
for the no-slip condition:
> subrot := Omega*t=Omega0*t+phi_T, Omega=Omega0+phi_Tdot,
OmegaH*t=Omega0*t+phi_H, OmegaH=Omega0+phi_Hdot:
T:=subs(uxdot=R*phi_Tdot,T):
T:=subs({subrot},T);

Defining the stored and dissipated energies:
> V:=1/2*ktz*(z_H + uz - z_RO)^2;
> Dis:=1/2*ctz*(z_Hdot + uzdot - z_ROdot)^2;

Defining the Lagrangian:
> L:=T-V;

Defining the Generalized Forces and expressions for run-out (in reference to Dillinger's
model):
> Q1:=Tw-MHW;
Q2:=-MHT-R*FHx;
Q3:=-FHz;
z_RO := Ar*cos(Omega0*t + phi_T + alpha_ro);
z_ROdot := -Ar*(Omega0 + phi_Tdot)*sin(Omega0*t + phi_T +
alpha_ro);

Substitutions for time-variant terms (simplification) and substituting for time
(in)dependencies (for use in evaluating Lagrange's Equations):
> sub_tvar:=Omega0*t+phi_T(t)+theta_m=Omega0*t+theta_m,
Omega0*t+phi_H(t)+theta_mw=Omega0*t+theta_mw,
Omega0*t+phi_T(t)+alpha_ro=Omega0*t+alpha_ro:
sub_tdpdt:=
phi_T=phi_T(t),phi_Tdot=phi_Tdot(t),phi_H=phi_H(t),phi_Hdot
=phi_Hdot(t),uz=uz(t),uzdot=uzdot(t),z_H=z_H(t),z_Hdot=z_Hd
ot(t),x_Hdot=x_Hdot(t):
sub_tindp:=
phi_T(t)=phi_T,phi_Tdot(t)=phi_Tdot,phi_H(t)=phi_H,phi_Hdot
(t)=phi_Hdot,uz(t)=uz,uzdot(t)=uzdot,z_H(t)=z_H,z_Hdot(t)=z
_Hdot,x_Hdot(t)=x_Hdot:

Lagrange's Equations for generating the EOM:
> Eq1_a:=diff(L,phi_Hdot):
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Eq1_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},Eq1_a):
Eq1_c:=simplify(diff(Eq1_b,t)):
Eq1:=simplify(subs({sub_tvar},(Eq1_csubs(sub_tdpdt,diff(L,phi_H))+subs(sub_tdpdt,diff(Dis,phi_H
dot)))))=Q1;
> Eq2_a:=diff(L,phi_Tdot):
Eq2_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},Eq2_a):
Eq2_c:=diff(Eq2_b,t):
Eq2:=simplify(subs({sub_tvar},(Eq2_csubs(sub_tdpdt,diff(L,phi_T))+subs(sub_tdpdt,diff(Dis,phi_T
dot)))))=Q2;
> Eq3_a:=diff(L,uzdot):
Eq3_b:=subs({sub_tdpdt},Eq3_a):
Eq3_c:=diff(Eq3_b,t):
Eq3:=simplify(subs({sub_tvar},(Eq3_csubs(sub_tdpdt,diff(L,uz))+subs(sub_tdpdt,diff(Dis,uzdot)))
))=Q3;

Converting to Matlab format:
> #Matlab Code Generation:
with(CodeGeneration):
interface(warnlevel=0):

Substituting for the generalized coordinates in state form:
> subq := phi_H(t) = q(1), phi_T(t) = q(2), uz(t) = q(3),
diff(phi_H(t),t) = q(4), diff(phi_T(t),t) = q(5),
diff(uz(t),t) = q(6):
subqdot := phi_Hdot(t) = q(4), phi_Tdot(t) = q(5), uzdot(t)
= q(6), diff(phi_Hdot(t),t) = dq(4), diff(phi_Tdot(t),t) =
dq(5), diff(uzdot(t),t) = dq(6):
subHub:= x_H(t) = Hub_state_xz(1), z_H(t) =
Hub_state_xz(4), x_Hdot(t) = Hub_state_xz(2), z_Hdot(t) =
Hub_state_xz(5), diff(x_Hdot(t),t) = Hub_state_xz(3),
diff(z_Hdot(t),t) = Hub_state_xz(6):

Copy/paste the output below into a function file to be solved with one of Matlab's ODE
solvers. The only modification needed is to add parentheses around the dq index: ( dqi -> dq(i) ).
> dq4:=solve(subs({subqdot,subq,subHub},Eq1),dq(4)):
Matlab(dq4,resultname="dq4");
> dq5:=solve(subs({subqdot,subq,subHub},Eq2),dq(5)):
Matlab(dq5,resultname="dq5");
> dq6:=solve(subs({subqdot,subq,subHub},Eq3),dq(6)):
Matlab(dq6,resultname="dq6");
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Appendix B: EOM For Tire Models 4,5

Appendix B gives the Maple-derived simplified (constrained) equations of motion for the
nonuniform tire models 4 and 5.
2
⎛⎜
2⎛ d
d2
⎞
⎜
φ ( t ) = ⎜ mw RH ⎜ 2 ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc )
2 H
⎜
dt
⎝
⎝ dt
⎠
2

d
− mw ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c ) RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) sin( −ψ cw + ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2
2
d
⎞
⎛
− mw RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ cos( Ω0 t + θmw ) cos( −ψcw + ψ c )
⎠
⎝ dt
2
2⎛ d
⎞
+ mH RH ⎜⎜ 2 ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ cos( ψcw ) sin( ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎛d
⎞
− RH mw ⎜⎜ 2 ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc ) cos( Ω0 t + θmw )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2⎛ d
d
d
⎞
− mH RH ⎜⎜ 2 ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( ψ cw ) cos( ψc ) − kθ φH( t ) − cθ ⎛⎜⎜ φH( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ + cθ ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎞⎟⎟
d
t
d
⎠
⎠
⎝
⎝ t
⎝ dt
⎠
⎞
2
+ kθ φT( t ) ⎟⎟
( RH ( mH + mw ) )
⎟⎠
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c R ⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎞⎟⎟
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⎠
⎝ dt
d
d
+ 2 R m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ cos( Ω0 t + θm )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
⎛
⎞
⎛
− 2 R m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) ⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟ ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎞⎟⎟
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
+ 2 R mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ sin( ψcw ) cos( ψc ) − kθ φH( t )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
d
⎛
⎞
− 2 m ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψ cw + ψ c ) R 2 sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0
⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎞
⎞
⎛d
⎛ d2
− mT ⎜⎜ 2 ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟ R2 cos( ψ cw ) sin( ψ c ) + R mT ⎜⎜ 2 ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟ uy( t ) sin( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠

⎛ d2
⎞
⎛ d2
⎞
+ mT ⎜ 2 ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ R2 sin( ψcw ) cos( ψc ) − R m ⎜⎜ 2 ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψ cw + ψc ) uy( t )
⎜⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2
d
⎞
⎛d
− R mT ⎜⎜ 2 ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ uy( t ) cos( ψcw ) sin( ψ c ) − m R2 sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 − cθ ⎛⎜⎜ φH( t ) ⎞⎟⎟
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
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⎛ d2
⎞
+ R m ⎜⎜ 2 ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc ) uy( t ) cos( Ω0 t + θm )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎞
⎛d
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2
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( R2 ( −m − mT + m cos( Ω0 t + θm ) ) )
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+ mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ Rs sin( ψ c ) cos( ψ c ) + 2 m R ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ sin( −ψ cw + ψ c ) ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ ⎟⎟
⎠
⎠ ⎟⎠
⎠
⎝ dt
⎝ dt
⎝ dt
( mT + m )
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⎛⎜
d2
⎛d
⎞ 2⎛d
⎞
ψ
(
t
)
2
=
⎜⎜ −2 m ⎜⎜ dt ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ R ⎜⎜ dt φT( t ) ⎟⎟ φT( t )
2 s
dt
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
2

d
− m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ sin( −ψcw + ψc ) uy( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
2
⎞
⎛
− m sin( −ψ cw + ψ c ) R cos( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟ φT( t )
⎠
⎝ dt
d
d
d
− 2 m ⎜⎜⎛ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ R2 cos( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 φT( t ) − 2 m ⎜⎜⎛ uy( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ uy( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
2
2
⎛d
⎞
⎛d
⎞
+ mT R2 ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ cos( ψcw ) sin( ψc ) + mT R ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ uy( t ) cos( ψcw ) sin( ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
− 2 m ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ R2 sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 cos( Ω0 t + θm ) cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎛d
⎞
− mT ⎜⎜ 2 uy( t ) ⎟⎟ R φT( t ) cos( ψcw ) sin( ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠
d
+ 2 mw RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) Ω0 ⎛⎜⎜ φH( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
d
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
+ 4 mT ⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟ Rs ⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟ cos( ψcw ) cos( ψc ) sin( ψcw )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎛d
⎞
− m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) ⎜⎜ 2 uy( t ) ⎟⎟ R φT( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎛ d2
⎞
+ m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) R2 sin( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ φT( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2⎛ d
⎞
⎞
⎛ d2
+ mT R ⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ Rs sin( ψcw ) sin( ψc ) + mH RH ⎜⎜ 2 φH( t ) ⎟⎟ cos( ψcw ) sin( ψc )
⎜⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
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⎛ d2
⎞
− m R cos( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎞
⎛d
+ mT ⎜⎜ 2 uy( t ) ⎟⎟ R φT( t ) sin( ψcw ) cos( ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎛ d2
⎞
− m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) ⎜⎜ 2 uy( t ) ⎟⎟ R sin( Ω0 t + θm )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2⎛ d
⎞
⎞
⎛ d2
− mH RH ⎜⎜ 2 φH( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( ψcw ) cos( ψ c ) − mT R ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ uy( t ) sin( ψcw ) cos( ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎛⎜ d
⎞⎟
− mw RH cos( Ω0 t + θmw ) ⎜ 2 φH( t ) ⎟ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠

⎛ d2
⎞⎟
⎞
⎛⎜ d 2
⎜
+ m R ⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc ) + m R ⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc ) uy( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
⎛
⎞
− mT R2 ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( ψcw ) cos( ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎞
⎛ d2
− m R2 ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc ) cos( Ω0 t + θm )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎛⎜ d 2
⎞⎟
+ mT R ⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟ Rs cos( ψcw ) cos( ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎞
⎛ d2
− m R cos( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc ) uy( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2
− m sin( −ψ cw + ψ c ) R cos( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 φT( t )
d
d
− 2 mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ R2 φT( t ) ⎜⎜⎛ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
d
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
− 2 m ⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟ ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ R cos( Ω0 t + θm ) cos( −ψcw + ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
2 d
d
− 2 mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ uy( t ) cos( ψc ) ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟⎞
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
− 2 m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) ⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟ ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
d
+ 2 m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψ c )
d
⎝ t
⎠
2

d
− mw RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) ⎛⎜⎜ φH( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
⎠
⎝ dt
d
d
− 2 mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ Rs ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ sin( ψ cw ) cos( ψ cw )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
+ 2 m ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ R cos( Ω0 t + θm ) + Q4
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
d
− 2 m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ ⎜⎜⎛ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ uy( t ) cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
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2
d
d
+ 2 m ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ R2 cos( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ sin( Ω0 t + θm ) cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
+ 2 mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ Rs ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ sin( ψc ) cos( ψ c )
d
t
d
⎝
⎠ ⎝ t
⎠
2
2 d
d
+ 4 mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ uy( t ) cos( ψcw ) cos( ψc ) ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎞⎟⎟
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
+ 2 m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ ⎜⎜⎛ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
2

d
− m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
⎠
⎝ dt
2
2
d
d
+ 2 mw ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) ⎛⎜⎜ φH( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ cos( Ω0 t + θmw ) cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
d
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
− 2 mT ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ uy( t ) cos( ψcw ) ⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
+ 2 m ⎜⎜⎛ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ R2 cos( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ φT( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2
d
⎛
⎞
− 2 mw ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) Ω0 cos( Ω0 t + θmw ) cos( −ψcw + ψc )
d
t
⎝
⎠
2
d
d
− 4 mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ Rs ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ cos( ψcw ) cos( ψc ) sin( ψc )
d
t
d
t
⎝
⎠ ⎝
⎠
2
− m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 sin( −ψ cw + ψ c ) uy( t )
2
d
d
+ 2 m ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ uy( t ) cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
2
d
⎛
+ 2 m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ uy( t ) cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
+ 4 mT ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ uy( t ) cos( ψcw ) cos( ψc ) sin( ψcw ) sin( ψc ) ⎛⎜⎜ uy( t ) ⎟⎟⎞
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
+ 2 mw RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) sin( −ψcw + ψc ) ⎜⎜ φH( t ) ⎟⎟ ⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟ Rs cos( −ψcw + ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠

d
− 2 mw ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) sin( −ψcw + ψ c ) Ω0 Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
2
2⎛ d
d
⎞
− 2 m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ uy( t ) + mw RH ⎜⎜ 2 φH( t ) ⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc )
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠
2
⎞
⎛d
+ m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) R2 ⎜⎜ 2 φT( t ) ⎟⎟
⎝ dt
⎠
d
+ 2 m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc ) uy( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
d
+ 2 m sin( −ψcw + ψc ) R2 cos( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ φT( t )
⎝ dt
⎠
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d
− 2 m ⎛⎜⎜ ψs( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ sin( −ψcw + ψc ) R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 Rs cos( −ψcw + ψ c )
⎝ dt
⎠
d
d
+ 2 m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ ⎜⎜⎛ ψs( t ) ⎟⎟⎞ uy( t )
d
t
d
⎝
⎠⎝ t
⎠
d
d
− 2 m ⎛⎜⎜ ψ s( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ R2 ⎛⎜⎜ φT( t ) ⎞⎟⎟ sin( Ω0 t + θm )
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎝ dt
⎠
2

− m R sin( Ω0 t + θm ) Ω0 Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
⎞
2
2
− mw RH sin( Ω0 t + θmw ) Ω0 Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c ) ⎟⎟
( 2 m R2 + mT R2 + 2 m R2 φT( t )
⎟⎠
+ 4 m R2 sin( Ω0 t + θm ) φT( t ) − 4 m uy( t ) R cos( Ω0 t + θm )
2

2

− 2 m uy( t ) cos( −ψ cw + ψ c ) + 4 m uy( t ) R cos( Ω0 t + θm ) cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
2

2

2

− 2 m R2 cos( Ω0 t + θm ) cos( −ψ cw + ψ c ) + mH RH cos( ψ c )
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

− 4 mT uy( t ) cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) + mH RH cos( ψ cw ) − 2 mH Rs cos( ψ cw )
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

− 2 mH Rs cos( ψ c ) − 2 mT R2 cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) + 2 mw Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
2

2

2

+ 2 mT R2 φT( t ) − 4 mT uy( t ) cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) sin( ψ cw ) sin( ψ c ) + mT R2 cos( ψ cw )

2

2

2

+ 2 mT uy( t ) cos( ψ c ) − 2 mT R2 cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) sin( ψ cw ) sin( ψ c )
2

2

2

2

2

2

+ mT R2 cos( ψ c ) + mH RH + 2 mT uy( t ) cos( ψ cw ) + 4 mH Rs cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c )

2

2

+ 2 mT Rs + 4 m sin( −ψ cw + ψ c ) uy( t ) Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

+ 4 mT Rs cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) − 2 mT Rs cos( ψ cw ) + 2 m Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c )

2

2

+ 2 mH Rs − 2 mT Rs cos( ψ c ) + 4 mH Rs cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) sin( ψ cw ) sin( ψ c )
− 4 m Rs cos( −ψcw + ψc ) sin( −ψcw + ψc ) R cos( Ω0 t + θm )
2

2

− 2 mw RH cos( Ω0 t + θmw ) cos( −ψcw + ψc )

2

2

+ 8 mT Rs uy( t ) cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψc ) sin( ψc )
2

+ 4 mT Rs cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) sin( ψ cw ) sin( ψ c ) + 4 mT Rs uy( t ) sin( ψ cw ) cos( ψ cw )
2

− 8 mT Rs uy( t ) cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c ) sin( ψ cw ) − 4 mT Rs uy( t ) sin( ψ c ) cos( ψ c )
2

2

2

+ 2 m uy( t ) − 2 mH RH cos( ψ cw ) cos( ψ c )
2

2

− 2 mH RH cos( ψcw ) cos( ψ c ) sin( ψ cw ) sin( ψ c ) + 2 mw RH

2

− 4 mw RH cos( Ω0 t + θmw ) sin( −ψ cw + ψ c ) Rs cos( −ψ cw + ψ c ) )
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Appendix C: Maple Code for Suspension Model

Appendix C gives the Maple code that was used to generate the equations of motion for
the double-wishbone suspension model.
> #This program derives the EOM for a 4DOF Double Wishbone
suspension system. There are 7 variables involved: the
fore-aft translation of the two control arms, the rotations
of the two control arms, and the caster, camber, and steer
(toe) of the knuckle. Three constraint equations are used
to reduce the DOF to four; leaving a system of 4 ODEs and 3
DAEs.
restart:
interface(warnlevel=0):
with(LinearAlgebra):
with(VectorCalculus):
with(VariationalCalculus):
interface(warnlevel=4):
#Variable relations for the subs commands required to
convert from time dependent to time independent for the
partial differentiations
time_dpdt := {DX[uca] = DX[uca](t), d_DX[uca] =
d_DX[uca](t), d_alpha[uca]=d_alpha[uca](t),
alpha[uca]=alpha[uca](t), DX[lca]=DX[lca](t),
d_DX[lca]=d_DX[lca](t), alpha[lca]=alpha[lca](t),
d_alpha[lca]=d_alpha[lca](t), theta=theta(t),
d_theta=d_theta(t), phi=phi(t), d_phi=d_phi(t), psi=psi(t),
d_psi=d_psi(t)}:
time_indpdt := {DX[uca](t)=DX[uca], d_DX[uca](t)=d_DX[uca],
d_alpha[uca](t)=d_alpha[uca], alpha[uca](t)=alpha[uca],
DX[lca](t)=DX[lca], d_DX[lca](t)=d_DX[lca],
alpha[lca](t)=alpha[lca], d_alpha[lca](t)=d_alpha[lca],
theta(t)=theta, d_theta(t)=d_theta, phi(t)=phi,
d_phi(t)=d_phi, psi(t)=psi, d_psi(t)=d_psi}:
#Definition of geometric and physical invariants
G := <0,0,-g>:
#Lower arm parameters
chs_ref := <chx_ref,chy_ref,chz_ref>:
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LCA[CG] := <LCA_CG_x,LCA_CG_y,LCA_CG_z>:
LCA[OBJ] := <LCA_OBJ_x,LCA_OBJ_y,0>:
LA_susp_mnt := <Susp_mnt_x,Susp_mnt_y,Susp_mnt_z>:
I_LA := Matrix([[Ixx_la,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,0,0]]):
#Calculation of instantaneous position and velocity in LCA
LA_disp := <DX[lca],0,0>:
LA_angl_pos := <alpha[lca],0,0>:
LA_ang_vel := diff(subs(time_dpdt,LA_angl_pos),t):
LA_rot :=
Matrix([[1,0,0],[0,cos(alpha[lca]),sin(alpha[lca])],[0,sin(alpha[lca]),cos(alpha[lca])]]):
#Transform from LA to Inertial XYZ:
LA_rt := Transpose(LA_rot):
LA_inst_pos_XYZ := chs_ref + LA_disp:
LCA_CG_inst_XYZ := LA_inst_pos_XYZ + LA_rt.LCA[CG]:
LCA_CG_vel_XYZ := diff(subs(time_dpdt,LCA_CG_inst_XYZ),t):
LCA_OBJ_inst_XYZ := LA_inst_pos_XYZ + LA_rt.LCA[OBJ]:
LA_w := M_LA*G:
GF_LA_w_alpha[uca] :=
LA_w.diff(LCA_CG_inst_XYZ,alpha[uca]):
GF_LA_w_DX[uca] := LA_w.diff(LCA_CG_inst_XYZ,DX[uca]):
GF_LA_w_alpha[lca] :=
LA_w.diff(LCA_CG_inst_XYZ,alpha[lca]):
GF_LA_w_DX[lca] := LA_w.diff(LCA_CG_inst_XYZ,DX[lca]):
GF_LA_w_theta := LA_w.diff(LCA_CG_inst_XYZ,theta):
GF_LA_w_phi := LA_w.diff(LCA_CG_inst_XYZ,phi):
GF_LA_w_psi := LA_w.diff(LCA_CG_inst_XYZ,psi):
#LCA Bushing force, and calculation of components of the
generalized force due to the LCA bushing forces
LA_bf_XYZ := -C_lca*diff(subs(time_dpdt,LA_disp),t) K_lca*LA_disp:
GF_LA_bf_alpha[uca] :=
LA_bf_XYZ.diff(LA_inst_pos_XYZ,alpha[uca]):
GF_LA_bf_DX[uca] :=
LA_bf_XYZ.diff(LA_inst_pos_XYZ,DX[uca]):
GF_LA_bf_alpha[lca] :=
LA_bf_XYZ.diff(LA_inst_pos_XYZ,alpha[lca]):
GF_LA_bf_DX[lca] :=
LA_bf_XYZ.diff(LA_inst_pos_XYZ,DX[lca]):
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GF_LA_bf_theta := LA_bf_XYZ.diff(LA_inst_pos_XYZ,theta):
GF_LA_bf_phi := LA_bf_XYZ.diff(LA_inst_pos_XYZ,phi):
GF_LA_bf_psi := LA_bf_XYZ.diff(LA_inst_pos_XYZ,psi):
#Calculation of the Suspension mount instantaneous position
on the LCA relative to the Inertial Co-ordinate frame, and
calculation of the components of the generalized force due
to the extension/compression of the Suspension spring, from
the energy stored in the spring.
LA_SM_inst_XYZ := LA_inst_pos_XYZ + LA_rt.LA_susp_mnt:
SM_on_chs_XYZ := chs_ref + <CHM_x,CHM_y,CHM_z>:
Spring_Inst_len := LA_SM_inst_XYZ - SM_on_chs_XYZ:
Susp_deflection := (sqrt(Spring_Inst_len.Spring_Inst_len) Shock_spring_unloaded_len):
Suspension_Spring_Energy :=
(1/2)*K_susp*(Susp_deflection^2):
GF_susp_spring_alpha[uca] := diff(Suspension_Spring_Energy,alpha[uca]):
GF_susp_spring_DX[uca] := diff(Suspension_Spring_Energy,DX[uca]):
GF_susp_spring_alpha[lca] := diff(Suspension_Spring_Energy,alpha[lca]):
GF_susp_spring_DX[lca] := diff(Suspension_Spring_Energy,DX[lca]):
GF_susp_spring_theta := diff(Suspension_Spring_Energy,theta):
GF_susp_spring_phi := -diff(Suspension_Spring_Energy,phi):
GF_susp_spring_psi := -diff(Suspension_Spring_Energy,psi):
#Calculation of the damping forces in the Shock absorber,
and its components in the generalized forces.
Dashpot_force := C_susp*(diff(subs(time_dpdt,Spring_Inst_len),t)):
GF_dashpot_alpha[uca] :=
Dashpot_force.diff(LA_SM_inst_XYZ,alpha[uca]):
GF_dashpot_DX[uca] :=
Dashpot_force.diff(LA_SM_inst_XYZ,DX[uca]):
GF_dashpot_alpha[lca] :=
Dashpot_force.diff(LA_SM_inst_XYZ,alpha[lca]):
GF_dashpot_DX[lca] :=
Dashpot_force.diff(LA_SM_inst_XYZ,DX[lca]):
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GF_dashpot_theta :=
Dashpot_force.diff(LA_SM_inst_XYZ,theta):
GF_dashpot_phi := Dashpot_force.diff(LA_SM_inst_XYZ,phi):
GF_dashpot_psi := Dashpot_force.diff(LA_SM_inst_XYZ,psi):
#Upper arm parameters
UA_ref := chs_ref + <x,y,z>:
UA_cg := <UCA_CG_x,UCA_CG_y,UCA_CG_z>:
UA_joint := <UA_x,UA_y,0>:
I_UA := Matrix([[Ixx_ua,0,0],[0,0,0],[0,0,0]]):
#Calculation of instantaneous position and velocity in UCA.
UA_disp := <DX[uca],0,0>:
UA_angl_pos := <alpha[uca],0,0>:
UA_rot :=
Matrix([[1,0,0],[0,cos(alpha[uca]),sin(alpha[uca])],[0,sin(alpha[uca]),cos(alpha[uca])]]):
#Transform from UA to Inertial XYZ:
UA_rt := Transpose(UA_rot):
UA_ang_vel := diff(subs(time_dpdt,UA_angl_pos),t):
UA_inst_pos := UA_ref + UA_disp:
UA_cg_inst_XYZ := UA_inst_pos + UA_rt.UA_cg :
UA_cg_vel_XYZ := diff(subs(time_dpdt,UA_cg_inst_XYZ),t):
UA_joint_inst_XYZ := UA_inst_pos + UA_rt.UA_joint:
UA_w := M_UA*G:
GF_UA_w_alpha[uca] := UA_w.diff(UA_cg_inst_XYZ,alpha[uca]):
GF_UA_w_DX[uca] := UA_w.diff(UA_cg_inst_XYZ,DX[uca]):
GF_UA_w_alpha[lca] := UA_w.diff(UA_cg_inst_XYZ,alpha[lca]):
GF_UA_w_DX[lca] := UA_w.diff(UA_cg_inst_XYZ,DX[lca]):
GF_UA_w_theta := UA_w.diff(UA_cg_inst_XYZ,theta):
GF_UA_w_phi := UA_w.diff(UA_cg_inst_XYZ,phi):
GF_UA_w_psi := UA_w.diff(UA_cg_inst_XYZ,psi):
#UCA Bushing force, and calculation of components of the
generalized force due to the UCA bushing forces
UA_bf_XYZ := -C_uca*diff(subs(time_dpdt,UA_disp),t) K_uca*UA_disp:
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GF_UA_bf_alpha[uca] :=
UA_bf_XYZ.diff(UA_inst_pos,alpha[uca]):
GF_UA_bf_DX[uca] := UA_bf_XYZ.diff(UA_inst_pos,DX[uca]):
GF_UA_bf_alpha[lca] :=
UA_bf_XYZ.diff(UA_inst_pos,alpha[lca]):
GF_UA_bf_DX[lca] := UA_bf_XYZ.diff(UA_inst_pos,DX[lca]):
GF_UA_bf_theta := UA_bf_XYZ.diff(UA_inst_pos,theta):
GF_UA_bf_phi := UA_bf_XYZ.diff(UA_inst_pos,phi):
GF_UA_bf_psi := UA_bf_XYZ.diff(UA_inst_pos,psi):
#Torsional bushing forces (????)
GF_LA_bf_tor_alpha[uca] := 0:
GF_LA_bf_tor_DX[uca] := 0:
GF_LA_bf_tor_alpha[lca] := 0:
GF_LA_bf_tor_DX[lca] := 0:
GF_LA_bf_tor_theta := 0:
GF_LA_bf_tor_phi := 0:
GF_LA_bf_tor_psi := 0:
GF_UA_bf_tor_alpha[uca] := 0:
GF_UA_bf_tor_DX[uca] := 0:
GF_UA_bf_tor_alpha[lca] := 0:
GF_UA_bf_tor_DX[lca] := 0:
GF_UA_bf_tor_theta := 0:
GF_UA_bf_tor_phi := 0:
GF_UA_bf_tor_psi := 0:
#Wheel Spindle / steering knuckle parameters in Spindle
local co-ordinate system (SPX-SPY-SPZ)
SP_CG := <SP_CG_x,SP_CG_y,SP_CG_z>:
SP_upper_jnt := <0,0,SP_uj_z>:
SP_TR := <SP_tr_x,SP_tr_y,SP_tr_z>:
SP_wf := <0,wfy,wfz>:
I_SP :=
Matrix([[Ixx_sp,Ixy_sp,Ixz_sp],[Ixy_sp,Iyy_sp,Iyz_sp],[Ixz_
sp,Iyz_sp,Izz_sp]]):
#Camber -> theta, Caster -> phi, Steer/toe -> psi.
#Referenced from Inertial frame (makes physical sense)
SP_ang_pos1 := <theta,0,0>:
SP_ang_pos2 := <0,phi,0>:
SP_ang_pos3 := <0,0,psi>:
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#Convention: camber is positive if theta is negative by RH
rule.
SP_rot1 := Matrix([[1,0,0],[0,cos(theta),sin(theta)],[0,sin(theta),cos(theta)]]):
SP_r1t := Transpose(SP_rot1):
#Convention: caster is positive if phi is negative by RH
rule.
SP_rot2 := Matrix([[cos(phi),0,sin(phi)],[0,1,0],[sin(phi),0,cos(phi)]]):
SP_r2t := Transpose(SP_rot2):
#Convention: steer is positive if psi is negative by RH
rule (steer positive for toe-in)
SP_rot3 := Matrix([[cos(psi),sin(psi),0],[sin(psi),cos(psi),0],[0,0,1]]):
SP_r3t := Transpose(SP_rot3):
#Calculation of spindle CG instantaneous position in the
inertial co-ordinate system.
SP_cg_inst := SP_r1t.(SP_r2t.(SP_r3t.SP_CG)):
SP_cg_inst_XYZ := LCA_OBJ_inst_XYZ + SP_cg_inst:
SP_w := M_SP*G:
GF_SP_w_alpha[uca] := SP_w.diff(SP_cg_inst_XYZ,alpha[uca]):
GF_SP_w_DX[uca] := SP_w.diff(SP_cg_inst_XYZ,DX[uca]):
GF_SP_w_alpha[lca] := SP_w.diff(SP_cg_inst_XYZ,alpha[lca]):
GF_SP_w_DX[lca] := SP_w.diff(SP_cg_inst_XYZ,DX[lca]):
GF_SP_w_theta := SP_w.diff(SP_cg_inst_XYZ,theta):
GF_SP_w_phi := SP_w.diff(SP_cg_inst_XYZ,phi):
GF_SP_w_psi := SP_w.diff(SP_cg_inst_XYZ,psi):
#Spindle CG velocity calculation: Required for KE in
spindle
SP_ang_vel :=
diff(subs(time_dpdt,SP_ang_pos1),t)+SP_r1t.(diff(subs(time_
dpdt,SP_ang_pos2),t) +
SP_r2t.(diff(subs(time_dpdt,SP_ang_pos3),t))):
SP_abs_ang_vel := SP_ang_vel:
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#Spindle angular velocity in the SP1,2,3 coordinate system;
about the spindle's axes of rotation.
SP_abs_ang_vel_SP1SP2SP3 :=
diff(subs(time_dpdt,SP_ang_pos3),t) +
SP_rot3.(diff(subs(time_dpdt,SP_ang_pos2),t) +
SP_rot2.(diff(subs(time_dpdt,SP_ang_pos1),t))):
SP_cg_vel_XYZ := diff(subs(time_dpdt,SP_cg_inst_XYZ),t):
#Wheel spindle Upper Joint position in inertial coordinates. This is used with the UCA outer ball joint
position to obtain constraint equation, and the elements of
the Jacobian matrix.
SP_upper_jnt_inst := LCA_OBJ_inst_XYZ +
SP_r1t.(SP_r2t.(SP_r3t.SP_upper_jnt)):
#Constraint equations; constrains Spindle upper joint to be
attached to the UA joint.
c1 := SP_upper_jnt_inst[1] - UA_joint_inst_XYZ[1]:
c2 := SP_upper_jnt_inst[2] - UA_joint_inst_XYZ[2]:
c3 := SP_upper_jnt_inst[3] - UA_joint_inst_XYZ[3]:
a11 := diff(c1,alpha[uca]):
a12 := diff(c1,DX[uca]):
a13 := diff(c1,alpha[lca]):
a14:=diff(c1,DX[lca]):
a15:=diff(c1,theta):
a16:=diff(c1,phi):
a17:=diff(c1,psi):
a21 := diff(c2,alpha[uca]):
a22 := diff(c2,DX[uca]):
a23 := diff(c2,alpha[lca]):
a24:=diff(c2,DX[lca]):
a25:=diff(c2,theta):
a26:=diff(c2,phi):
a27:=diff(c2,psi):
a31 := diff(c3,alpha[uca]):
a32 := diff(c3,DX[uca]):
a33 := diff(c3,alpha[lca]):
a34:=diff(c3,DX[lca]):
a35:=diff(c3,theta):
a36:=diff(c3,phi):
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a37:=diff(c3,psi):
#Calculating the components of the generalized forces due
to the tire forces acting on the wheel spindle. Note : Tire
forces only include the Fx, Fz components since current
tire model only returns these values.
tire_force := <F_x,0,F_z>:
SP_wf_inst_XYZ := LCA_OBJ_inst_XYZ +
SP_r1t.(SP_r2t.(SP_r3t.SP_wf)):
GF_TF_alpha[uca] :=
tire_force.diff(SP_wf_inst_XYZ,alpha[uca]):
GF_TF_DX[uca] := tire_force.diff(SP_wf_inst_XYZ,DX[uca]):
GF_TF_alpha[lca] :=
tire_force.diff(SP_wf_inst_XYZ,alpha[lca]):
GF_TF_DX[lca] := tire_force.diff(SP_wf_inst_XYZ,DX[lca]):
GF_TF_theta := tire_force.diff(SP_wf_inst_XYZ,theta):
GF_TF_phi := tire_force.diff(SP_wf_inst_XYZ,phi):
GF_TF_psi := tire_force.diff(SP_wf_inst_XYZ,psi):
#Calculating the components of the generalized forces due
to the tire forces at the contact patch. This will lead to
an aligning moment about the kingpin axis. The contact
force is assumed to act only in the lateral (y) direction
(small rotations).
lateral_force := <0,F_y,0>:
SP_wf_rel_XYZ := SP_wf_inst_XYZ - chs_ref:
LF_inst_XYZ := SP_wf_inst_XYZ + <delta_x,delta_y,delta_z>:
SP_kp_inst_XYZ := LCA_OBJ_inst_XYZ +
SP_r1t.(SP_r2t.(SP_r3t.(SP_wf - <0,wfy,0>))):
SP_kp_rel_XYZ := SP_kp_inst_XYZ - chs_ref:
a := (x_H0 - SP_kp_rel_XYZ[1])^2 + (y_H0 SP_kp_rel_XYZ[2])^2:
b := (SP_wf_rel_XYZ[1] - SP_kp_rel_XYZ[1])^2 +
(SP_wf_rel_XYZ[2] - SP_kp_rel_XYZ[2])^2:
c := (SP_wf_rel_XYZ[1] - x_H0)^2 + (SP_wf_rel_XYZ[2] y_H0)^2:
#alpha[slip] := arccos((a + b c)/(2*sqrt(a*b)))*signum(psi):
alpha[slip] := psi:
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F_y := k_alpha*alpha[slip]:
delta_x := R*phi_T*cos(alpha[slip]):
delta_y := R*phi_T*sin(alpha[slip]):
delta_z := uz - R:
GF_LF_alpha[uca] :=
lateral_force.diff(LF_inst_XYZ,alpha[uca]):
GF_LF_DX[uca] := lateral_force.diff(LF_inst_XYZ,DX[uca]):
GF_LF_alpha[lca] :=
lateral_force.diff(LF_inst_XYZ,alpha[lca]):
GF_LF_DX[lca] := lateral_force.diff(LF_inst_XYZ,DX[lca]):
GF_LF_theta := lateral_force.diff(LF_inst_XYZ,theta):
GF_LF_phi := lateral_force.diff(LF_inst_XYZ,phi):
GF_LF_psi := lateral_force.diff(LF_inst_XYZ,psi):
#Calculating components Tie-rod generalized forces, based
on the deflection of the tie-rod.
SP_tr_inst := SP_r1t.(SP_r2t.(SP_r3t.SP_TR)):
SP_tr_inst_XYZ := LCA_OBJ_inst_XYZ + SP_tr_inst:
tr_IBJ := chs_ref + <TR_x,TR_y,TR_z>:
tr_Inst_len := SP_tr_inst_XYZ - tr_IBJ:
tr_force := Ktr*(sqrt(tr_Inst_len.tr_Inst_len) tr_length):
tr_energy := (1/2)*Ktr*(sqrt(tr_Inst_len.tr_Inst_len) tr_length)^2:
GF_tr_alpha[uca] := -diff(tr_energy,alpha[uca]):
GF_tr_DX[uca] := -diff(tr_energy,DX[uca]):
GF_tr_alpha[lca] := -diff(tr_energy,alpha[lca]):
GF_tr_DX[lca] := -diff(tr_energy,DX[lca]):
GF_tr_theta := -diff(tr_energy,theta):
GF_tr_phi := -diff(tr_energy,phi):
GF_tr_psi := -diff(tr_energy,psi):
#Potential Energy due to the position of the rigid body
components of the suspension.
V := M_UA*G.UA_cg_inst_XYZ + M_LA*G.LCA_CG_inst_XYZ +
M_SP*G.SP_cg_inst_XYZ:
#Kinetic Energy due to the velocity of the rigid body
components of the suspension.
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T := (1/2) * (M_UA*(UA_cg_vel_XYZ.UA_cg_vel_XYZ) +
M_LA*(LCA_CG_vel_XYZ.LCA_CG_vel_XYZ) +
M_SP*(SP_cg_vel_XYZ.SP_cg_vel_XYZ) +
UA_ang_vel.I_UA.UA_ang_vel + LA_ang_vel.I_LA.LA_ang_vel +
SP_abs_ang_vel_SP1SP2SP3.I_SP.SP_abs_ang_vel_SP1SP2SP3):
#Substitutions and Calculation of d/dt(dL/dq_dot)
T_dots := 1/2*M_UA*((d_DX[uca](t))^2+(sin((alpha[uca])(t))*(d_alpha[uca](t))*UCA_CG_ycos((alpha[uca])(t))*(d_alpha[uca](t))*UCA_CG_z)^2+(cos((al
pha[uca])(t))*(d_alpha[uca](t))*UCA_CG_ysin((alpha[uca])(t))*(d_alpha[uca](t))*UCA_CG_z)^2)+1/2*M_L
A*((d_DX[lca](t))^2+(sin((alpha[lca])(t))*(d_alpha[lca](t))*LCA_CG_ycos((alpha[lca])(t))*(d_alpha[lca](t))*LCA_CG_z)^2+(cos((al
pha[lca])(t))*(d_alpha[lca](t))*LCA_CG_ysin((alpha[lca])(t))*(d_alpha[lca](t))*LCA_CG_z)^2)+1/2*M_S
P*(((d_DX[lca](t))sin(phi(t))*(d_phi(t))*(cos(psi(t))*SP_CG_xsin(psi(t))*SP_CG_y)+cos(phi(t))*(sin(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_xcos(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_y)+cos(phi(t))*(d_phi(t))*SP_C
G_z)^2+(-sin((alpha[lca])(t))*(d_alpha[lca](t))*LCA_OBJ_ysin(theta(t))*(d_theta(t))*(sin(psi(t))*SP_CG_x+cos(psi(t))
*SP_CG_y)+cos(theta(t))*(cos(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_xsin(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_y)cos(theta(t))*(d_theta(t))*(sin(phi(t))*(cos(psi(t))*SP_CG_xsin(psi(t))*SP_CG_y)+cos(phi(t))*SP_CG_z)-sin(theta(t))*(cos(phi(t))*(d_phi(t))*(cos(psi(t))*SP_CG_xsin(psi(t))*SP_CG_y)-sin(phi(t))*(sin(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_xcos(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_y)sin(phi(t))*(d_phi(t))*SP_CG_z))^2+(cos((alpha[lca])(t))*(d
_alpha[lca](t))*LCA_OBJ_y+cos(theta(t))*(d_theta(t))*(sin(p
si(t))*SP_CG_x+cos(psi(t))*SP_CG_y)+sin(theta(t))*(cos(psi(
t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_x-sin(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_y)sin(theta(t))*(d_theta(t))*(sin(phi(t))*(cos(psi(t))*SP_CG_xsin(psi(t))*SP_CG_y)+cos(phi(t))*SP_CG_z)+cos(theta(t))*(cos(phi(t))*(d_phi(t))*(cos(psi(t))*SP_CG_xsin(psi(t))*SP_CG_y)-sin(phi(t))*(sin(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_xcos(psi(t))*(d_psi(t))*SP_CG_y)sin(phi(t))*(d_phi(t))*SP_CG_z))^2)+1/2*(d_alpha[uca](t))^2
*Ixx_ua+1/2*(d_alpha[lca](t))^2*Ixx_la+1/2*(cos(psi)*cos(ph
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i)*(d_theta(t))+sin(psi)*(d_phi(t)))*(Ixx_sp*(cos(psi)*cos(
phi)*(d_theta(t))+sin(psi)*(d_phi(t)))+Ixy_sp*(sin(psi)*cos(phi)*(d_theta(t))+cos(psi)*(d_phi(t)))+Ixz_sp*
((d_psi(t))+sin(phi)*(d_theta(t))))+1/2*(sin(psi)*cos(phi)*(d_theta(t))+cos(psi)*(d_phi(t)))*(Ixy_sp
*(cos(psi)*cos(phi)*(d_theta(t))+sin(psi)*(d_phi(t)))+Iyy_s
p*(sin(psi)*cos(phi)*(d_theta(t))+cos(psi)*(d_phi(t)))+Iyz_sp*
((d_psi(t))+sin(phi)*(d_theta(t))))+1/2*((d_psi(t))+sin(phi
)*(d_theta(t)))*(Ixz_sp*(cos(psi)*cos(phi)*(d_theta(t))+sin
(psi)*(d_phi(t)))+Iyz_sp*(sin(psi)*cos(phi)*(d_theta(t))+cos(psi)*(d_phi(t)))+Izz_sp*
((d_psi(t))+sin(phi)*(d_theta(t)))):
T_dots := subs(time_indpdt,T_dots):
alpha_uca_dot := diff(subs(time_indpdt,T_dots),alpha[uca]):
DX_uca_dot := diff(subs(time_indpdt,T_dots),DX[uca]):
alpha_lca_dot := diff(subs(time_indpdt,T_dots),alpha[lca]):
DX_lca_dot := diff(subs(time_indpdt,T_dots),DX[lca]):
theta_dot := diff(subs(time_indpdt,T_dots),theta):
phi_dot := diff(subs(time_indpdt,T_dots),phi):
psi_dot := diff(subs(time_indpdt,T_dots),psi):
dd_alpha[uca] :=
diff(subs(time_dpdt,diff(T_dots,d_alpha[uca])),t):
dd_DX[uca] :=
diff(subs(time_dpdt,diff(T_dots,d_DX[uca])),t):
dd_alpha[lca] :=
diff(subs(time_dpdt,diff(T_dots,d_alpha[lca])),t):
dd_DX[lca] :=
diff(subs(time_dpdt,diff(T_dots,d_DX[lca])),t):
dd_theta := diff(subs(time_dpdt,diff(T_dots,d_theta)),t):
dd_phi := diff(subs(time_dpdt,diff(T_dots,d_phi)),t):
dd_psi := diff(subs(time_dpdt,diff(T_dots,d_psi)),t):
#Sum of generalized forces ie, Sum(F(i)*dr/dq)

Sum_GF_alpha[uca] := GF_UA_w_alpha[uca] +
GF_LA_w_alpha[uca] + GF_UA_bf_alpha[uca] +
GF_UA_bf_tor_alpha[uca] + GF_LA_bf_alpha[uca] +
GF_LA_bf_tor_alpha[uca] + GF_susp_spring_alpha[uca] +
GF_dashpot_alpha[uca] + GF_SP_w_alpha[uca] +
GF_TF_alpha[uca] + GF_LF_alpha[uca] + GF_tr_alpha[uca]:
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Sum_GF_DX[uca] := GF_UA_w_DX[uca] + GF_LA_w_DX[uca] +
GF_UA_bf_DX[uca] + GF_UA_bf_tor_DX[uca] + GF_LA_bf_DX[uca]
+ GF_LA_bf_tor_DX[uca] + GF_susp_spring_DX[uca] +
GF_dashpot_DX[uca] + GF_SP_w_DX[uca] + GF_TF_DX[uca] +
GF_LF_DX[uca]+ GF_tr_DX[uca]:
Sum_GF_alpha[lca] := GF_UA_w_alpha[lca] +
GF_LA_w_alpha[lca] + GF_UA_bf_alpha[lca] +
GF_UA_bf_tor_alpha[lca] + GF_LA_bf_alpha[lca] +
GF_LA_bf_tor_alpha[lca] + GF_susp_spring_alpha[lca] +
GF_dashpot_alpha[lca] + GF_SP_w_alpha[lca] +
GF_TF_alpha[lca] + GF_LF_alpha[lca] + GF_tr_alpha[lca]:
Sum_GF_DX[lca] := GF_UA_w_DX[lca] + GF_LA_w_DX[lca] +
GF_UA_bf_DX[lca] + GF_UA_bf_tor_DX[lca] + GF_LA_bf_DX[lca]
+ GF_LA_bf_tor_DX[lca] + GF_susp_spring_DX[lca] +
GF_dashpot_DX[lca] + GF_SP_w_DX[lca] + GF_TF_DX[lca] +
GF_LF_DX[lca] + GF_tr_DX[lca]:
Sum_GF_theta := GF_UA_w_theta + GF_LA_w_theta +
GF_UA_bf_theta + GF_UA_bf_tor_theta + GF_LA_bf_theta +
GF_LA_bf_tor_theta + GF_susp_spring_theta +
GF_dashpot_theta + GF_SP_w_theta + GF_TF_theta +
GF_LF_theta + GF_tr_theta:
Sum_GF_phi := GF_UA_w_phi + GF_LA_w_phi + GF_UA_bf_phi +
GF_UA_bf_tor_phi + GF_LA_bf_phi + GF_LA_bf_tor_phi +
GF_susp_spring_phi + GF_dashpot_phi + GF_SP_w_phi +
GF_TF_phi + GF_LF_phi + GF_tr_phi:
Sum_GF_psi := GF_UA_w_psi + GF_LA_w_psi + GF_UA_bf_psi +
GF_UA_bf_tor_psi + GF_LA_bf_psi + GF_LA_bf_tor_psi +
GF_susp_spring_psi + GF_dashpot_psi + GF_SP_w_psi +
GF_TF_psi + GF_LF_psi + GF_tr_psi:
#Equations of Motion usings d/dt(d/dqi_dot(T)) - d/dqi(T) =
Sum(GF_i) + Sum(lambda_i*#a_i) = 0
EOM1 := dd_alpha[uca] - alpha_uca_dot - Sum_GF_alpha[uca] lambda1*a11 - lambda2*a21 - lambda3*a31:
EOM2 := dd_DX[uca] - DX_uca_dot - Sum_GF_DX[uca] lambda1*a12 - lambda2*a22 - lambda3*a32:
EOM3 := dd_alpha[lca] - alpha_lca_dot - Sum_GF_alpha[lca] lambda1*a13 - lambda2*a23 - lambda3*a33:
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EOM4 := dd_DX[lca] - DX_lca_dot - Sum_GF_DX[lca] lambda1*a14 - lambda2*a24 - lambda3*a34:
EOM5 := dd_theta - theta_dot - Sum_GF_theta -lambda1*a15 lambda2*a25 - lambda3*a35:
EOM6 := dd_phi - phi_dot - Sum_GF_phi -lambda1*a16 lambda2*a26 - lambda3*a36:
EOM7 := dd_psi - psi_dot - Sum_GF_psi -lambda1*a17 lambda2*a27 - lambda3*a37:

Generating EOMs in Matlab Form:
> with(CodeGeneration):
interface(warnlevel=0):
Defining Substitutions:
> subq:=alpha[uca]=q(1), DX[uca]=q(2), alpha[lca]=q(3),
DX[lca]=q(4), theta=q(5), phi=q(6), psi=q(7):
subqt:=alpha[uca](t)=q(1), DX[uca](t)=q(2),
alpha[lca](t)=q(3), DX[lca](t)=q(4), theta(t)=q(5),
phi(t)=q(6), psi(t)=q(7):
subdq:=d_alpha[uca]=q(8), d_DX[uca]=q(9),
d_alpha[lca]=q(10), d_DX[lca]=q(11), d_theta=q(12),
d_phi=q(13), d_psi=q(14):
subdqt:=d_alpha[uca](t)=q(8), d_DX[uca](t)=q(9),
d_alpha[lca](t)=q(10), d_DX[lca](t)=q(11),
d_theta(t)=q(12), d_phi(t)=q(13), d_psi(t)=q(14):
subdqdt:=diff(alpha[uca](t),t)=q(8),
diff(DX[uca](t),t)=q(9), diff(alpha[lca](t),t)=q(10),
diff(DX[lca](t),t)=q(11), diff(theta(t),t)=q(12),
diff(phi(t),t)=q(13), diff(psi(t),t)=q(14):
subddqdt:=diff(d_alpha[uca](t),t)=dq(8),
diff(d_DX[uca](t),t)=dq(9), diff(d_alpha[lca](t),t)=dq(10),
diff(d_DX[lca](t),t)=dq(11), diff(d_theta(t),t)=dq(12),
diff(d_phi(t),t)=dq(13), diff(d_psi(t),t)=dq(14):
>
EOM_1:=subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},EOM1
):
subs(dq(8)=0,EOM_1)/subs(dq(8)=1,(subs(dq(8)=0,EOM_1)EOM_1)):
Matlab(%,resultname="dq8");
>
EOM_2:=subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},EOM2
):
subs(dq(9)=0,EOM_2)/subs(dq(9)=1,(subs(dq(9)=0,EOM_2)EOM_2)):
Matlab(%,resultname="dq9");
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>
EOM_3:=subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},EOM3
):
subs(dq(10)=0,EOM_3)/subs(dq(10)=1,(subs(dq(10)=0,EOM_3)EOM_3)):
Matlab(%,resultname="dq10");
>
EOM_4:=subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},EOM4
):
subs(dq(11)=0,EOM_4)/subs(dq(11)=1,(subs(dq(11)=0,EOM_4)EOM_4)):
Matlab(%,resultname="dq11");
>
EOM_5:=subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},EOM5
):
subs(dq(12)=0,EOM_5)/subs(dq(12)=1,(subs(dq(12)=0,EOM_5)EOM_5)):
Matlab(%,resultname="dq12");
>
EOM_6:=subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},EOM6
):
subs(dq(13)=0,EOM_6)/subs(dq(13)=1,(subs(dq(13)=0,EOM_6)EOM_6)):
Matlab(%,resultname="dq13");
>
EOM_7:=subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},EOM7
):
subs(dq(14)=0,EOM_7)/subs(dq(14)=1,(subs(dq(14)=0,EOM_7)EOM_7)):
Matlab(%,resultname="dq14");
> #Constraint Equations in Matlab Form
#Substitutions for IC calculation:
subP1:= (alpha[uca])(t) = alpha_uca, DX[uca](t) = P1(2),
(alpha[lca])(t) = P1(3), (DX[lca])(t) = P1(4), theta(t) =
theta, phi(t) = phi, psi(t) = P1(7):
subP0:= (alpha[uca])(t) = P0(1), DX[uca](t) = P0(2),
(alpha[lca])(t) = P0(3), (DX[lca])(t) = P0(4), theta(t) =
P0(5), phi(t) = P0(6), psi(t) = P0(7):
subv := diff((alpha[uca])(t), t) = d_alpha_uca,
diff((DX[uca])(t), t) = V1(2), diff((alpha[lca])(t), t) =
V1(3), diff((DX[lca])(t), t) = V1(4), diff(theta(t), t) =
d_theta, diff(phi(t), t) = d_phi, diff(psi(t), t) = V1(7):
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> c_1:=subs({subP1},subs(time_dpdt,c1)):
Matlab(c_1,resultname="C_1");
> c_2:=subs({subP1},subs(time_dpdt,c2)):
Matlab(c_2,resultname="C_2");
> c_3:=subs({subP1},subs(time_dpdt,c3)):
Matlab(c_3,resultname="C_3");
> #Derivatives of Constraint Equations
dc1 := diff(subs(time_dpdt,c1), t):
dc2 := diff(subs(time_dpdt,c2), t):
dc3 := diff(subs(time_dpdt,c3), t):
> #IC Velocity Constraints in Matlab form:
dc1t := subs({subv, subP0}, dc1):
dc2t := subs({subv, subP0}, dc2):
dc3t := subs({subv, subP0}, dc3):
Matlab(dc1t,resultname="d_C_1");
> Matlab(dc2t,resultname="d_C_2");
> Matlab(dc3t,resultname="d_C_3");
> #DAE Constraint Equations (Index 1):
ddc1 := diff(dc1,t):
ddc2 := diff(dc2,t):
ddc3 := diff(dc3,t):
dq15 := dq(11) - sin(q(6)) * q(13) ^ 2 * SP_uj_z +
cos(q(6)) * dq(13) * SP_uj_z - dq(9):
dq16 := -cos(q(3)) * q(10) ^ 2 * LCA_OBJ_y - sin(q(3)) *
dq(10) * LCA_OBJ_y + sin(q(5)) * q(12) ^ 2 * cos(q(6)) *
SP_uj_z - cos(q(5)) * dq(12) * cos(q(6)) * SP_uj_z + 0.2e1
* cos(q(5)) * q(12) * sin(q(6)) * q(13) * SP_uj_z +
sin(q(5)) * cos(q(6)) * q(13) ^ 2 * SP_uj_z + sin(q(5)) *
sin(q(6)) * dq(13) * SP_uj_z + cos(q(1)) * q(8) ^ 2 * UA_y
+ sin(q(1)) * dq(8) * UA_y:
dq17 := -sin(q(3)) * q(10) ^ 2 * LCA_OBJ_y + cos(q(3)) *
dq(10) * LCA_OBJ_y - cos(q(5)) * q(12) ^ 2 * cos(q(6)) *
SP_uj_z - sin(q(5)) * dq(12) * cos(q(6)) * SP_uj_z + 0.2e1
* sin(q(5)) * q(12) * sin(q(6)) * q(13) * SP_uj_z cos(q(5)) * cos(q(6)) * q(13) ^ 2 * SP_uj_z - cos(q(5)) *
sin(q(6)) * dq(13) * SP_uj_z + sin(q(1)) * q(8) ^ 2 * UA_y
- cos(q(1)) * dq(8) * UA_y:
Matlab(dq15,resultname="dq15");
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> Matlab(dq16,resultname="dq16");
> Matlab(dq17,resultname="dq17");
> #Tie Rod Force
F_tr :=
subs({subddqdt,subdqdt,subdqt,subdq,subqt,subq},tr_force):
Matlab(F_tr,resultname="F_tr");
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Appendix D: Experimental Setup and Procedures

Appendix D describes the experimental setup and procedures used by Ayglon [6] to
gather data for model validation and objective-to-subjective correlation.
Experimental Setup
The vehicle used for testing was instrumented with an array of sensors, which
included accelerometers, rate gyros, strain gauges and a string potentiometer, placed
accordingly with the goals in mind of characterizing the steering system with objective
data and validating the simulation model through input/output comparison. The in-house
custom-built sensors had a bandwidth of 0 to 50 Hz and cut-off with second order low
pass filters for the accelerometers and third order low pass filtering for the rate gyros.
The instrumentation of the steering system included two rate gyros, one mounted
at the pinion output and another on the steering wheel (refer to Figure D.1, Labels 1 and
2), which were used to obtain data to estimate a transfer function model between the
pinion and the steering wheel and to investigate and characterize the type and degree of
nonlinearity in the steering subsystem. Accelerometers were placed on the rack and rack
housing (refer to Figure D.2, Label 8), and strain gauges were mounted to each of the tie
rods to monitor the force inputs to the steering subsystem due to excitation by tire
nonuniformity and wheel imbalance forces (refer to Figure D.2, Label 3).
The instrumentation of the suspension subsystem included accelerometers to
measure the fore-aft and the lateral acceleration of the control arms (refer to Labels 4 and
5 in Figure D.2), as well as a rate sensor to measure the yaw rate about the kingpin axis
(refer to Label 6 in Figure D.2). All sensors were mounted, calibrated, and monitored by
Ayglon. The data was recorded with a Micro-Auto-Box from Dspace® data acquisition
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system using Control Desk® software. Figures D.1 and D.2 show the mounting of the
sensors used for the shop and road testing of the vehicle.

1.

2.

Figure D.1: Mounting of the Angular Rate Sensors on the Steering Wheel and Column
(ref. Figure 8.1 from [6])

5.

5.
6.

8.

8.

4.

7.
3.

4.

Figure D.2: Mounting of the Accelerometers, Strain Gauge, Rate Gyro and Phase
Sensors on the Control Arms and Rack of the Double Wishbone Suspension
(ref. Figure 8.2 from [6])
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Experimental Testing
Experimental tests were conducted with the vehicle on road in straight running,
stationary and elevated on jack stands in a workshop, and with the subsystems partially
disassembled (steering subsystem modal testing).

Mass imbalance was more easily

controlled than radial run-out and, since it was found through simulation and preliminary
testing to be the main source of force variation contributing to the steering
nonuniformity-induced nibble vibrations, mass imbalance was chosen as the main
parameter to be investigated during the track and stationary testing. Tests with tires of
various other types known nonuniformity were not conducted but may give insight into
the sensitivity between the input forces at the tie rod and overall degree of tire
nonuniformity.
Track Testing
In order to accurately observe the actual force variations due to tire nonuniformity
transferred to the steering system through the main load path, the tie rods, the vehicle was
driven in controlled conditions with tires of known nonuniformity (either by mass
imbalance or measured radial nonuniformity), on a smooth, straight, flat road. The
obtained track test data was used to identify the presence of any significant load paths
which might exist, for comparison to the stationary and modal test data, and for
validation of the analytical model. For the road/track testing, the vehicle was fully
assembled and loaded as would be the normal condition; no special setup or
configuration was necessary.
During the testing process, the main responses observed were the tie rod forces,
the steering wheel tangential acceleration (i.e. nibble response), the upper and lower
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control arms accelerations (along the longitudinal and lateral axis), and the knuckle
rotational accelerations. The amount of mass imbalance was varied by mounting weights
onto the rim of the wheel using a wheel weight hammer. The tire pressure of each wheel
was measured and adjusted as necessary. The vehicle is then driven at constant speed in
5 mph increments between 65 mph and 80 mph for several different runs. This procedure
was repeated for different values of mass imbalance and for combined imbalance on both
sides of the vehicle in order to assess the effect of tire phasing. Occasionally, one tire
was purposely deflated in order to induce a rolling phase difference.
Stationary Testing
Since track testing proved to be very time consuming, a procedure was developed
by which additional testing could be performed with the vehicle in a stationary
configuration. This allowed the vehicle to be located inside a workshop where additional
mass imbalance tests could be efficiently conducted such that a larger amount of data was
available to compare with the analytical simulation results. For the stationary shop
testing, it was important that the suspension remain in its loaded configuration in order to
retain the modeled geometry and eliminate undesirable effects due resulting from the
suspension being fully extended. Thus the series of detailed shop tests were conducted
with the vehicle elevated on jack stands and the suspension supported at curb height by
means of cables attached through a fixture on the chassis. The cable system far less
affected the suspension compliance as would be the case if the suspension were to be
raised to curb height by additional jacks, which would transmit force and vibrations
directly to the ground. The setup used did not significantly limit the effects of the
measurable bushing compliance on the vibration phenomenon.
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Although the elevated vehicle configuration eliminated the presence of tire
contact and slip forces, the simulation results, consistent with expectations, confirmed
that the tire force variations due to the rotating mass imbalance were the chief
considerations concerning nibble response.

The basic procedure was to elevate the

vehicle and place the jack stands under the front and rear axles, ensuring that the chassis
of the vehicle is properly leveled. Testing is conducted with the vehicle shifted into four
wheel drive, and the wheel speed is slowly increased until the target value is reached.
During the testing process, the main responses observed were the tie rod forces,
the steering wheel angular acceleration, the upper and lower control arm accelerations,
the pinion acceleration, the knuckle vertical and fore-aft acceleration, the rack
acceleration, the phasing between left and right wheel, and the wheel rotation speed
(using a vehicle speed sensor or other similar sensor). In the same manner as in the track
testing, various imbalance masses were mounted onto the rim of the wheel using a wheel
weight hammer. The steering wheel was initially located into its center position to ensure
that the wheels are straight and the wheel rotation rate corresponding to the target vehicle
speed was set. Once the speed reading was stabilized, approximately one minute of data
was collected from all channels. This procedure was repeated for various cases of mass
imbalance and speed. Due to the limitations of the analog speedometer, measurements
were only conducted at 5 mph increments in the range of the critical speed.
Modal Testing
In order to more thoroughly characterize the behavior of the steering subsystem,
the subsystem was isolated and investigated through modal analysis. The objectives of
the tests were to obtain the frequency responses of the main steering components and to
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use the measured data to validate and tune the analytical steering subsystem model.
Steering shaft phasing, steering system hysteretic characteristics, and the effects of the
nonlinearities with regard to the load path(s) were also observed.
The testing procedure and measurements taken aimed to discern the relationship
between the forces transmitted through the tie rod and the excitation of the rack lateral
mode, which in turns excites the steering column and ultimately the steering wheel
rotation. During the testing process, the main responses observed were the tie rod forces,
the rack lateral and fore-aft acceleration, the pinion angular acceleration, and steering
wheel angular acceleration. The main equipment used for experimentation was a signal
generator which created a sinusoidal signal, an amplifier that magnifies the signal, and an
electromechanical inertial shaker which converted the input signal into mechanical force
excitation. A clamp was attached to the shaker output, which connected to the outer tie
rod ball joint, which was removed from the steering knuckle. After the tie rod was
attached to the clamp, the alignment of both the tie rod and threaded rod axes was
verified. The load cell from the shaker was used to measure actual forces transmitted to
the tie rod end; these values were also compared to the strain gauge measurement in order
to verify the strain gauge calibration. The force input by the shaker, the forces generated
in the tie rods, along with nibble vibrations were recorded for various frequencies in the
neighborhood of the resonance zone.
performing the modal testing.

Figure D.3 shows the apparatus used for
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Dspace control desk
Micro AutoBox DAQ

Signal amplifier

Signal generator
(sine wave)

UCA

Clamp to the tie rod outer ball-joint

Shaker
Spindle
LCA

Figure D.3: Modal Testing Experimental Setup (ref. Figure 8.3 from [6])
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